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PURPOSE OF PROJECT 69 

Project 69 in !ll::!s~rct.c.r.d.i!!.!;, ~ proposed to provida en npproach 

to ' · ~-:"ia ~·: 1 n ::yllnbus for teaching the nature and effects of media in 

c-:::<~c y ::··;:1ools. A new tnctic was used, nc.."'ldy to consider not so much 

tl;J cc1:..i.:i':.1.tc:1~~;; no:."' the ncc::tte.,t" of media, as their effects. I therefore 

rni::c the ~:!cstio::t at once: 11Hhy 1-.ave the effects of media, whether speech, 

llritina, photo(7'.:rp!ty .or rc=.dio, beCL"l overlooked by social ob~e:,·crs through 

ti-c past 3500 years of the Western world?" Th~ anf:~t~r -~o tl:at ,uestion we 

:::~1all occ is in de pot:cr of the m~dia themselves to impose their own 

as:::"L:·.:.)tic:ls upon our t:~dcs of perception. Our media have always constituted 

the po.l .. r .. :::~tcr:J and the fram~w.>-:--k f~r the objectives ,f om- Western world. 

tut the nG~v.-:pticns <::.nd pt.r~~ters project'-"<! by the struct'.u-es of the media 

on lL'1d tlu .. "meh our &encibilities have long constituted the over-all patterns 

of privutc ~~d croup association in the West. the same structuring of the 

form; of htr:::cn osc:Jciation by various media is also true of the non-Western 

world, as of the lives of preliterate and archaic man. The difference is 

that in the West our media technologies from script to print, and from 

Gutc.&berg to Hnrconi 1 have been t.ighl.y specialized. Specialis:n creates not 

stability and equilibri.uc1 but chang~ and trauma, as one segment of experi

ence umxrps and overlays the others in aggressive, brawling sequence and 

cycle .. 

All t~at ends now, in the electronic age whose media substitute all-at

onccness for onc-thing-at-a-timeness. The movement of information at 

appro :x:i.cately the speed of light has become by far the largest industry 

of the world. The consumption of this information has beco:ne correspondingly 
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tt.~ largest consumer function in the world. The globo has bccc=~ on cne 

ha.."ld a co:r~u."lity of learning, and at the srune tim~, with regcro to the 

tichtneos of its inter-relationships, the glob~ has bcco::3 a tiny villa£:e. 

Patterns oC hucan association ba=~ on slower media have bee~~ overnight 

not only irrelevant an~ obsolete, but a threat to continued existence end to 

sanity. In these circlnlstc.l'lCes Un~.~r'fl.?£:J1~ !!:}in r.1ust r::cr..;."l the \li1der-

stc.nding of the effects of md.ia. The obj~ctives of neil re:dia have tended, 

fatally, to be set in terms of the par~eters ~1d frc~2s of ol~er media. 

All n:cdia testing has bee."l do:11e within the p:u-t..-ncters of older :ncdia -

enpocially of speech and print. The popular Las~,:ell fof'C":Jla, for ext:J.~le, 

applies only to speech and v~n't work ev~ for writina let alone print or 

photoeraphy. 

are reco~izcd to be distinct ~~tities. Let me quote fr~ a ~estinchouse 

"Long Rc.n{.!e PlGnning" brief of Aueust 3, 1960: 

"No':l it is imperative that whenever there is a ct.c.."lge 
so that actual develop~cnts do not coincide with your 
asc~ptions, you must chcnge your as~u:1ptions ~!d you 
w.1st chcnce &ny plc."ls that were b~scj on the L.SSU".:lption 
th~t has now turned out to be erroneous. • •• It is 
absolutely imperative that you l!:'.Jst knov ll."hat your 
asstW~ptions ere, end that you must recocnize that 
things are not going to develop in the future in accord
ance lri.th your assu::ptios.... No,,, the prir.ary 
difference between en assl..C:pticn a."'l.d an objective, is 
that £D as~pticn pert~s to things that are beyond 
your control, ~nd ~ objective p~rtains to things that 
are achieved through your o~ effort." 

\vhat the writer of this brief does not know is that ass1r11ptions can 

alno co:ne within the range of prediction and control just as soon as it is 

recognized that the new media of con:munication in any age, as they penetrate 
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.?.nd tr.:-.n:.;form the older media, are the source of new assumptions and 

consequently the causes of change in our objectiv~s. 

The study of media constituents and content can never reveal the dynam-

ics of media effects. Hedia study has lagged behind all other fields in this 

century 1 even beUnd economics, as the following quotation from w. w. 

Rostow' s The St~es of Econc:ni.c Grmrth (Cambridge University Press, 19601 

p. 90) will show: 

11The argttlncnt of this bool< has been that once man 
conceived of his physical environment as subject to 
knouable, ccnsistc11t lnt-rs, t.e began to manipulate it 
to his econor:ri.c ~dv.::ntage; nnd once it was demon
strated that gro:Jth uas possible, the consequences 
of grouth and t:odcrnization, notably its military 
couscquenccs, unhinged one traditional society after 
another, pushed i'C into the treacherous period of 
preconditions, from which many, but not all of the 
vorld's societies have now emerged into self
sustained growth through the take-off mecl'lanism 
described in chapter 4." 

Medin study has not begun to approa-:h the awareness of this ''take-off 

mechanism" of social change involved in the shaping and speeding of infor-

mation for eye and for ear and for touch and kinetics. 

Project 69 set out to bring media study within tlte range of the 

expanding awareness here indicated by Rostow in economics. My assumptions 

then, were: 

(a) that nothing had yet been done to bring understanding 

to the effects of media in patterning hunan association, 

(b) that such understanding was quite possible; media 

assumptions do not have to remain subliminal, 

(c) that the absence of such understanding was eloquent 
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testimony to the power of media to anesthetize those 

very modes of a\iareness in which they were most operative. 

~y objectives were: 
. 

(a) to explain the character of a do:en media, illustrating 

the dyr.amic sywmetries of their operation on man and 

society, 

(b) to do tris in a syllabus usable in secondary schools. 

(Secondary schools were chosen as offering students 

who l.ad not in their o.,.n lives become aware of any vested 

interest in acquired h~owlcdge. They have very great 

experience of media, but no habits of observaticn or 

critical awareness. Yet they are the best teachers 

of media to teachers, who are otherwise unreachable.) 

Marshall HcLul-an 



ITI~"ERARY AND Stl}iHARY OF ACTIVITIES OF THE CONSULTANT 

Hy itinerary is complicated by the fact that ordinarily 1 make numerous 

trips to HanaGement Training Centers, and that these visits coincide with 

fro quent consultC\tions with capable educators in these top management 

centers. These trips do not appear on ruy present itinerary. During this 

past year I ~ave t.ad a dozen sessions with Peter F. Drucker and Bernard J. 

Nullcr-Tbym. Both of these men, l.ffio are considered the greatest management 

consultants in the world today, are former professors of philosophy. I find 

i. t much easier to talk about the meaning of media to such men the.!\ •.o 

educators. Tl:e reason is this: Drucker and .Muller-Thym deal daily with 

managem~1t in the world's largest business organizations. They are 

acutely aware of the effects of media, new and old1 on decision-making in 

big business. The educator feels protected by bureaucratic structures which 

ensure him a co:11fortable decade or so of culture-lag. The executive has 

no such protection. Curt13 of General Motors was fired when he failed to 

guess right about the small car. Telt"vision is responsible for tile small 

car craze, and hence the small car ha3 come to stay. Curtis said it would 

go away. He knew little of any media save the car. Educators know less 

about the new media tl·an Hr. Curtis because their decisions are not based 

on inwediate contemporary pressures, nor are their wrong decisions tested 

every few months on the adequacy of their students to cope with a new world. 

My first trip for Project 69 was to Philadelphia (June 18-191 1959) 

to confer with Dr. Skornia and Dr. Gilbert Seldes about an over-all plan 

for tl:e project. This was an especially fruitful session since Scldes was 

himself in tie midst of exploring patterns for Hs own new Annenbcrg school. 
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Jim tfcFI1erscn ud others about the project. It was rccc::ncndcd that I 

s;rinr; the stress for the remaining months to the dcvelop1:1ent ot testable 

hypotl1cscs for rr,cdia research. These resulting hypotheses now appear in 

cc~i.nccticn \lith the media charts sub;:titted in this report. I am indeed 

cr.::tcful to the \'l~s~1ington Co:=dttee for this suggestion. It paid off in 

a big uny. 

February 28~krc:h 5: The DAVI Convention in Cincinnati where 1 was a 

r:::::::~r of a continning panel. The major effect of this conference for my 

studies vnn th~ su:Jdcn attarcness that my approach to t.he media is close to 

th~ Syst~:1s D:.::vclor,:-.:.mt type of effort. I owe this discovery to William 

Allen, Itr.x:d Corporation, and James Finn, DAVI President. As a result 1 

h~.ve b~o.rn to \iorl< with our electrical engineering department here at 

Tc::c;nto. As a further result I spent a day in April with Gordon Browll, Dean 

of Electrical Encincering at MIT. I ahall n~w continue to pusl, media study 

in th~ direction of electrical Systems Development. 

Murch 18-20: Began disrussions with Robert Shafer of Wayne, and Lee 

Dreyfus of \-Jayne educational TV station, about the possibility of doing a 

video tnpe on the Gutenberg era. Subsequent trips were necessary for the 

rchcar:::nl and shooting of same, as follows: March 31-April 1; Hay 27-l-tay 

28; June 3-June 6. 

April 9-12 I conferred with David Rie~n and Henry Horgan about my 

media hypotheses. Horgan of psychology was very critical and helpful. 

RicSir.c.n was very enthusiastic and encouraging. 

Hay 2-4: At the annual Institute in Coltnnbus, Ohio. Here I had a most 
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exciting and profitable session with Samuel Renshaw, distinguished psychol-

ogist, about my media l:ypotheses. He coniinned my basic suggestion by 

telling me that "In the Second War we found that to train for visual virtu-

osity we had to train not the eyP but the ear of the subject." 

Ross Hooncy gave much help and took me over the Adelbert Ames 

perception lab. 

Mny 14-18: C~nferring with Dick Evans about the Syllabus. But also 

took opportunity to visit the phonoscope exreriment in Galveston with 

Harold \o/igren. Here as with all tl:e new media they are eager to slow that 

TV can attain all the old effects of the live classroom. It is also a 

revolutionary medium requiring totally new educational objectives. These 

will not be attained until p~onoscope has revolutionized our commercial 

lives. Education follows be~~nd ccmmerce in leadership. 

~lay 27-28 and June 3-6, in Detroit were mostly concerned with making 

The Gutenberg Cala)I. But I had some important talks with t~4t remarkable 

person Ethel Tincher. Hrs. Tincher 1 high in the policy-making and adminis-

tration of tl;e Detroit Public Schools, las for many yP.ars been pushing the 

study of mcJia. She is viviJ.ly aware of the futility of our one-way 

educational flow in the electronic age. Horeover she loas had much experi-

mental proof in teaching media in the classroom. The results have always 

ama:ed her. In a letter of August 15, 1960, she reports: 

"In the pamphlet I sent you regarding tl~e study of teen
age listening habits in Detroit, there is a reference to 
tl-.e fact that in only one class surveyed could there be 
found any real questions about the honesty of the disc 
jockey payola racket. In this class there happened to 
be six ldds who had been in my experimental class in the 
mass media. I questioned the teacher after the study was 
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done, and he told me that these kids had been very 
articulate about a number of ramifications of payola, 
arrnrently ~elping to change the opinions of other 
members of the class. This in spite of the fact that 
";e had no moralizing as a part of the course. Although 
this is not a scientific study 1 it bears out wh~t I 
ha...-e discovered tin~e and time ar.:::.in, that if we as 
teachers do not att-'r.:pt to impo::;~ our standards uron 
O:.JX' StuJents, but relp tl11:m tO evaluate for ~hemsclVCS 
v!1at is lu1ppening to them as a result of their deep 
involvenent in the m.?dia, they can be depended upon to 
raise the level of their O\\n taste, and to make infer
ences and to dra\-1 deductions from other art::as cf 
entertainment and education. Also, it seems to verify 
tl1e t\io-way flow of ccrrr.nmication theory. 

Project 69 travel was amply rewarding in insight and friendship. 

Unfortunately, it had adverse effects on my health, requiring ~ospitali%atior. 

and a long period of rest, delaying the conclusion of these reports and the 

summarizing of the results of this project. 

Marshall HcLuhn 
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GEt-.lf.RAL INTRODUCTION TO WE LANGUAGES Mom GRA.M}1ARS OF TilE MEDIA 

Early in 1960 it dawned on me that the sensory impression proffered 

by a medium like movie or radio, was not the sensory effect obtained. 

Radio, for example, has an intense visual effect on listeners. But then 

there is the telephone which also proffers an auditory impressi{ln, but has 

no visual eff~ct. In the same way telewision is watched but has a very 

different effect fr{lm movies. These observations led to a series of studies 

of the media, and to the discovery of basic la\iS ccncerning the sensory 

effects of various media. These will be found in this report. 

In 1915 Heinrich \~olfflin published his Princinles of Art History 

which has since then revolutionized the study of many ar.atters besides art. 

:~is entire approach ccnfirms what I discovered about media: "~ effe..£.! 

is the thing that counts, !!.21 the sensuous. facts," (Dover Publicet.tions, p. 

62). This is also the theme of E. H. (klmbrich' s Art and Illusion (Pantheon 

Books, 1960), in which he provides "a study in the Psychology of Pictorial 

Represcntati{ln,'' bridging and fusing mucl· recent perception study with tlie 

ltistory of culture. 

Switching attention to effects away from "the sensuous facts" high

lighted such facts as that the two-dimensional in visual presentation is in 

effect very tactile, resonant, and auditory. Three dimensional representa

tion on the other hand remains primarily visual, pictorial, retinal --

abstract and exclusive of the non-retinal. The implications of thb for 

the difference between the effects of movies and television will be shown 

later. In direct connection with this, it is most illuminating, at the 

very beginning of Georg von Bekesy' s Experiments in Hearing (McGraw-Hill 
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1960) 
1 

to find him contrasting two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

paintings. His purpose is to explain how in the study of hearing, "mosaic" 

methods of research are more effective than "perspective" methods. 

Acoustic.1l research is necessarily "deptl-:" study since hearing is 

from .111 directions at once. Two-dimensiondi mosaic structures with their 

multi-levelled effects are therefore of great relevance to auditory research. 

TLere can be no fixed point of view with perspective and vanishing point, in 

such study. Out Bckesy is naturally apologetic in abandoning the conventional 

"perspective" patterns of research (such as are still used in audio-visual 

media study) : 

"It is possible to distinguish tw forms of approach to 
a problem. One, which may be called the tleoretical 
approach, is to formulate the problem in relation to 
uhat is already kno~,m, to make additions or extensions 
on the basis of accepted principles, and then to proceed 
to test these hypotheses experimentally. Another, which 
may be called the mosaic approach, takes each problem 
for itself with little reference to the field in which 
it lies, and seeks to discover relations and _p-inciples 
that hold within the circUiilscribed area." lJight 
tl-.roug@ 

'· , · Dekesy tl-,en proceeds to introduce his two paintings: 

"A close analogy to these two approaches may be found 
in the field of art. In the period between tJ-e 
deventh and seventeenth centuries the Arabs and the 
Persians developed a high mastery of the arts of 
description and portrayal and they used the mosaic 
style •••• Later, during the Renaissance: a new form 
of representation was developed in which the attempt 
was made to give unity and perspective to the picture 
and to represent the atmospl-ere •••• 

"Wlen in the field of science a great deal of progress 
has been made and most of the pertinent v~riables are 
known, a new problem may most readily be handled by 
trying to fit it into the existing framework. When, 
however, the framework is uncertain and the number of 
variables is large the mosaic approach is much the 
easier." 

( 

~J 
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Dekesy has not meditated on the fact that., since Cezanne, artists and 

physicists alike have abandoned perspective for mosaic in the \vest. As the 

number of variables co-existing in a single field rave mounted in ordinary 

experience, d.e neat packaging job of perspective., and of pictorial space 

filled in witl~ familiar objects., has beccme irrelevant to human problems of 

experience. 

For the moment., let me say that the present report on Project 69 

follows tl•e mosaic or "field" or auditory procedure., rather than the 

perspective pictorial rattern of the Renaissance. Just as D\!kesy found 

perspective irrelevant to acousti~al research., so tojay by virtue of 

ele.::tric information movement all of us live globally in a kind of triba~. 

drum of siraul taneous resonance. ~'hen information moves to end from all 

directiC'ns and locations at the same moment., we return to a rr.ode of e.:-~cri

ence that is structured as an auditory field of siocultaneous rela~ions. 

Even our visual experience is now a mosaic of items assembled from every 

part of the globe, moment by moment. Lineal perspectiYe and pictorial 

~rganization cannot cope with this situation. 

In ttis ccnnection I would like to report a discoYery concerning the 

role~ etf writing in creating what is now to mathematics and physics the 

obsolete fiction of ''Euclidean space." THE UiPUCATIONS OF THIS DISCOVF.RY 

FCR OIUENTI~G US TODAY IN THE ELECffiONIC AGE ARE SO GREAT THAT I FEEL NO 

Ql!AUIS It\ STATIKG ntAT IT JUSTIFIES PROJECT 69 ~1ANY THIES OVER. 'IHAT IS 

TO SAY, ~\U~E 1lHS PROJECT TO HAVE XOTIUNG AT ALL TO REPORT IN NEDlA S-r'UJ)Y 

BEYOND EXPL\INING THE ROlE OF ThE \~RITTEN \vORD IN BRINGING INTO EXISTENC~ 

"EUCLIDEAN SPACE," IT \oi'OULD YET 01-rffi A HASSH'E AND CHALLENGING SET OF DATA 

FOR '!'l~E ATTENTION OF \·/ESTERN 1-iA..,. 
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In his extensive survey and analysis of the illusion and ambiguities 

of persrective and the third dimension, E. li. Gcmbrich (!1.!:! and Illusion) 

again anJ again reverts to the Greek miracle: "the discovery of fore

shortening and the conquest of space early in the fifth century," (p. 116). 

The cause of this "miracle" was the phonetic alphabet. Again, let it be 

stressed, concern with the sensory data rather than effects has for rr.any 

centuries concealed the operation of this cause. It was never at any time 

the "content" of phonetic writing, in whatever language, that had the 

effect '.)f evoking tre third dimension. The "content" of phcne'tic \writing 

is ~pcech. Such is not the case witb non-pl.onetic \writing. Pictot,;raphic 

and ideograrr:mic syster.ls of "Y.Ti"ting are not silent spee~h. They are situa

tional gestalts which appeal greatly to electronic man ~oJay. Doth the 

phonetic alphabet and perspective alike become a} ~C"l to elect:-onic man in 

the masnetic age. Since we consider that our WuY cf life is roote~ in 

literacy it conce:-ns us deeply to know why our children will increasingly 

spurn it, just as our artists and pry.sicists rejected rerspective a ce.1tury 

ago. 

I think the best way I know to explain this oatter further is to cit~ 

the evidence of Tobias Dantzig :.n Lis r\u~~~:;:: [!~ !:.c:!~l':'~ ~~ Scicn':~ (An.-;;JO:" 

67). This bock "hich Ein~tein rrocla:med n•.:!-Je m-::>-:.!: int:-:rcsting bM~ en the 

evolution of mathematics 'that has ever fallc1 into my h,,rds," fell into my 

hands at the \vashington, D. C. airport. This is relevant to tl~e present 

!'eport since I was then in W'as~ti:lgton in co:~nectiC'n '"ith Proj~ct 69. Pares 

139-147 provS.de a11 that is ncecied to understand \ihy phonetic writing 

created Euclidean space, or the Greek miracle of persr~ctive and natural

istic illusion. The same pages also explain why tl·c \~·estern world since 
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Newton has steadily dissolved Euclidean space and pictorial illusion, and 

shifted to non-Euclidean geometries and non-objective art. In a word, 

here ~re all the clues to the mystery of the rise and fall of Western ntan~ 

tl'e mystery of l·is detribalization by literacy and bis retribalization by 

electric communication. 

\\'HY DID THE n:m~TIC ALPIL\DET HOICl~ 1-L\N OUT OF n:E AUDITORY SPACE OF 

THE TRIIl\L DRUM 1!'\TO TP.E ~IVIUZED 1 r:OHOGE:-.."EOUS A..'iD CONTINUOUS ..>PACE OF LINE 

AND rLA~:C AND PICTliRE? THE A~S\'I'ER IS: BECAUSE THE FHO:-.t:TIC AlPHABET r\LOi\'E, 

OF ALL FOR~·IS OF \\'RITING, TRAKSI.ATES THE AUDIBLE AND TI-'E TACTILE I~TO THE 

\"I SIDLE .\ND THE A:JSTRACT. lETTFnS, 'HIE L\NGUAGE OF CIVILIZATION, HAVE 'IP.S 

PO\t'ER OF TRA~:SL\TING ALL OF OUR S.D:S!.::S 11\TO VISUAL A~1) PIC'i'O~IAL SPACE. 

Eore tl·an anybody else, tle mathematician is aware of the arbitrary and 

fictional character of this continuous, h0mogeneous visual space. Why? 

Decause number, the language of science, is a fiction for re-translating 

the Euclidean space fiction back into auditory and tactile space. 

The example Dant::ig; uses on page 139 concerns the measurement of the 

Jcngth of an arc: 

"Our notion of the length of a curve may serve as an 
illustration. The physical concept rests on that of a 
bent wire. \~e imagine th<"t WE' have straightened the 
wire without stretching it; then the seg.'":lent of the 
straight line will serve as the measure of the length 
of the arc. No\¥ what do we mean by 'without stretching?' 
~vc r.1ean without a change in length. But this term 
impli~s that we already know something about the length 
of the arc. Such a formulation is obviously a petiti" 
principii and could not serve as a n1athematical 
definition. 

"The alternative is to inscribe in the arc a sequence 
of rectilinear c~ntours of an increasing number of 
sides. The sequence of these contours approaches a 
limit!' and the length of the arc is defined as the 
lirni t of tl.is sequence. 
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"And what is true of the notion of length is true of 
areas, volumes, masses, movements, pressures, forces, 
stresses and strains, velocities, accelerations, etc., 
etc. All tt1ese notions were born in a 'linear,' 
'rational' world where nothing takes place but what 
is sl:raight, flat and uniform. Either, tl·en, '"e must 
abandon these elementary rational notions - and this 
vould mean a veritable revolution, so deeply are these 
ccncepts rooted in our minds; or we must adapt these 
raticnal notions to a world which is neither flat, ncr 
straigh~, nor uniform.'' 

Nclv Dant:.ig is quite wrong in supposing that Euclidean space, linear, 

flat, straight, uniform, is rooted in our minds at all. Such space is a 

rroduct of literacy and is tmkno¥.n to preliterate or archaic man. \1ircea 

Eliade l:as recently devoted a volwne to this theme (The Sacred p.nd ~ 

Frof~ne, Harcourt ilrace, 1959), showing how the Western notions of sp~ce ~nd 

time as continuous and homogeneous are quite absent from the lives of arc~~d c 

man. They are equally absent from Chinese culture. Preliterate man c~nccivc~ 

always of uniquely structured spaces and times in the manner of rnathcmaticU: 

physics. 

The invaluable demonstration of Dant:.ig is that in order ~o protect 

o1rr vested interest in Euclidean space (i. c. literacy) i\'~stc:-:t m1n d••Yi!:·:-j 

the parallel but antithetic mode of number in order to cope ':itb all of 

the non-Euclidean dinicnsions of daily experience. He c~ntim;~::: 

"But l:ow can the flat and the straight and th.~ unL~,:..~m 
be adapted to its very opposite, the skew and the :urved 
and the non-uniform! Not by a finite number of step5, 
certainlyt The miracle can be accomplished only by that 
miracle-maker the infinite. Having dctermineJ to cling 
to the elementary rational noticns, we have no other 
alternative than to rebard the 'curved' reality of our 
senses as the ultra-ultimate step in an infinite 
sequence ot ~ worlds which exist only in our 
imagination. 

"The miracle is trat it workst" 
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Again let us ask why sl:ould the phonetic alphabet have created the 

fiction of flat, straight and uniform space? The phonetic alp~abet, unlike 

the complex pictographics evolved by priestly groups of scribes for temple 

adndnistra:ion, was a stream-lined code for corrmerce. It was easy for any-

body to learn and to use and it w-ts adn,table to any language wbatever. ..J 

The reason for this adaptability was that phonetic characters l:ad no 

semantic l!lcaning beyond their neutral sound. This divorce frcm semantic 

n:caning enables them still to be a rr.eans of translating the sounJs of any 

tont;Ue into tmiform, hcmogeneous visibl~ form. The usc!" of the pl:onctic 

alpl·abet can translate any culture into it. But no other culture can tr:1~~-

late tl'c alien into itself. The Graeco-Roman gala>..-y had a one-way road cf 

conquest of all oth<.'r cultures in the phonetic alphabet. But above all, 

let us note that this one-way road led from sound to sight. This \Y'as the 

road that hoickcd ~'/estern man from t!1e tribal srace of ear and tactility 

to the civilized visual space of the straight, tl:e flat and the uniform. 

Print, of course, gave much greater stress and empbasis to the pictcrial 

space of ti-e straight, tite flat and the uniform. But the phor.l..' tic 

alphabet was the first technological me::iium that gave obY~ou.: :;alienee to 

the fact that all media are natural resources or staples. Nu· '1:-er, as 

Dantzig implies, is subservient to letters and meaningler.s wit>.cut a 

civ:i..li7.ed, pictorial culture to support it. 

Today in the electronic age we are post-number, just as \1•~ are post-

li tcratc. There is a mode of calculation that is pre-digital and p:-e-nUIIlC.?.r, 

says Dantzig: 

''It is a binary system, i.e. a base of two. These 
savages have not yet reached finger counting." 
(p. 14) 
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So the binary computers are post-number just as photographs and television 

arc post-literate. 

Pcr~cnally, I feel quite helpless and panicky as 1 contemplate the 

range of new assumptions and frames and parameters whiclt our new teclnclogy 

ras imposed upon us. If the great culture of number was needed t" keep tho! 

tednology of letters in precarious poised continuity tl·ese past centuries, 

where is the wisdcm to manage human values in the post-number, r~st-literate 

ma~1ctic age? Arc we not still inclir.ed to suppose that our fornen 

objectives are still valid even though all of our assumptions and param

eters have changed? \Vl:at are we to say of the hYfnotic daze of such people? 

Educators present a uniform, homogeneous front of somnambulism. 

Number is as obsolete as letters in the age of tte computer. But tt~ 

values of civilized life, brought into existence by the phonetic alprabet 

need not dissolve with the alphabet. There are means of sustaining 

civilization by the very same media which have dissolved the older media 

and tec~nologies. 

It is the purpose of this report and its syllabus to explore <.r.nd to 

demonstrate scme of these means. But in concluding this general intr~

duction I want to revert to Georg von Bekesy' s discovery that you C3.n7 t 

htvestigate auditory problems by conventional scientific metL ,:ls of 

perspective. The auditory must be handled on its own terms, .:--d these 

call for a mosaic approach, not a three-dimensional perspecti v ~ apv-n::.ch. 

The auditory forbids perspective if only because it is inacces:o~.blc to ar.;r 

fixed ~osition. Yet without an arbitrarily fixed position there ~~~not cc 

a poin~ of view. 
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Today it is axiomatic that we live in a glcbal space fed by information 

from every point on the sphere at the sar.1e time. \.Jhat possible relevance to 

the student of media could a point of view be in r-uch circumstances? He 

must adopt ·che mosaic approach. Ht must dP.al ..,.i.th all media at once in theh· 

daily inter-action, or else pay the pr.;.ce of irrelevance and unreality. He 

must deal with each medium as it affects all of our senses, not as it mal~es 

an impression en one sense. Because any medium which singles out or.e sense: 

writing or radio for exa~ple, by that very fact causes an exceptional 

disturbance an:ong tl-.e other senses. Speech is the only medium th<J.t uses 

all the senses at once, and therefore in the multi-media electric age the 

structure of speech probably tolds the orchestral clues for cultural 

control and equilibrium. \ve may be forced, in the interests of huTan 

equilibriwn, to suppress various media as radio or movies for long periof..~ 

of time, or until tJ,e social organism is in a state to sustain such vi~le?:": 

lopsided stimul~s. 

Nothing could be more w1realbtic than to supr-ose that th~ pror;rar:-min:~ 

for sud. media could affect their power to rc-pattern the S€nsc-ratics of 

our l:e;.ngs. It is the ratio among our senses which is violently disturbe.i 

by r1cdia technology. AnJ any upset in our sense-ratios alters the matrix 

of ti-oubht and concept and value. In what follows I ho?e to shew how this 

i·atio is altered by various media and why, therefore, the med~'Jl!'i is the 

message or the sum-total of effects. The so-called i•content" of any medi:•.,..., 

i.s another medium. So that the concept of "content" naturall:: t-eght."' "'i. t.~: 

~.Ti ti.,g, wl~ose "content" is the zr.edium of speed~. But the t":' :f.r..: cf 

writinc is not at all the effect of speech. Tl,e content of radi.o is 

usually speech also, but the effect of radio is neither tl:at o~ ~~~eech nor 
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Such are the relationships and discoveries which I seck to demonstrate 

and clarify in the sections which follow. 
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GENERAL lh'TRODUCTION TO CHARTS 

~·!y notion that it would be possible to the s~ ape of the syllabus fer 

secondary schools to teach the languages and grarr~rs of media, new and old, 

is now given tentative formulation in what follows. 

The language and gramnar of a medium have nothing to do with its 

content or prcgram.rni.ng. Those who do mucp programning for any given mcdiu:n, 

like English or radio, usually acquire so~e intuitive notion of its grn~.~r, 

but they are not expected to know how to verbalize their knowledge. Cram.rn:~Ts 

for spcken languages are attempts to translate the oral J:Bttern into the 

gran:mar of the written word. ~:apoleon was said by NcWI:l.ln to l-ave had. the 

adv3Jltage of ris enemies in that he understood the graa:rnar of gunp~wcr. 

'i'he grarr.mar of the atom bomb we have not yet begun to grasp. "Cramnar" 2. =: 

appli~ to any oedium of c~unication, tl:erefore, implies the ability tc 

translate the modal power~ of that r.edium into some other medium, whether 

speech or photograpl~. To translate is not unlike the proc~ure of mcler7: 

;~1ysics which explores structures by bombarding unknol-.n nuclei witl: nuch:i 

of h"Ilo\;n structure. Note tl:at this procedu:-e assw.es that lig}-lt l.rill ccrr~ 

;·rc~ the unk<low, not ,!2 the unlmown. It is the rever!:e of ordinary r.et:'-:.,~. 

Consisting mainly of juxtapositicn, this mosaic prccedure, \lrid·; I try t-:. 

:Zollcw thrcughout, waits for light throur,h ~he situation. It cloes n:::t 

prirr.::)l~i'!.y try to plu.y light £!!. the situation. 

'lhis procedure requires detachment such as comes from di s:ccat .:..o~·. 

!n a strange country we are ccrnpelled to transle1te our own cultl•re in~o ~:~1~ 

strange or.e, or the strange one into our own. (See Ed. 1!~11, I~~ ~:~:-"::.~~

_!.!'lngua,~~-' Doubleday, 1959.) 'Ioday we live, all of us, in many Peu cc-:.·~tr>s 
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of the mind in which our knowledge of familiar meanings merely serves to 

blind us to the new situations. We must battle down the familiar classifi-

cations if we are to come to grips with the new. This is much easier for 

y~g ~tudcnt3 for whom famil:ar knowledge of older forms is no more 

entrenched than knowledge of the new. Adclt~rt Ames has built a complex 

visual lab just for this purpose: to train the student in the ambiguitie3 

of the third dimension. \william Empson's Seven Types of Ambiguity (1932) 

had done the same job for those who still clung to the illu~ion that simple, 

1irect1 plain English statements had only one meaning. 

Since Blake and Rousseau, the main effort of art and education has been 

the pursuit of "the innocent eye" and of "spontaneity." In other words, 

for two hundred years the \'lest has been fighting off the rigid assumption: 

nnd patterns of print. Today we reverse that struggle and try to cling to 

the vestiges of print culture even though the industrial assembly-lines 

themselves are obsolete. That is to say, that one major projection of the 

print form is the assembly-line. That same line has long been t~e raison 

sf'etre and bulwark of literacy, of classroom layout and pr·.'cedure. 

This is one way of translating Ames' phrase: "perceptions are not dis

closures." We see and feel via the patterns of familiarity imposed by o'::: .... -\-

··arious media. Only the highly trained artist in the various senses ~f eye, 

~ar, touch &nd in the various media of languages and so on, only the ~rti~t 

can achieve "innocence" of vision, or ccntrol of experience. Until the a..-'.i r. 

'~ a11 these media has coded their message for us we go on looking at the~ 

through the horse-collar of earlier experience. Since, however, a new 

medium tends to brainwash us of all experience in older media, we l1ave a 

u~iq11e ta~k today. For now we have to conduct edu<:ation :unidrt: mul t5.ple 
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ru12dia and cultures. \,'e cannot achieve even for a short time any 1-omogcneou·; 

experience as a condition for the training of the young. ~·le grew up in a 

relatively continuous and homoge~'eous world. Our children live in a network 

of ccmplex and separate nuclei such as naturally occur under conditions of 

electric movement of information. The adult world today is simple. The 

child world is sophisticated. This is a rough situation for teachers. But 

tl~c cnly strategy is to involve the young far more in the teaching-leat·ning 

rroccss than formerly. This can be done especially well in teaching the 

lan£,uages of the media, for the children lmow these much better than the-

We are obliged tooay to learn the language of objects, and especial::• 

of those objects that are media. For they can pull the rug out from U."ldc.r 

your world or pop a new one under you while you are unawares. 

says: 

At _the end of his classic study of Art and Illusion, E. H. Gcmbricb 

"In i.nve stigating the growth of the language of 
representation we may h~ve gained s~e insight into 
tbe artic·ib.tic:-t of other langua£:·~s 0f equivalcnce5. 
Indeed, the true rr.iracle of tl-.e la.1guage of art is not 
that it enables the artist to create the illusion of 
reality. It is that under the hands of a great master 
the image becomes translucent." 

~uch is also the case with the study of media. Even the study of ads, if 

pl!shcd to a sophisticated point, reveals them as translucent fra.":'les \o\','ich 

flood us with awareness of great vortices of assm.1ption and l:tw.an ~ram'l. 

Tl:e charts provided for each of the media in the syllat.'ls proceed fr~~-; 

A SIHPI.E FACT: Any medium whatever is an extension, a projcctio=-t in spar!'! 

or in time, of our various senses. Speech is the only medium that usts all 
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the senses at once. Speech as encoded visually in writing is not speech 

any longer. It is given a visual bias of great intensity by being reduced 

to writing. Moreover as written it is abstracted from all the other senses. 

Speech on radio is similarly reduced to one sense, the auditory-aural. 

Radio is not speech though it seems, like writi·1g 1 to "contain" speech. Our 

illusion of "content" derives from one medium being "within" or simultaneous 

with another. For this reason instrumental music has no ''content" and non

objective art likewise is an abstract manipulation of the modalities of 

sight. 

Had Project 69 done nothing more than to isolate the fact that th~ 

"content" of anv medium is another mediun, it would have justified the 

expense involved many times over. Because, until this principle of "content'' 

as an illusion of mcdia~ix is grasped, there is and will continue to c~ a 

futile effort to measure the transfer of content as if it were sc~e pelle' 

r:1oving frcm point to point like Zeno' s arrow. The "illusion" of content 

likc~-se syphcns off all attention from the forns and effects of the meG.5.a. 

The fact that radio created Fascism, and at this writing ia ~oading all 

r;emi-lit~ratc areas into frenzied tribal manifestation --- this fa:t c .. ·mld 

never be discovered by all the testers in the \t-orld as long as they p:.1jd 

attc::tion to "what is being said11 en the radios of the world. T~e messa!;.:> 

of the radio experience as radio, has nothing to do with the other rnc~i~j 

of speech, or the mediu:n of music, which appears as the radio E:S'_gr,~ .. 

In r.1y charts 1 show as bl!st I can how to spot the messa~e of medium as 

medium.. No att~rnpt is made in theru to exhaust the available evidencec :t-:y 

entire syllabus proceeds en the principle that Low Definition (LD) is 

necessary to good teaching. The cc~pletely cxr~es~ed package offers no 
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oppcrtunity for student participation. lD works by \nthl olding information. 

LD media like telephone and television are major educational instruments 

because tLey offer inadequate i.:tionnaticn. 

A major aspect of media effects and dc,•elormcnt appears in the caE·~ of 

tl1e read <1S a 1:1eans of transportation. Like 'rriting or radio the "content" 

of the road is always another rneditun or other media, \>'hether pedestrians, 

C(!Ucstrians, wabcns or cars. Dependi~g en tbe type of veticle-!ncdiUM, tl.~ 

nature of the rod-mediu."l alt<!rs greatly. '!'he sar.:c is also ~rue of sre(:ch 

or of mov:.e. :\ o m;!di\L':l h:.s its meaning alone or in i solaticn frcn other 

media. The nature of print in relation to its roles and functicns and h.~· 

operation en human attention changed very much with the advent of the tc~ :' · 

graph ne\wspaper. It changed even more with pLato-engraving. Hovies and 

television gave to prL"lt sue I drastic new meanings as to make its role i-; 

tl:e classroora vague and obscure. 

R<:tur:1ing to t:l::e road for a mcrJent, let me quote a page of oo;_:;ervati,·r1: 

·.;hich is acccmpanicd by a chart: 

Pol v-.btics of the f-:5-ghway 
(Explanation of chart, p. 17) 

• 

At first the tractless pastoral countryside, as in the 
televisicn Western Rawhide. 

A road cernes into existence to fetch rural produce to 
to"n area!> a.!:d is in Low Definitic•n, coexisting "'ith 
pecestrian and mounted nan. 

As road goes into High Definition, it fetdcs the 
tO\:n -::o the co-:mtry. 

It next becaoces a substitute for the country, anJ w~ 
can 11take a spin" in the colilltry. 

As it improves, it destroys the country by simply 
making it less and less country-like. A little later 
it becomes a wall between man and the country. 
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As it continues to im~rove, or be more of a road, 
speed of movement in and out of city destroys the 
city. 

The next phase is for the highway to become city, and 
to become country (parkway). Pltir~ers talk ~f cities 
of a hundred million people and three thous~1d miles 
long. 

The coun~ry on either side of such highway cities 
could well return to tractless waste. 

As highway becomes city, it is linked by ail~ay. Air
way is for travel and highway is for living. That is, 
as travel improves it creases to be an experie~ce of 
travel a~ all. Over Ron:e cr o·;er Tokyo by ~~t is all 
the same. 

The d~eller in the motel-like highway city has no 
strong ~ense of really living thcrz, any more than 
tl,e jet traveller has of beL~g there. 

In large metro,olitan areas, the arts tend to be 
supported not by the natives, but by tourists and 
ti:e natives tend to revert to the state of provincial 
burr.pkins. As Margolis points out in his teenage 
piece (American Scholar, Spring, 1960), the juvenile 
gan~s are the only authentic face to face co=munity 
in the metropolitan areas. Socially this parallEls 
the physical ~~turn to the trn~tless w~~te of the 
rural environment C'f the 1-igh\/ay city, itt the ainray 
age. 

i!.lustr<~.ting the strange reversals of function which the :·oa1 ur.~er:-;<:~s ac i~ 

~~v~s fro~ LD to HD, or from a rudimentary state to a hi~hly dev~lored on~~ 

Host media undergo Sl.~ch transformatio11s as the urgency o.f use ?.nd de.:.r.•ld 

·;.:1u£~ them to be sl-.aped to ever Higher Definition. 1 shall ne··1er !c-:-r,-::t ny 

':ll'.a::.~~c.lt at discovering a few months ago that a"ly HD 1':1•:-dium lil-::J r1c:.,, c:L' 

--:1\·,:L~ lll'de:-wcnt a kind of reversal of form \-lhcn ("xperienced. ln a HOJ"\l$ :v·, 

ED ~:.:d~t,ry mediu.>1 like radio 1-.as an intensely visual SC, or Su~jectiYe 

Ccmpletion. But an LD auditory medium like telephone has no sue~ visu:tl m~ 

The user of the telephone does not visualize much if at all. He t~:tds tu 

use all o~ his sen~cs at once. 
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These are the matters \ihich appear in my media charts. They are testa',!e 

by ordinary experience; but are, cf course, easy to be brought to the s~t 

cf tests which Professor Charles E. Osgood carries out in The }ieasurem~t o( 

~~ani.~.g (Urbana, 1957). Ordinary language about the various media has alrcajy 

registered enormous areas cf collective obser,ration. These collective 

attitudes and attributions, approved by long-continued use, are a kind cf 

evidence which is available to every child. The fact that the testers hav~ 

"lot yet discovered this very rich material leaves it fresh .s.nd unsfloiled 

for the clas~room study of the media. 

Just as all media, including speech, are technological extensions cf 

our various senses, so the C<.'mmunal processing of these extensions of om· 

senses is that which drives the various media through their numerous pha~es 

of transfo~ation. The technology of speech or writing or railway depends 

on a large degree of co~Tllunal agreement and cooperation. And jus~ as cur 

individual experiences of our individual senses get process~ by scme so~t 

or ir;.:ler c<.'rrncn sense wHch gives unity to the diversity of c:tr se11sations. 

so with the media as extensions of our senses. These co_perative te~~no

logical extensions of ourselves undergo a social or comnunal prc.cessing "·i.icb 

giv~s t!1em unity, and which en~ures also thJ.t they will always be cha~!gi.r.g 

their fo:-ms as they ccntinue to inter-penetrate and to "·.:randaten into o~e 

.:mo~h~r. 

With regard to this communal processing of all tYreS of informati~:1, 

I woulr1. like t:o draw at:tention to the fine paper of Richard L. ~leier on 

"lnform.:ttic,, Resource Use, and Economic Growth," (re3.d at Ar.n /~rb:lr, 

Hichigan, April 1960). Not only does he point to the media of comx:nmica!:ictt 
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as staples or natural resources, and to our senses as the climate of 

information, but the natural effect of the electric is to substitute 

information n~ovement for transportation of things. As info.nn.;:.tion move

ment increases, 11machir.es can be designed which normally make for fewer 

mistakes than l.umans." That is, as information moves into very high le,·el 

phases there occurs the same reversal and substitution of forms that we 

noted in the poly-ar.tics of the l.i.ghway. Above all, information move:nent 

at electric speeds results in a society ncapable of substituting cne set of 

raw materials by others," (p. 8). "Now, however, it is itr.possible to 

~pecify a!!Y set cf resources wHet are crucial,n (p. S). Just t.s :my Hi~h 

DP.fi:1.\.t:i.on medium like radio translates itself into vis-.1al experience, s" 

~-n 2.:1y high-level information scciety 1 one =:~1bject-matt~r c:m be substit•:terl 

~or any other as an educational base. The creative process itself becomes 

the r:'!a."ls and the object of educaticn in the dialogue of l.igh l~·;el C'orrnr..m:i.

cation. The faster information moves, the more the forms of lmcw~cdge, 

process, und experience become accessible to ob3ervation. T~e mee~um 

becomes the message. 

Speech underw~nt many changes very swiftly as phonetic writing CC'..Jle 

into use. Print had even more spectacular effects on speech, but :at &omC'·,-~-:-~ 

sir.ilar j5_:::ecticns to the effects of writing. Since the charts wh5.ch 

follow require some more specific understanding of the dynamicl'> of Sl--SC 

and HD-LD than I tave offered so far, I hope now to p~ovide tho3e Gata. 1 

::'.Ll going to draw heavily 011 E. H. Gocbrich' s Art !!Js!. lllusioll (f anthec:t 

Bocks, 19EO) simply because he has taken these matters as his province u. 
his book. His ample use of current perception study will giYe comfort t~ 

the scientifically~ded. Let us first briefly consider the d)~amicJ of 
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High Definition and Low Definition (HD-LD) as they emerge in this study. 

On page 68 he notes: 

"Now the historian knows that the information 
pictures were expected to provide differed widely 
in different periods. Not only were images 
scarce in the past, but so were the public's 
opportunities to check their captions •• ~.How 
many tr~:~velled \ddely enough to tell one city 
from another?" 

Low Definition images were merely take-off strips for private fantasy: 

"All they were expected to do was to bring home 
to the reader that these name;:; stood for cities," 
(p. 69). 

Int to that very degree tt.ey elicited maximal effort on the part of the 

beholder. Of a sixteenth century picture of Rome, Gombrich says: 

"I am fond of this C<'arse woodcut because its 
very crudeness allows us to study the mechanism 
of portrayal as in a slow motion picture," (p. 70). 

Those words can be applied to television as comrared with the mo•ne p~ot~-

graph. It is the crudity or low level of visual~ inf-ormation in ~:L.e tcle-

visio:t i1lage (W) wbicl~ involves the beholder in j?rOCI!~.. 'I''!1c tdevid-.)n 

mosaic has o~her ba~ic differe~ces :rOffi ~he ~ovie imag~, but alrea~y tel~-

vision tas created a vast new trend of do-it-yourselfness and of eager p~~~ici-

patio:~ in all kinds of precesses. The small car, the small boat, water-

skiing, weekend painting are only the most ol-vious developmen:t;s wh:.ch now 

involve people in complex tactile processes. The movies by contrast ere 

HD consumer goods, and helped to create the first great age of cousum~r 

~oods. Televisicn is a "cool" LD medium. It makes people dubicus abr..ut 

m~rcly .-.o&lsumer packages. 

Television is ushering in an age of symbols and of status rather th::.-"'1 

of ri".·:ll:-:,• in consumer patterns. 'i'l;at is i•1.l:ercnt in the "la"'~'-·::tg~" ;,;,f 
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this LD medhm. Its mosaic has brCiught us back to the two-dimensional and 

to tne fascination with tactile process. Gombrich writes: 

"1 t has become increasingly clear since the late 
nineteenth centt~y that primitive art and child 
art use a language of symbols rather than 'natural 
signs.' To account for this fact it was postulated 
tl~at there must be a special kind of art groWlded 
not on seeing but rather on knowledge, an art which 
operates with 'conceptual images.• The child - it 
is argued -does not look at trees; le is satisfied 
with the 'conceptual' schema of a tree that fails 
to correspond to any reality since it does not 
embody the characteristics of say, birch or beech, 
let alene thos~ of individual trees. This reliance 
on construction rather than on imitation was 
at~ributed ~) ~he peculiar centality of children 
::1:1d pri,::litives who live in a liorld of their o~n. 

"But we have come to reali::e that the distinction 
is unreal. Gustaf Britsch and Rudolph Arnheim 
have stressed tl~t there is no opposition ~~tw~en 
the crude· map of tl1e world made by a ct-.i.ld and the 
richer ~4P presented in naturalistic images. All l 
art originates in the human rr.ind, in our reactions I 
to the world ratl,er than in the visible world itself ••• 11 , 

The "crude map of the world made by a ci1ild" is an LD affair visually .. 

Tnctually it is not LD at all. Tac-tility seems Yery LD when in assoc:.2.::.i~·1 

wit:1 the visual. 'lhe child and the pr5.mitive tMAst and rely on touch an~~ 

sound as much or more than on sight. But the tactual is profowtdly con-

stru~tivist rather than representational. The tactual image with its LD 

effect evokes a major stress on "creative participation" and empat:iy ~n 

tl~e beholder. As photography and photoengraving raised visual and pi .:to~·i':l 

experience to very High Definition (P.D) in the lc:ter nineteenth centu..-y 

~he artists of all media agreed to present their work in Low Definhic.n. 

In 1896 Bernard Berenson in his work on the Flor-entin~ painters exrrc.;st:~~ 

the new strategy of culture against the new media as follows: 

''The l'&inter can accomplish 1 is task only by 
giving tactile values to retinal impre~sions, 11 
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The task of art is to correct the bias of technological media. The Romant~~3 

fought against the High Definition and rigid psychic effects of the priljted 

word. The symbolists and the painters of the same time answered HD 

pictcrial effects with LD tactile effects in paint and in poetry. ~oday 

with the sculptural mosaic of the television image bombarding us with tactile 

values the role of the artist is no longer to rive "tactile values to 

visual impressions." But without careful study of Heinrich \volfflin and E. 

ll. Gombrich tl.e student of movie and television imagery will be left high 

and <L-y on the shores of 11program ccntent." 

The general principle that LD or Low Definition situations are especiaj~7 

evocative of participation of t~e beholders is illustrated many times j~. 

Gombrich. The correlative principle that HD or High Definition situations 

~ecp the public in an external, consumer role is likewise illustrated ove~ 

and over again. On page 272 for example he shows how we learn from over-

simplified hypotheses rather than from the carefully elaborated ones: 

"In order to learn we must make mistakes, and the 
most fruitful :nistake which nature could have 
implanted in us would be the assumption of even 
greater simplicities than we are likely to meet 
w-ith in this bewildering world of ours." 

!\epler easily disproved tl e inspired guess of Copernicus. But it '1-ras 

Copernicus, not Kepler, who made Newton possible. 

The age-old clash between walking and marching is the clas!l bet..-een T.l~ 

art in which tl:ere is much participation in the creative process, and HD 

art wnich tends towards abstract pictorial illusion. 

"There are few civili::ations that even ~de the 
change from walking to marching, and only where 
the image has been developed to a high degree of 
articulation does that systematic process of 
comparison set in which results in illusionist 
art," (Gotr.brich, p. 314). 
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But ND art and teclmology speeds the process of change and transformation. 

It is an absolute principle that to the degree that any situation is put in 

ro by a flew of much information, ttat situation is at the point of drastic 

change and of the manifestation of opposite characteristics. 

;'An artist of our own day 1 C.-eorges Bracque 1 has 
recently spoken of the t~rill and awe with which 
t·e discovered the fluidity of our categories, the 
ease with which a file can become a shoehorn, a 
bucket, a brazier. \v"e have seen that this faculty 
for finding and making underlies the child's 
discoveries no less than the artist's," (Gombrich, 
pp. 313-314). 

Bracque merely anticipated Inf<lrmation Theory and c~puters by S'!Venty 

yem·s, in making this discovery of the substitutability of categories at 

high info!1llation levels. But the result of these discoveries was the 

immediate return to the primitive in cubism and non-objective art. The 

principle involved in this reversal of d.aracteristics which accompanies 

all HD situations, I illustrated in "The Poly-antics of the Highway." I~ 

appears in all my charts as the crossing of the SI-SC diagonal over the IC>-

LD diagcr.al. It is known in rhetorical theory as the figure of chia~.::~, 

as Hhen we say ~ wounds all heels. Two statements of opposite int-mt 

are made at the same time. '"~N1-.en we were Jung and easily Freudened" as 

Joyce puts it in Finnegans ~. Chiasmus is indispensable to unders~MC.!~.,:-

media since all information flow by feed-back - that is by its eff~'! -

~per.ates simultaneously in opposite modes. But until I worked out th~ c~~~~~ 

it \las impossible to show this to anybody. This was because w~ still rc.l:;r 

on pictor~al modes even in the non-visual electronic age. 

Or.e more illustration from Gombrich illustrates tl~e above pc:int: 

1'1 believe the student of these inventicns will 
generally find a double rhythm which is familiar 
from the history of technical progress but which 
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has never yet been described in detail in the 
history of art - 1 mean the rhythm of lumbering 
advance and subsequent sirn~lification. Most tech
nical invcnticns carry with then a numbeJ.' of 
superstitions, unnecessary detours which are 
gradually eliminated through shortcuts and a 
refinem~nt of means. In the history of art we 
know tl:~!i precess mainly 5n the ·.,:ork of the 
g'.·~at rl.'<f"te:::-!;. EYV1 t:he gJ·eatP'Jf: of th·~m. c. 

br:-,r;an 't·1•:ir c.:!-ee!'~~ i'ith a ve:::,- cirC'l'!."T~rect 
ar.u e"J'.::l re<..''J tt:-.1-.i!.iqu~, leavi:-:_; not!.:• .. lg 'tO 

ch:nce," (p. 3 . .:a). 

Artists and inver.t:>rs, that is, begjn in P.D and end in LD, leaving more and 

more for the public to do for themselves. 
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§!.-§£. 

STRUCTURAL IMPACT VERSUS SUBJECnVE CCHPI..ETION 

The following discussion concerns the diagon~l from the lower left of 

the charts to the upper right. SI, or Structural Impact, refers to sens~ry 

impressions as they affect the beholder or audience. sc, or Subjective 

Completion, concerns the effect of this impression as it is processed by 

the audience. In psychology the SC is referred to as projection. In 

systems development Sl beccmes input and SC is output. The Fr~ch pa:.ntcr 

Andre Girard who has worked with CBS and NBC for years told n:e th'lt it w:...:'l 

his admiration for tl-.e technique of Rouault that interested lrl.m in tele-

vision. For, he pointed out, televisim is like Rouault in providing an 

image by light through, not by light ~· Rouault painted his canvasses a~ 

if they were stained glass windows. Seurat and Rouault1 that is to say 1 

anticipated the television image in their image techniques by several decadts. 

Such is always the case with art vis-a-vis technology. And art provides 

new SC before technology provides new SI. Art is thus not o::ly "ahead" 

of its time, but provides the indispensable corrective for the impact of 

technology on human sensibility. For new Sl is ordinarily provided with 

old SC in our psychological "set" or conditioning. And when we use old SG 

for new SI we enter a schizoid state. Our senses dissociate. We are dis-

eased. 

On page 217 Gombrich provides me with an illustration of how SI-SC 

merge with HD-LD. He is speaking of how the impressionists explvitcd ··~J-.c 

charm and challenge of incomplete representation:" 

"But where the earlier masters prepared the bel•older 
for this artifice and facilitated the projection, 
tt:e impressionists wanted him to enjoy the cl'-aller.ce 
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of a visual shock.... The amount of information 
reaching us from the visible world is incalcul~bly 
large, and the artist's medium is inevitably 
restricted and granular •••• in the end l·e will 
always l1ave to rely on suggestions when it cernes 
to representing the infinitely small," (~p. 217-20). 

Pursuing the same theme of incomplete or LD representation as a means 

of getting specially controlled SC he cites J. J. Gibson's rerception of 

!he Visual \vorld on the presentation of texture by a distribution of pig-

cents to "stand for the whole to be imagined." Roy Can•p"ell, the South 

African poet, l.owever, records an experience that shows ho~ the '\l:.sucli 

rrescntaticn of texture is quite misleading unless backed up by p:·ior 

experience: 

"The strange, crisp, salty consistency of snov 
was another pu:zle. From paintings I had imagined 
it to be like wax, and snowflakes to be like 
shavings of candle grease." 

A young lady from India who had looked forward to l~er first snowfall, was 

terrified when it occurred because it seemed to ter to be an invasion of 

locusts. Our SC depends much on previous 51, and of course we have had 

ample evidence of the bewildered Arab when shown a picture of a horse, or 

the Eskimos for whom movies are cryptograms until the ill~oions are 

explained in detail. 

Perhaps the most useful formulation is that of Adelbert Ames: 

"perceptions are not disclosures." SI is not sc. The imp!"ession is not 

the experience. The beholder must collaborate in creating the illusions 

of space, as of time. The receiver of a structured impression, such r.s .my 

medium offers, must be attuned to that structure. It must be fer him a 

sort of familiar keyboard on which Le can play a great variety of melodies. 
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Such, for us all, is our native tongue. Such is the written and the 

printed word. Such are the impressions from all our technology. 

"Psychologists l--ave long recognized that our 
reaction to images also transf~rms what we 'see' 
in a much more radical way than we usually notice," 
(Gombric~, p. 279}. 

"The fact tLat the area of the mirror that reflects 
the face is always exactly half the size of the face 
is so startling as to meet with skepticism on the 
part of most people who have looked into mirr~rs all 
their lives. Obviously, tl·erefore, that is not what 
they see. They see the face in the distance behind 
the mirror surface, and thus they see it correspond
ingly larger," (Gombrich, p. 279}. 

Sl and SC or impression and response are much like the old pair of 

11 seeint:;" and "knowing." 

·~bat we see when we respond to moistness or smooth
ness is the 'global' quality itself, not the 
elements of local color and reflection •••••• , 11 

(Gombrich, p. 333). 

That is, the SC of many visual presentatiC!ls is not vS sual at all any more 

than the SC of radio's SI is auditory. 

\Vhat I 'rn trying to do in these charts and in the questions and 

suggestions that go with t~em is to discover the d)narr~c S)~etries and 

contours of the media. There is no point in being apologetic since the 

entire effort is experimental. As Gombrich puts it again, in a sentence 

that also seems to me to illustrate the relations between SI-SC: 

"Not even the most skillful artist should claim 
to be able to plan a single stroke with the pen 
in all its details. "~at he can do is to adjust 
the subsequent stroke to the effect observed in 
the previous one.... In this new pr~cess of 
schema ar.d modification, the artist is one 
controlling fact, the public another," (Gombrich, 
P• 357). 
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At the very least, my 51-SC diagonal prevents any oversight of the 

principle: "the effect is the thing that counts, not the sensuous facts." 
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l~l'fRODUCTION TO SPEECH 

"Speak that I may see you." 

"Let us draw nearer to the 
fire and see what we are 
saying." 

"Han is distinguisl1ed xrom 
tl.e hrute by the power of 
speech." 

Sp~ech, as a medium ~"hich eiiJploys all the senses at once in har.ncnic 

ratios, as it were, draws attention to the axr:biti\'n of !Uchard Wa~~er, the 

comroser, to rroouce a new art fom which would orcbestrate all o! -:;he ~~·tr. 

in a single experience. 

Wh:1t is 1 aprening in the electronic age may seem contradic~o!"~'• On 

the one hand there is an extension of each of our senses which amon'lt$ tr. 

~he ext<rnalization of our sensorilliii. On the otLer han..! there is the 

~nified field of experience anJ multi~edia created br the mere fact that 

the electronic is simult~'leous no matter ho~ many mcdali~ie3 or scn~es or 

r.~dia are in play. 

Not only are the individual media "languages" in the sense that tle;· 

are S)ntactic patternings of experience, but the electronic dimension 

forces upcn our attenticn the need to harconi:e the various ~edia in the 

way in which the many fonns of !luma.'l speech hannonize t'ur varicus sensei:',. 

Edward T. Hall, in The Silent Language (Doubleday, 195~} is concern .. ~: 

with working out a granmlBl" capable of providing tools for a.'lalyds of R::!Y 

cultura,. situation. As an anthrorologist t-e approaches culture.:; .lS "::i).~nt 

languages." But the student of l!ledia will quickly discern how t:o adapt 

Hall's tt'ols of analysis to media study. So far as the pres~~t apy~o~c~ to 
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t~e understanding of media is ccncerned, the whole of The Silent ~angua5e 

is relevant. 

Eall's concept of 11the organi%ing pattern" concerns the fact that 

11 there is no such thing as 'experience' in the abstract, as a node sepal·lte 

and disti.1ct from culture." Hall is saying here, in effect, what I fc.nn'..ll.!t~ 

as 11thc medium is the message." I think he could well do with SC'rr.e study 

of the ways in which the dominant technology of any Cl.uture sil"ply repeat 

themselves in the variety of matters offered by our senses, individual and 

collective. 

Since speech is itself a r:taster tecl:.r.olcgy, it got.'> without sayh1p, 

tlat the Sapir, Whorf, Hall, Trager, Lee axis have long followed 1:his lille 

of study. Not being perhaps particularly familiar with tl-.e ty,es of 

cultural analysis directed by the artists of this century toward hunan 

technologies as art forms, the social scientists have been unduly shy of a 

?ler.ary art approacr. to technology. 

In The Books !.! the Wake, by James Atherton (Faber, 1960), it is 

mentioned Finnegans Wake is a history cf writing. "We begin ldth writin~ 

on a bone, a pebble, a ramskin ••• leave them to cook in the muttering ~ot: 

and Gu.tenmorg with his cromagnon charter ••• " 

The ?roblem for the artists in our time is to sa:-· everj"th~_;,~ o.t once, 

and this is the problem in a variety of ways for every kind of rerson in 

an electronic age. 

In t'!'lese few words from Finnegans Wake, Joyce is sarin~, amongst ot!-.c·_· 

tl ings .• tl.at the daw of hUIJ'Ian culture (IJutenmorg) ie a cro:nagnc-n (or 
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primitive 3ffair) but also Gutenberg the dawn of the Renaissance acceleratci 

Clur rediscovery Clf the cromagnon beginnings of human culture. Letters, 

the language of culture, when given the new stress of print, hastened our 

rediscovery by historical analysis of the pre-li.terate cromagnon \iorld. 

Letters translated us out of the all-at-once auditory and tactile world 

of pre-literate man, while ~umbers: The Language of Science (Tobias 

Dantzig, Ancl-or Books r:o. 67) developed parallel with letters as a means 

of translating the visual and the literate back into the non-visual and the 

tactile. 

The artist faces the problem of responding to tr~s type of aw~renesr, 

with new forms of relevance for n:ankind. I're-li terate society enthrone<: 

the artist as medicine man. Post-literate society (the electronic) u.~st 

enthrone tle artist as navigator. 

Since the purpose of writi..'lg was to translate a non-visual multi

sensuous world into a picture or visi~le world, it is not st~ance that w: 

:;hould be confused today. For electror.ic technolo:;y does not !".ere~y tra!:::

~~f.~ the pictorial back into the audible and the tactile; it al~o prer-ent.s 

all of the senses directly and without translaticn cf any scrt. 



,,, 
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READINGS Al'-;D SUGGES'J'IO~S - SPEECH 

The Silent Language, Edward T. Hall (Doubleday, 1959) 

Nurr.ber: The Language of Science, Tobias Dantzig (Anchor Boc~s No. 6?) 

The ancient Oracles at Delhi and elsewlere were said to have had 

elaborate ccmmlli,ications systems. Ey t~e time t~eir royal cl1ents arrived 

at d.e shrine, a fairly complete idea of the clients' problems had been 

received. 

\Vhat was the advantage to all concerned of dealing wi~!t the C"lie~~:o' 

~roblems in a cryptic way7 IVhy do oral societies rely so heavily on aph~~i~~: 

(See The iy'aning of the hiddle Ages, by !1uizinga.) 

Why should interpersonal dialogue be considered most nearly adeq!t~te '!"r.> 

the higl'est modes of the learning pro.:ess? \Jhy should the study of spe~"h 

reac~ new planes of clairvoyance in the age of the tape recorder? 

Exveriments in He:lring, Georg von Eekesy (HcGraw-Eill, 1960} 

Sensati0n and Perce )tior. in the Historv of Experimental P1il·,chd2f~ 
Ed\li::-1 G. Boring D. Appleton-Century Co., i~ew Yo~k, 1942) 

Doring provides clues to the changing attit~des and theories of the 

',\estern world toward our various senses. 

A rhouetically written language will inevitably ~cvelop the h-1b:.t of 

mak:i.ng words refer to tlings. A pre-literate language, on the other !·an(~: 

bas no suer. habit. \·lord is thing. The work of Dorothy Lee anj the wc,r~, 

of Dron5.slaw Xalin(.Mski on native speech habits docwncr.ts this c::.:.;pect c~ 

pre-literate language. A good deal of their material is err-bodied in 
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,.lhinking Through Language" which was prepared by E. s. Carpenter apropos 

of the media test enclosed in this repcrt. 

Almost nothing t:as been done to study the effect of phonetic writ~ng 

on our attitudes towards "meaning.·' I1;. ETC Har:azine, for winter 1955, 

Richard Dettering has an ess::~y on "\fuat Phenetic Writing did to H\!ruti.:1ga 

(p. 12lff) - what our culture today in part is confronted by is t:1e collap::;~ 

of a "picture theory" of language. 

Scimtifi.£ American Ha.e:azinc, esso.y en LOGLA~: Jam~s Cooke Oro.,.:1e, 
June 1960, Vol. 202, Ko. 6, P?• SJff. 
"This log: .. ::.J.. langt:age is now beiug sym:he!;ized on mcdem l:~.1(;'!;..3tic 
principles, largely to examine tte pypothesis that the world view 
of the members ~f a culture i3 dete~aed by the st~ucture of thPir 
language." 
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CO}~~NT ON S?EECH CHART 

As the only medium using all the senses. at on:.;e 1 speech also uses all 

of d:e senses in LD.. Since the SI is in LIJ, the SC or response is one of 

deep participation, in all senses also. That is, if any one sense were 

given liD in speaking, we would not tend so much to respond with all senses, 

~.s with tl.ose complementary to the one in HD. If a person clutches you 

while talking to you, tt.e ratio among sight and sound aspects of speech wHl 

alter. Speech on radio gets such Higt Definition in the auditory sense 

that we respond with strong visual stress. 

w11en SI is in Lew Definition, the SC response tends to involve all of 

our senses more tt>an when the Sl is in lligh Definition. Since speech h.~ 

all senses in SI (ar.d all of these in LD) the SC effect is t~e richest 

rossiblc to any ~dium. Since the Sl-!;C are simil~r, t!.is makes for 

maximal stability of the medium. 

As speech tends towards 1-:o it can move through the phases cf C:ialog>~~ 

~nd stat~ent all the way to proclamation. Notice that as it goes ~ver 

:o1:~rc HD, it increasingly excludes participation. In LD speech c.vokes 

ever more participation. ''The eloquent srrug," "the word to th~ w-~.sc," 

etc. Stutter is so very LD as to produce the most painful pres~urc of 

~art~.d.,at:i.cn on the t-earer. 
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Il\"'IRODUCTICN TO hRITING 

The Creeks made a myth about i\ing Cadmus as l~e who introduced the 

iJhonetic letters to Greece. The Ill'jth says Y.ing Cadmus sowed the ci.ragon' s 

teeth and they sprang up armed men. 

H. A. Innis has devoted an entire book to explaining the meaning of 

this myth. The book is 'fmpire and Corrmunications. 

A myth is tl:e explaining of a cor.1p~ex ac~ion and react.:.on i!' . .:1 fr;'l 

~·ords.. The phonetic writing permitted tl:e sp:-es.d of wr:.tbg on ':'~ e:;l' 

materials like papyrus whid could be swiftly transported over land enablh[. 

men to organize armies at a distance~ In the same way, phonetic writi~g 

was able to take over many languages and culture in the Greco-Rc:nan na"!!e. 

It i3 a cne-way conquest s;nce the other peoples, while being ta~-::cn ov.:.::. 

are quite unable to take over ttemsel~es. 

Phonetic writing is, above all, a ~~ay of translatittg the cn.d:i.ble int.:. 

the visible. The oral and tangible world of the pre-literate man iJ 

-ranslated and made ey;plicitly visual by the phonetic alphabet. ·This :-.s 

-::he traditional distinction between the barbarian and the civilized man. 

7he barbarian plays it by ear. The civilized ma.!l plays it by eye. 1he 

barbarian lives in the all-at-once worl·l of r:1any C.irec.tiuns a."1d manj· levc,_s 

·:'If rn'.!ani~!g a1; a single moment. Whereas the literate n:an lives b:t the eye, 

one-thing-at-a-time, one direction at a time, one level at 2. time. lhe m:•t• 

c·f the written word has at command an instrwr.ent of org::-.nization ~md cf 

analysis which seems quite mysterious and superhu:nan to the mlll of the eF.:-,. 

The rno·w-ie of the Bridge ~ the River Klr.li is a full length dra:n:rtizC~tion 
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of this clash between the men of the eye (the Englh~1) and the men of the 

ear (the Japanese colonel). The practical one-thing-at-a-time men are 

quite able to rr~ke the bridge, but quite unable to control its uses. 

The translation of the non-visual world into visual formulas continued 

educationally, and legally, and politically, throughout the Hedieval periOC: 

with ever-L~creasir.g stress on visual system in all levels ~f organization 

and knowlt-dge, until the time when G11tenberg gave a new meaning and intensity 

to this visual stress. 

Writing dc~s 11ot occur in Kcmadic societies, but only after people l-_1.vc 

ceveloped the special skills assoc~-~ted with sedenta...ry life. This specir-:_isr.! 

cxtc1ds to the sensory life as well, and wr~ting becomes possible \\>hen a 

~issociation occurs among the senses. So-called Euclidean space, i. e. 

~niform, single-rlane, homogene<'us space, is unknown until rncn l-ave lean1 '~ 

the art of writing phonetically whicr is to say the art of translating t!::'! 

r.on--visual senses into a wJifonn, spatial languagec (See Th:~ ~~red ~'ld ~ ~~e:._ 

~·rofan~, by Mircea Eliade, who shows how Euclidean space is unknol-.n to 

rre-literate man.} Dantzig, throughout r~s book on Num~r, holds to t~e 

the~e that mathematics, especially since the Renaissance, has been 

d:aracterized by the effort to translate Euclidean space back into tl:..e 

(·ther senses. Especially now with the ormi~resence of nuclear space~ 

resulting from the develo~cnt of elect:-onic techncology, we no lont;er liv:-

in Euclidean space in the West. The new me<U a of· comrnu'lication translate 

• 
~11 events into nuclear time and space configurations. 

We ar~ in exact antit~.esis t<' Euclidean man of 3000 years :tgc wl: :t 

was totnJ.ly engaged in translating all of h!.s ins~itutional arra.,gemen~r, 
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frcm auditory and tactile into visual terms. Today 1 after tl ousands of ycc:.rs 

of organizing all of our experi.ence in visual terms, a nuclear teclmoloty 

drives us in tt:e direction of organizing even tl 1e visual in non-visual formsc 

The front page of a neuspaper appears to the eye, but is or~;ani::ed by tc~ •... 

graphy. The newspaper page is thus a nuclear field of event3. 

In a word, all ti'at \vestern man !•as dcne since writing began 1-e is now 

reversing. The purpcse and dallenge cf writing cannot be tr.e same, there

fore, as when we "·ere engaged in the oppo~h:c move of tran~latir.~ man• s 

"lge-old primitive heritage .i!ltO visual forn.s. \\'!;en notiSSCa.! pl":lClaim::i 

tl~at man is born free, but is everywhere found in chains, l'e would seem t.:> 

have been straddling between \:Jcese two worlds of the pri.mi tive a."ld of t!·: 

nuclear. Because the chains which bind !Iian are the institutional arr<mgc.~~ .. ,.~r, 

uhhl, he has contrived by means of visual organization and codificatic:: o!' 

his non-visual life. 
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PROJECTS AND QUESTIONS - ~RITING 

1. What would be the problems of introducing the phonetic alphabet today 

into Japan and China? 

2. ·;ould the consequence of introducing the phonetic alphabet into China 

today be as drastic as when the Romans introduced the s~e alphabet 

to Gaul? 

3. Will the ideogram survive in some new roles in the same way as tl-e 

printed book finds new work to Jo in the electronic age7 

4. What are some of the advantages of the ideogram over C"ur alplu<.bet? 

s. Does a form of writing which involves complex situations at a single 

glance favor cultural -continuity and stability? 

6. By contrast, does a fonn of writing that favors attention to one

thin~-at-a-tim~ foster instability and .change? 

7. In other wores, is the man of the ear a conserva~ive, aLd the man of 

the eye a liberal? 

8. Why should writing weaken the human ncmory? Pre-1~.terat.e men amazee.. 

at tne efforts of t~e wtite man to •Tite down his t~oughts and ~ayir.~~ 

ask: "\t.'hy do you write; can you not remember?" 

9. ll.'hy should a pre-literate people l:ave no concept of words as rcfcr"-.:L; 

to things, but only of words as bebg things'? 
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10. Is the "content" of writing the medium of speech? Is it possible ~or 

any medium to have a content except it be another medium? 

11. Is tl1e medium the message? 

12. Is it possible for a mattematical propo~ition or d~monstration to 

have content? 
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HEADINGS AND SUGGESTIO~$ - WIUTING 

fJnpire !ind Communication, II. A. Innis, Oxford Univ~"'rsity Press, (1950) 

The Chinese Written Character!!~ Medium for Pcetry, ~Ars Poetica, 
Ernest Fenollosa, New York, Square Dollar Series 

The Hand-Produced Book, David Diringer, nutchinson' s Scieutific Publica
tions, (1953) 

The Voices of Silence, Andr.;; Malraux, Doubleday, New York, (1953) 

The world of sculpture is poised on the frontiers be~w~en sight and 

sound, resonating with a vocal quality, but not being enclosed pic.torial 

!i'ipace. 

The myth of Cadmus directly concerns the first effects of the inventicn 

of phonetic writing. Hay tHs also be th~ case with the myth of the Cor[.on·· 

Hay one effect of print have been to turn the mind to stone, even in the 

:noment of imperishably arresting the moment of thought? 

Consid'!r the nature of myth as including simultaneously the causes 

rnd <'ffects of a complex process. 

'·'rom Script .!:£ frint, P.. J. Chaytor, w. Heffer and Sons, Cambridge, (1~50) 

This unique book shous the effect of mu."luscrirt culture in ch<>ng:;.ng 

the forms of making, and of study and comnamication of pcetry, 

Chaytor points to the loss of memory which comes with writingo We lll"\:V 

ask: "\vhy should the translation of sound into sight cause memory blocka,:;·:,"' 
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\~ITING (CHART) 

In the case of writing by means of phonetic characters, men discovere~ 

how to translate the multi-sensuous thing that is S:;?oken, language into 

one sense only. The peculiar effect of translating the many senses of the 

spoken word into the visual mode of writing is to abstract one sense from 

the cluster of the human senses. This simultaneous abstraction and trans-

lation of several senses into one sense naturally resulted in a chage of 

•atio amo~g the senses. 

It is tl·.e c>.dvantage of these charts that they enable one to cpot rE"a~il:-

~he components which enter into the experience of any one medium. 

One can, then, with equal readiness, spot the omitted senses which 

rcma.::..O to be filled in. That is to say, in the case of writing: all th~1 

senses except sight are omitted. This is a major reason why ·-~h~ J.-hor..~t:ic 

:~~ader is very strongly introverted., He has so much to fill in, Whil;.: t~e 

K:-iti:en form or manuscript stepped up the visual form of cxpc:·::.e:tce to 

;·datively Hig."-l Definition (F-D), print as technology stepped it up very 

~uch more indeed. 

Once more, the advantage of this chart method of study is that or.ce :~v 

!~!low what properly applies to any corner of evidence in the chart, it is 

possible to fill in a good deal that belongs in t~e other corners. For 

P.xample, if you know that early movies were visual in Low Definition (L-D), 

.?.nd that later movies were visual in Eigh Definition (H-D) 1 you i.,ould al:r ?'.~~;-

iJ!ow a great deal about what characterized early and later movies in S-C 

(Subjective Completion) and L-D (Low Definition). 

I 
f 
I 
I 
' 
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Such a procedure was followed by scientists recently in the discovery 

of c~rtisone. They knew in advance enough to eliminLte all but fifty-seven 

possibilities. 

These charts offer the possibility of direct participation in research 

to anybody who has had experi~~ce of these forms. It is said that Cecil 

Rt:odes in the same way had only to wash the mud off the diamonds in Hs 

backyard. Another way of doing direct research on the ~pact of media is 

to ask yourself what popular myths and legends wr.ich occurred at the time 

of the new impact might ccntain relevant material about the social action 

of these new forms. For example, the myth of Cadmus, and the myth of the 

Gorgon. For later periods of tPe modern world it is necessary only to 

observe tJ-.e changes which occur in already existing art forms; painting, 

poetry, music. Thus the new kind of writing represented by Monttigne's 

Essays or Machiavelli's Prince contain major evidence of the effect of 

Gutenberg on Western Europe. 

Our chart indicates that the Sl consists of visual characters. Unlike 

print, writing is LD. The SC therefore is quite different from print. 

The reader of the manuscript had to read aloud. It was part of his SC 

response to a Low Definition situation. But the translation of speech into 

merely visual characters gave extremely High Definition to the visual compo

nent in speech with many consequences for the languages so written. 

Written languages tend toward streamlining of inflection and syntax alike. 

The SC for writing consists in varying degrees of auditory-tactile 

response. We cannot read even print without incipient movements of the 

larynx. But writing being LD compared with print, evokes much more 
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participation than print. So that whereas the manuscript reader in Hs 

11carrell 11 chanted, muttered and sang, the print reader makes his auditory SC 

within, and for the rest is content with "incipient movements" of the throat. 

The HD effects of writing are to enhance the power of the state at 

the same time that tre individual "discovers himself" in the act of reading 

and writing. Among the traditionally recognized LD effects of writing is 

the famous dichotomy of "literature a."ld life." The very act of reading 

encourages a fantasy life. 3ut writing exists by creating a dichotomy of 

sight and sound, and sets up a vast series of splits in ~ awareness, 

such as are unknown in pre-literate or archaic societies. 

h 
I 
f 
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INTRODUCTION TO PRINT 

Print would appear to be the first mechanization of a handicraft. A 

similar technology seems to have been achieved much earlier in Korea, and 

it is surely no coincidence that tl.e Koreans are the only other people who 

are known to have developed a ptonetic alphabet. 

Without tl:e abstraction involved in a pl•onetic alptabet 1 the breaking 

up of the senses necessary for print technolcgy would seem to be impossible. 

The basis of print technology is the extension of the phonetic alphabet 

principle from sound to movement.. Just as the phonetic alpl•abet separates 

sound from meaning, so print separates letters from movement. The motions 

of the scribal l".and are broken up into movable types. Static segmentation 

of the scribal motion is the base of print technology, leading to the book 

wl~ch is the first teaching machine. 

Since Gutenberg, the mechanization of many kinds of motion have been 

achieved. The principle is always the same. Segmental analysis of the 

total action involved, and the laying cut of this action as a series of static 

repeatable se~ents in what we have since called the assembly line. Such 

assembly line necessarily i~volves uniform, repetition of a specialist 

action. As a form of production, it is now ending with the advent of auto

mation. 

Automation depends upon an exactly syncronized infonnation flow from 

electronic tapes, and substitutes the multi-levelled complex for the single

plane assembly line. 

In the age of John Gutenberg, people did not understand the kind of 
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revoluticn that had occurred with printing. Rather, they thought that it 

was a means of providing ordinary people with instructional materials. 

The book as the first form of mass production made the identical item 

available for all men. 

As comrared with the laborious pace imposed upon the manuscript reader, 

the reader of the printed page could move as if upon Macadamized surfaces. 

The narrow and arduous track of learning became a throughway overnight. 

wren information movement undergoes sar.e striki.r:.g alteration in time, o:-

space pattern, the form of human association ~~d knowledge undergo similar 

revolution. When print made all knowledge available in uniform and repeatable 

form, what we call Renaissance individualism and nationaliSCl appeared at 

once. 

Today, if the only means available to man !or self-expression were 

the forms of ccmnercial advertising, self-expression as an aim or goal for 

educated man would quickly fade frcm the picture of our lives. With print 

it became possible for the first time t:o dream of self-expression and of 

earthly fame. Because the exactly repeatable forms of print made possible 

the extension of the private image and private point of view on an enormous 

scale. By manuscript means, it is quite futile to dream of publishing 

oneself to the world, and today once more men who must use the great 

collective forms of movie and broadcasting have very little opportunity for 

self-expression. 

Print made possible individualism because the book as private teaching 

machine fostered initiative and self-reliance. 1he book created the ideals 

of inner self definition and inner goals. The printed page could by its 
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exactly repeatable form open up new markets of the vernacular tongues where 

before the naarket 1-:ad tended to be for Latin books alone. The same repeat

ability of the printed form made possible totally new airr1s in education; 

namely a uniform training for the whole community. 

Nationalism was born of this possibility of organizing an entire 

language area on a uniform political basis. Print became the basis for a 

kind of national mobilization of manpower. Just as armies depend upon 

uniformed men acting as replaceable parts in a smooth working military 

machine 1 so the uniformly educated ci tizcn body becomes an inexhaustible 

manpower pool. Napolean was the first to manipulate the resources "f print 

in this way 1 mobilizing public opinion on one hand by his press, and man

power by means of the citizen army, on the ot~er hand. Print in this respect 

afforded to Western man a vast new staple or natural resource which gave to 

the political power direct access and control over the citizen mind. 

If print was the first form of mass production, it was also the first 

means of providing markets with uniform commodities. Uniform commodities 

lend themselves quite naturally to uniform pricing. Tl'le very idea of 

uniform pricing was as revolutionary as uniform commodities. Handicraft 

economies are related to bazaar type markets where prices are the result of 

much haggling. Today, under electronic conditions, it is interesting to 

watch the pressures wt,ether in collective bargaining in motor sales, or in 

discount houses, which are driving us back to the conditicns of taggle and 

the oriental bazaar. 

Equally new after print was the discovery of the split between produce"" 

and consumer, and also between tl1e ruler and his subjects. 
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Specialism of function at many levels is characteristic of mechanization. 

Today, the reverse is true~ Specialism disappears with mechanization. In 

management and decision-making, many people today must tave a kind of over-ell 

competence in all aspects of an op~ration. Encyclopaedism and fussion of 

function is as characteristic of the twentieth century as specialism l:ad 

been previously. In fact, we J~ve come to use the word specialist as a term 

of dubious praise. 

Like any other medilun, print is a vast staple or natural resource. It 

promotes the uniform, repeatable movement of information which yields the 

homogeneous citizen body. Without such a uniformly processed citizen 

body the manpower potential of a community cannot be released. Without 

citizen homogeneity, no economic take-off into the region of perpetual 

growth and change. Without }Jrint, a society remains a "backward sluggish 

country." \Vt1ether computers and electronics will enable such societies 

to by-pass literacy as a stage of development, remains to be seen. 

t 
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PROJECTS AND QL~STIONS - PRINT 

1. Let us try to discover any area of h~ action or knowledge unaffected 

by the forms and pressures of print during the past five centuries. 

2. If the forms of print }.ave shaped all tt,e levels of action and 

organization in the West~~n world up until t~e advent of nuclear 

technology, does tlds e~~lain and justify the type of stress wlich 

we allow to our printed forms in educational establistment? 

3. If a nuclear tednology is now succeeding to the mechanical print 

tec~nology of the past five centuries, what problems does such a 

transition present to the educator? To the political establishment? 

To the legal establishment? 

4. What would ~appen to the society that did not recognize or ident1fy 

these problems at all? 

5. What tappened to Hedieval education when it failed to understand the 

nature of print? 

6. Consider why anthropology witt its pre-literate concerns should ~ave 

so much in common with post-literate and nuclear forms of communication? 

7. How did uniformity and repcatabili ty of the print production process 

affect h\.UMJ\ arrangements in time and in srace? 

B. Why should the speeding of information flow for the print reader create 

historical perspective and background? ~1y s~ould the much slower 

information flow of the ~~uscript make such background impossible? 
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~by should the electronic speed of information flow eliminate 

historical background in favor of "you are there?'' 

9. Why is homogeneity of space and time arrangement natural under print 

conditions of learning? 

10. ~by was it revolutionary for Columbus to assume that he cotud keep 

moving in a straight line, in one direction! ~'hy are there no straight 

lines in Hcdieval maps? \!i'hy was it unthinkable for them that space 

should be continuous and homogeneous7 

11. Why should the Columbus pursuit of the straight line in navigation 

have been neces~ in order to discover tre round earth? 

12. Are d~ flat earthers on strong ground in terms of our ~·estern devotion 

to Euclidean space? 

13. In garment making and hence in clothing styles, the straight seaa was 

impossible before the sewing machine. Trace some of the implications 

of the straight line and of mechanism in one or more other field,_ of 

human organization. 

14. How much is our notion of "content" affected in the case of printing 

by the blank page as filled with moveable types? 
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READINGS &~D SUGGESTIONS - PRINT 

The Bias of Ccrr.munication, H. A. Innis, Ox!ord University Press, (1951) 

Explorations !!! Con...nrunications, 1-iarsl"'all Mcluban and E. s. Carpenter, Beacon 
Press, (1960) 

From Script !2. f!:!n.!, li. J. Cl:aytor, W. Heffer and Sons, Cambridge, (1950) 

Rrunus, ~letl:od and the Decai of Dialogue, \walter Ong, .s. J., Harvard Univet"sity 
Press, (1959) 

Apropos of this book, Father Ong traces the rise of l:abits of visual 

organi:.ation of knowledge in the later :t-1iddle Ages befcre and after printing. 

Dialogue is necessarily non-visual and in'•ol ves minds in maximal partici-

pation in the processing of knowledge. Renaissance mett.od increasingly 

eliminated such participation. 

Today 1 with nuclear non-visual forms of knowledge presentation, we 

turn again to dialogue. 

The Right !2 Learn, Glen HcCracken 

The Right !2. Learn tm.derlines the unexpected effects of one medium 

upcn another. Film releases aspects of the printed page net available to 

the person dealing witt: the printed page alone. 

Tl"'e movie as sequence of still shots has deep affinities with the 

Gutenberg assembly line of movable types, but Whereas the movie viewer is 

in tl.e role of the carr.era, the print reader is in the role of projector. It 

occurred very early to the n1anipulators of the printed word that print 

afforded a means of snapdotting the mind in action. ln other words, a 

means of self -investigation of the type tm.dertaken by Montaigne in his 
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essays. The whole Senecan enterprise in prose is part of this snapshotting 

of the mind in action. Self-investigation is t~e correlate of self

expression. In the same way, self-portraiture among the painters is the 

correlate of perspective, or vanishing point and point of vie-. 
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PRINT (CHART) 

Here is the perfect example of a transformation of a medium by stepping 

up the degree of its definition. What may appear as quantitative improvement 

brought out qualitative changes. 

This should suggest to us ways of observing the altering ratios of 

sense as producing a totally new focus of attention and awareness. 

Just as speech is "containedu in writing, so with printing. At first 

print strove to imitate the texture of the manuscript. The manuscript was 

"contained" in writing. 

The subliminal or Low Definition (L-D) presence of one medium in 

another has conferred upon the Western world an obsession with "content." 

This is easily checked. As for example in scientific formulas whicl1 contain 

nothing whatever but which are structures cocmanding other structures. With 

the prevelance of multi~ia experience in the past century, artists and 

scientists alike have sought "pure" music, "pure" poetry and in general to 

purge one structure from other structures. In poetry and criticism, this 

has meant the repudiation of "content'' as having validity or relevance. 

As our chart indicates, the structural impact (SI) of print is visual 

in HD. The corresponding SC of print is audible-tactile in LD. 

In terms of social effects, the HD modes of print create uniformity, 

repeatability, lineality, individualism and "point of view." Tt>e LD effects 

here as always are relatively subliminal: for the individual, a rich "inner" 

life of dreams and fantasy. Habits of inner drive, inner direction, and 
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self-set objectives or fixed points of view are only a few of t~e galaxy 

of effects of print on readers. (A fuller story of these is given in the 

attached transcript from the Gutenbere Galaxy kinescope.) 
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INTRODUCTION TO rRI~S 

It would be a sufficient justification to includ~ this section on 

prints if only to bring to t~e students' attention the work of William M. 

Ivins, Jr. His 1-rints and Visual Cc·:Tinrunicatj on (aoutledce ani Kegan raul, 

1953) stresses tl.e meaning wl,ich prints rave had in the development of 

science. Un~il there was some unifonn and repeatable sr.eans of transmittjng 

non-verbal information, it was ~possible for scientists to communicate. 

Hr. Ivins l.elps us to def:ir.e a "backward cowtry" as "one of those that have 

not learned ~o take full advantage of the possibilities of pictorial state

ment and collll!lUllication," (p. 1). I:e spots, at <.'nee, the disaivantag~s to 

J,"llc\./ledge of the "persistent habit of regarding prints as of inte:-est al"ld 

value only insofar as they can be regarded as works of art," (p. 1). He 

ldll receive increasing recognition as a master of media analysis, because 

of such critical awareness as this: "liistorians of art and writers on 

aesthetic theory have ignored the fact that most of their thcugr.t has been 

based on exactly repeatable pictorial statements about works of art rath~r 

than upcn first l-and acquaintance with them. Had they pa1.d attention to 

t~at fact, they might !:ave recognized the e.."rtent. to which their own thinki..'lg 

nnd theori:z.ing have been shaoed ty the lir.itc:.ticns im,osed on ~l.ose SUlt.;;

ments b:· the graphic technicr.Jcs. Photography and c hotographic rrocess, 

the last of the long successicn of such techniques, ~ave been responsible 

for one of the grP.atest changes of ,·isual 1-.abit and knowledge that has 

:!Ver takP...n plnce and have led to an almost complete rewri tbg of the history 

of art as well as a mo~t thoroughg~ing revaluation of the arts of the 

past," (p. 2). Hr. Ivins does not merely offer valuable data, he offers U3 

better '"ays of perceiving data -- an approach rather than ccnclusions. 
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\-le must look on prints "from the point of view of general ideas ar.d particular 

functions, and, especially we must think about the limitations which their 

techniques l:ave imposed on them as conveyers of informaticn and on us as 

receivers of that information," (p. 3). 

To extend this kind of awareness, not only to prints but ~o all media, 

is the aim and scope of understanding media. 

The approach of Mr. Ivins readily reveL-s why historians until recent 

times "have rarely found anything they were not looking for," (p. 4). Thi.:; 

remark of Mr. Ivins reinforces d:e insignt of s:.egfri~ Giedion in 

Hechanizat~.on Takes Cor.1Ina.•1d tl:at "anonymous history" oust b~ the .students' 

main resource today. "Anonymous bistoryn is without a point of view, since 

it is the actual mosaic ~f discoveries and developments which the collec~iv~ 

and cooperative energies of men have patterned. 

A private per$pective or point of view directed towards such pDtterns 

is somethin~ for lvhich we must now write a history, since it is a d2.ted and 

dubicr:.;; fo~.l of effort. 
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PROJECTS AND QUESTIONS - PRlNTS 

1.. \\'hy is it possible to give accurate veroal instructions for the 

construction of a bucket, say, but quite impossible to describe a 

bucket? How does this problem relate to the importance of prints in 

the development of many fonns of knowledge? (Ivins, P. 57.) 

2. Apropos of page SO of Prir.ts and Visual Co~municati~, consider scme of 

tl.e ways in which in otl-er fields as well, technical advance may be a 

setback for knowledge. 

3. What has been the effect on the newspaper story of the line engravin.~? 

(Ivins, p. 98ff.) 

4. How did it happen that Dickens became a novelist !>y the accidem: of 

supply::..ng co::·Y for popular pictorial artists? 

5. In wl ::·~ other meci.'l is the cartc:)n mc:.t eff:ctivf:? 

G. .l:; the print, e:'lt:;raving, cartoon, etc., a lo\o.r or i.1igh d,::init.i"n fc.rn 

of st3·c.cmc1~t? 

7. \-Thy c~:.tld a:timat~d car'toC~ns not possit-ly have the same effect in 

,, ovi. c and television? 
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READINGS AND SUGGESTIONS - PRIN1'S 

Fri~ts and Visual Ccrr~unication, ~m. M. Ivins, Jr., Routledge and Kegan Paul 
(1953) London. 

Art and Geometry, ~.'m. H. Ivins, Jr. 

This book is concerned, among other things, with tte nature of Euclidesn 

space. One of its themes is that it was not until the Renaissance that 

\·Jestern rr.an finally freed the visual from the tactile. ~ve have seen how 

print culture strongly stressed segn:ental one-thing-at-a-ti.'lle approach to 

problems of organization of space and til:k!. 

1. Wlat variaticns of attitudes to space and time might have occurred ns 

a result of prints and engravings? 

2. Would the preferred subject matters of the engraver proYide a clue to 

the latent resources of the medium! 

3. Look at the famous Illuminations of Rimbaud as a kind o! news;>ap~ 

hodgepodge landscape, the idea for which he seems to have picked up 

from the popular magazines of his time. wby should such amusing and 

ingenious adaptations of popular art impress the :.ig::brows? Is hig.'t-

browism today an attitude of t~ose of shah7 literacy? 

4. Check James Atherton's The Books !.! Finnegans h'a~ for the very hieh 

degree of interest which Joyce maintained in the most commonplace 

fonns of popular culture. 

s. Why should Pablo Picasso take such an interest in Arr~rican comic 

strips when the acad~c world does not? 



6. E. r.. Goffibrich's Art and Illusion (Pantheon Books, 1960) should be 

read by all students of reedia. On pr. 157ff, he tells the story of 

printed pattern-books which led to the: rise of cartoons and comic 

strips. The story is -:ontinued on pp. 335ff with full a\-tareness of 

to\·1 the LD print creates liD creative participation. 
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PRINTS (CHART) 

Prints, like cartoons, are of the lowest definition possible. Their 

fascination depends upon the systematic withdrawing of data. Note how such 

Low Definition (L-D) forms are automatically effective in other Low 

Definition (L-D) media such as television. 

I l'ave deliberately put the tactile component of prints in tl-e High 

Definition (H-D) corner in order to challenge some attention. The tactile 

sensations are probably Low Definition (!..-£) at best as COJllpared with eye 

and ear. Dut all the more for t~a't reason they would seem to imply and 

involve maximal participation from 't~e perceiver. 

\{In. M. Ivins suggested, in Art and GeometrT (Cambrilige, Mass., 1946) 

that the Greek geometric sense was profoundly tactual and L~at Eucli1ean 

geometry thus had to wait further develo;:ment until the vis.JE.l. sense had 

be~~ abstracted from the tactual sense in the Renaissance. (See television 

chart for other tactile aspects.) In fact, it was only the pictorial 

abstractness of prh~t that made possible the diminishir.g of th~ tactile 

values sufficien.:;ly to advance mathematics to its eighteent~ cent"Jry phasP.. 

As our c!lart shows, however, the SC for the print is not visual, but 

participation of all the senses. The stcu-k outline of t:·.e cartoon and t~'e 

prL~t alike tend to activate tactile and auditory senses. 

But just how tricky the analysis of tb~ quality of prints can be is 

reveeiled by \\T.,lfflin in his Princip:ies of Ar~ Hist:)ry (Dover Books, pp. JJ-

34). He analy~es two eng:-avir.gs, one by Durer, Cine by R~b1·anJt. The 

Dur~r he sLows has an SC that is highly tactual. The .'~embrandt has an SC 
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ttat is ~ighly visual. It is not necessary for all observers to be agreed 

~n the SC (or the HD-LD, for that matter) of a givelt i.Jr.age or medium. The 

processing which the Sl undergoes in each of us is bound to vary, just 

as the effect of radio or movie differs widely as it is processed through 

different cultures. The French reported in the 1920's that movies had 

restored their sense of their own ptysical bodies. In England and America 

the movies intensified the merely "neural itch.'; 'Ihe crusade D. H. Lawrence 

staged for wboleness in s..;:x was the artist replying to tl'e media and upset 

sense ratios. 

It is no accident that the great age of prints and engravings is also 

the great classical age of music. The tactile SC of prints is closely 

ti~i to auditory and musical experience. 
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lNTRODUCTIO~ 'IO faESS 

\\"hen someone like Orson Wells makes a bid to have an existence in 

newspaper or on radio, or as an intellectual, it is very cor.fusing to the 

categories ordinarily created by the movie ~edium. By and large, the 

newspaper ac·cepts as newsworthy figures created by any medium whateve:- 1 

"'·hether spots, or radio, or tt:eater, or movies. In fact, if someone .:pp<•.U"'!: 

in the news who does not already have sor.te existence in some other medium 

\le think of them as just oriinary people. 

The pow~r of various media to shape and to project l.uge p-ablic 

imaees of private citi:l,ens is basic to an understanding of nw.iia. In the 

case of t!1e newspaper, the in•age which is giver. to the rc<tdc~ is of the 

ccrrmunity itself. The public press presents a kind of group picttue ur 

verb:U telephoto of the global hum.:>.n community 1 hour by hoU!'. This ilra :;;: 

is rJcd~ by means of a ccllage cr assemt.ly of do::.e.,s and P.''~.a h..:ndreds of 

small item:; much as a \lire pl oto is achievei by rreans of rll:"lerous dots 

forning a ~tippled pattern. 

The make-up of each page must tenu tow1rd a ~election in order to 

i.nclttde a very lr.rge range of hu:nan i!lterests. 'Il&~ mo~1ic of hu~an 

intc~ests thus achieved creat~s a strong impression of depth and range sc 

the-:~ the o:-dinary reader is quite satisfi~d that he has 1:1ade a real 

con~:nct wi:.::h the collective :.ife of the coo.munity under the cateliue 

~nd~~cated .:.--; the top of t~1e vagc... Of cou:-s ~.~ if a re<dc:- s-..,· ·icnly ui:;

covers that he is r~adir.g yesterday~ s ne,-l:.>paper, ti1e sor": o.! di::illus:.cr

:nent end l~!tdown i::; acute inJ'?.ci ~ Ja~2: :tr•·.::ticb~~s use as one of t.:v~ir 

strcnt; figures of speech the rl".rr:::t• thD.t recor:le·i trusic is aa stale as 
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yesterday's newspaper. 

A newspaper seen on the kitchen floor often reveals startling aspects 

unnoticed when in the hands of a reader. If a newspaper were used as 

wallpaper, it would be in order to stress its peculiarities of layout ~,1 

design. Any newspaper page tends to lave many of the characteristics of 

the ~~rx Brothers' gag circus. By definition, no two items in a newspaper 

can have any connection one with the other. n.e only conneC'ticn between 

~ny two it~~s in a newspaper is indicated by the aateline. The fact th~t 

it happened on our planet on a ~;iven day affords the only lo~ic or· Y"c-tbna.:' '·.• 

David RieSII'.an once ccnducted an inquiry axnong students at the 

TJniversity of Chicago as to why people read newspapers. The c:1ly consist-~-1t 

reas~n discovered was so that people could achieve some privacy in ~ublic 

~onvcyances. Perhaps the other side of the same picture is in order th~.~ 

peorle i~ the privacy of their homes can maintain contact with the public 

\o'orld. 

0'1r pub:~.ic rry·.:h or -:heory c-once.-ni.,g the importance of the newspaper 

in our political lives is not only valid but wort!1y of the utmost study. 

j t i c; literally true tl.at our politics de:rend he:1vily upon the existence 

< f th~ r.e"'·spaper. So does O'..lr commercial life. A most: l:elpful way of 

~etUn!,; al: all this is to look c.t the patterns of socie-::y be:for-e the re-ws

rapcr existed. It is only necessary to irragine ourselv~s to~ally depend~•!: 

for news on radio and television. One of th~ b~st ways of cr,de:cstancling :1 

newsraper is to watc}\ the stages of develormcnt wh~.ch the pn::;s h~.s ur:.der

t;cme. \Vhen it consisted of e sheet or two, the press was little more th~ 

an editorial. At a la~er stP.ge, the press sr::t out to gather news in o~cr 
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to g.:-.i:her rcadl;rs. Thc'l, in order to gain m;,re reader.:;, it lu:d to orge::.,ize 

the distd butic,n of news and the postal s~rvices tegan to gr""'• (See 'fi:lt: 

f.ias of Comnunication by Harold Innis, and lliss Colr.lllun5.ration by Erik 

Barnouw.) 

As Earnouw pointed out, newspapers fairly soon discovered that what 

~hey printed was uews. In fact, until they printed it, it wasn't news. 

Tl:is is a basic principle of understanding all media. A r.ovle star is 

scmebcdy who appears in movies. An author is sorr.e!Jody whose book gets 

?ublished. The r.-,edium itsdf usually creates the ccii1'Ilodity of fame anc:i 

reputation .. 

In pre-print days, only •·ery e~-traordinary peorle could b~ kno\oi.!l 

~eyond the borders of their own village. After print, an abs~lute ncbody 

11ight become world famous. The newspaper carries this ca~ricious aspect 

cf publicity to the extreme. 

An excellent way of discovering tt-e f c.rm and r.1ec:.nin6 of the ;• ~ :;..:; lilt:. ' ; ~~~ 

::...:; to watch its changed patterns as ne\oo· te-;lmology int:e:-ver.-es. r"r exc.;~pJ.~~ 

~-!··~ telegrapi1 and cable servic~o:s nat·..u-ally had th~ rr.ost direct effect upo•, 

the newspaper 1 conferring t!pon it at once th~ dimension cf ••,.orld telt·.::;-cu:.': 

~:;: "{.:~b! and mail." And the iter.ts on the page we~~e si!:•ilarly al-::ered. 

'!~l,;! ind..:..vidual news item, <:1.fter the telegraph, tended to l:.t:CC'i''~ e·;en r.IO\\; 

isolc.:~ci from any point of view or persrective. Co:-respondents fj.·om e·.-~ry 

r-.•:t of the globe ha<l only to neutrci.l::.e tiv~i:::- stot·i~s l:y ~ .. dx:·.i:olding 

p~~sc:1al feelings fo:::- attitudes in crde~ to simpli.fy tho: j'lb ~".; h'!ad-

q·.t.1rters of assembly of a daily g·Lobal image of ti1c new global vilJ.agc:. 

So-called "objective" reporting is sbtply the omission of poin·; of v:ic•A. 
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The news editor can deal ~~re easily ~~th neutral items. When ~ch it~~s 

~our in over the wires at high speed, t~ere is no po~sibility of arranginl 

them in a consistent perspective. And in all electronic kinds of data 

processing, private point of view tP.nds to yield to a g~oup Jware~ess. ""'~ ... .. ·-'"" 
all-at-cnce of instantaneous speeds J-,as very little roOill for the one-·t:;ir..z · 

at-a-time or private point of view of the pre-electronic arr~,gement of 

information. 
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PROJECTS AND QUESTIONS - PRESS 

1. Does the aspect of newspaper as inclusive image of the community 

c~rr.mit the newspaper to the job of exposing private manipulation of 

the connnunal thing? Is tl;ere an inevitable clash between the public 

nature and function of a newspaper and the private points of view of 

many of the interests in a community? 

2. Consider the same news story as handled on radio and television, and 

in the newspaper. Do you think of any one of these ways of l:andling 

the news especially adapted to any particular kind of news? Does 

world news, for exan1rle, seem most appropriate in l.eadline form7 Does 

local news find its most appropriate form on the radio? 

3. Which medium, press, radio, or television is most effective in gaining 

the participation of the viewer? Does the newspaper reader tend to 

be a mere spectator of events? Is tbe radio listener more closely 

involved? Is the television viewer most challenged to rarticipate in 

action? 

4. Does the newspaper typically create tt:e outlook of the sidewalk 

superintendent in all community matters? 

s. Is the job of the newspaper to dramatize the issues within a community? 

6. How did the news photograph alter the nature of the newspaper and tl:e 

news story? 

7. How llad the print affected the nature of news coverage prior to the 

photograph? (See Ivins' Prints and Visual Corrr.unication.) 
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8. Has the influence of radio and television been to encourage newspapers 

to a more edi to1·ial attitude to the news? If news can be given by 

radio and television, does the newspaper see its unique advantage to 

consist in background to the news? 

9. Why should the newspaper find so little s)~pathy with historical 

perspective on any matter? (See ~Magazine as newspaper trying to 

achieve historical perspective.) 

10. What devices does a newspaper employ to provide a sense of continuity 

from day to day for its readership? 

11. Why sbould the newspaper, in processing opinion in such ways as to 

produce homogeneous emotions and attitudes, be a major means of 

mobilizing t~e manpower resources of a nation? 
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READINGS AND SUGCESTI ONS - PRESS 

1. At what point does the enlargement of type tend to push the printed 

word into the area of graphic art and design? Consider the British 

habit of putting headlines on separate sheets beside the newspapers. 

Does tr.e l•eadline as a form try to be a capsule story? Does it have 

its meaning in itself, or is it necessarily linked to a follow-up 

story? What can we learn about the l:.eadline fonn from its variants 

in radio and television? \Yhat are some of the uses of headlines made 

by John Dos Passos in lis novels? Does t}·.e headline resemble the 

world of the newsreel? Since the printed word is itself a visual code 

for speech, does the headline form of print tend to break speech out 

of the code L~to actual auditory effect? 

2. Are noisy headlines a substit'.lte for shoutin~ newsboys? 

3. Wynn discussing Nasser's nationL..ist aims indicates that they are tied 

to a newspaper campa~gn. Let us ask ourselves whether nationalism 

would be possible without newspapers. If so, why? Is nationalism 

essentially visual in mode as compared with,. say, radio?. Does it 

involve the visualization of a vernacular unity rather than the auditory 

experie:tce of vernacular unity? How far can the auditory experience 

of vernacular unity extend? How far can the visual experience of 

national unity extend? Would radio have a nationalistic or merely 

tribal effect in grouping experience and loyalty? 

4. \Yhat has been tt.e effect of television programs in shaping the t:andling 

of news items and editorial discussions? 
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s. Apropos of question 4 1 some journalists maintain that the effect of 

this on the newspaper story was to curtail ler~gth of coverage and to 

reduce items. Was the effect of tele~ision to inject a much stronger 

personal dimension in news commentary? 

6. Reader surveys of reading l;abits of newspaper readers has strongly 

indicated that people accept the total page as a reading ration giving 

the same kind of attention to advertisements as to anytl:ing else. A. 

J. Liebnan (tl:e Wayward Press section of the New Yorker magazine) 

reported ~ow in the 1952 election, a Sew York Times fan discovered 

that his friends who also subscribed to the New York Times did not 

know which side it was supporting. He took the fc:lowinb ac~i~n to 

o:fset this deplorable state of affairs. He had a pro-Republican 

eiitorial from the Times reprinted as a full page advertisement in 

n~erous newspapers across the land, hoping to get some attenticn for 

t::cse opinions in advertisement form which they tad faile<l to evoke in 

tneir ~iitorial space. 

7. Ccnsidcr why the effect of the tclegraot: on tl:e r.ewspaper should be 

to eliminate point of view in favor of field of pluralistic p~ints 

of view. 

6. D;:, headlines act as mandates much as d.!'"ess models in shop windows? 

That is, if we read the headline "British furious with Ike" is this 

b effect an order to the British to feel furious? How would any 

lr.rge population know how to feel about a large number of ever-changing 

matters without a daily press? Does this imply that the newspaper 

exercises a tyranny over our thoughts and emotions? Does it at least 
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choose the subjects concerning which we shall think, and feel from 

day to day? 

9. Does the press provide a sort of landscape background for personal 

and national experience? Do advertisements for naticnal brands belcng 

to the same landscape? If neither press nor advertising existed, 

would we be likely to have thoughts and feelings different from those 

we have at present? What happened in New York during tl~e newspaper 

strike, a few years ago? 

10. See l-tr. T. s. Eliot's poem "The Boston Evening Transcz:ipt." \\'hat does 

Mr. Eliot suggest in this pcem is tt:e ftmction of a ne'":?:~rer? Look 

at "The \o/aste Land" by Mr. T. s. Eliot---a poem le~H o•.:·<., ill t!io.! 

mar~er of a newspnper landscape. 

11. ~·::e a t.:~~k by K. Capek called In Pra!s~ of }\·"', ~.:l.A~!:.!• It is a kinJ 

': . ." tle~.lp~ysica1 eulogy of the versonal :yr::.:: ~n..·a:.ity t/::~ .... :: .,.:.~"'!:papers 

12. 1::-::• d~c.s the newsp::.per insist upon hr·.·an ir.. 1.~::::-es~7 Doc~~ :.!.~c nc~"spaper 

c~t h-:::nan interest from books and 1itcraturts' or is it r~::ullnr to 

t ~1.e newspaper? 

13. K1y is Charles Dickens in a special \J:!.Y a Hcv~1ist who du·ived his 

focus and techniques from the newspaper? Hew does the ~.,_,rk of Edgar 

L11en Poe belong to the newspaper? 

14. Why ~1ou1d the detective story in the fact of its form be tied to the 

press? (A detective story gets its form from being told backwards 
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lik~ a symbolist poem, in which the writer begins with the effect he 

wishes to achieve and then makes the poem to achieve that effect.) 

See Poe's essay ''The Philosophy of Composition" in which he describes 

the making of the raven. 
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PRESS (CHART) 

The advantage of dis chart approach in dealing with the newspaper 

is that it enables us to appreciate the press as a complex word of art 

without being sidetracked by this or that "pigment" or news item. Just as 

art forms are maximal mode& of organizing our sense lives, so we have been 

hindered from seeing these forms in modern technology if only because they 

have been stepped up to such high collective intensities. The teamwork 

involved in constructing such a daily pyramid as a newspaper so far 

exceeds any earlier human possibilities of organization as to make of a 

newspaper an unclassifiable art form. Having been taught for centuries 

that art is a private form of self-expression, we have no means of 

apprehending the artistic character of ncn-individual social activity. As 

someone said in beginning a sttdy of photography, nobody can ccmnit 

photography alone. Tl>is is true of English, or any other mass medium. 

:t-Iedia stuly serves to begin the process of alerting tl-.e perceiver to 

the art values in collective media. As the so-called mass n:.edia threaten 

the individual, surely his best comeback is private enjoyment of the 

collective pressure. For here ~e enjoys a one-way advantage. The mass 

media may be able to swallow td.m, but they cannot enjoy hi.m. 

One need never have l~eard of "screaming headlines•• in order to know 

that the SC for the newspaper is bound to be auditory. All one needs to 

know is that the SI is visual in HD. The SC or sensory completion will 

be auditory for sure. 

The Sl-5C diagonal strongly suggests d.e processing of a structured 
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image through a single or private sensorium. The HD-Ln diagonal tends to 

represent the social or collective effects of a structured image on socie~. 

In the case of the newspaper, the very layout of the page is an assembly 

of book pages or columns. The press layout is collective as sure as the 

book page layout is private. A;,~ the newspaper provides, by its very 

selection of items, a kind of collective SC or response for the whole 

community. The paper reports collectively, as it were, to the private 

citizen. It tells lin l:ow the whole community or even the world feels about 

a particular episode. Naturally, therefore, the press as a form prefers 

collective episodes, involving many people. As an HD or "hot" mediwn, it 

prefers hot items. Massive events, floods, droughts, hurricanes are the ideal 

m3terial for the press f2m• \var and tl.e threat of war are even better than 

natural catastropl:es for this very "hot" medium. 

Whereas, then, tl-·e press can provide a collective, social response 

for th~ private reader, it can also provide a private experience for the 

same reader, subjected to collective pressures. So on our HD-LD diagonal 

we find, unexpectedly, the collective in the f.D corner, and the private in 

tl:e LD or subliminal corner. 
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INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOGRAP~Y 

In }-.is book, Paintin_g and Reali tv, Etienne Gilson points out that up 

until Giotto paintings had been things. Frcm Giotto to Cezanne, paintings 

have becc~e things once more. 

In Hs Prints ~d Visual Corr.rr.unication_, William M. Ivins, Jr., traces 

the rise of the print with its "network of rationality" or mesh of lines 

for capturing the external world. 

The minute oesh of lines, or staten:ents about the external world 

suddenly yield in tl"le pl·otograpr. an image without lines. Reality is there 

as a total statement without syntax. It was as if by reversal that thingc; 

drew themselves insteaJ of being drawn. T~is automatic character of 

uniformity and repeatability whic}; at first ltas felt in the printin.; press 

and in industrial output began about a century ago to characterize all 

levels of human activity. Handicraft values and habits of individual dis

crimination and enterprise seemed to be disappearL,g on all sides. But in 

the electronic age, do-it-yourselfness seems to return to all phases of 

human action, giving to t:1e qualities of tl.e handicraft a vU.:ue higher 

than t!1ey ever had before.. Nowhere does tl.is transformation C\ppear more 

strongly than in the domain of :photog!"aphy il:self. ~'hether it be privat~ 

starshots, or ~owe movies, the skills of managing ti-e ca~era receive ever 

more acclaim. 

One ~ediate =onsequence of photography was to end the r~~gn of 

perspective in painting. By holding up the I uman image with r.~:'J salients 

and intensity, the pl.otograph created a revolution in human clothing and 
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personal appearance. Intensity of stress on visual values bccarne 

especially characteristic of the tuman world. Where photography has not 

ruled the world of sense values, we still find stress on non·-visual effects 

in clothing, on tactile values for example, and in resulting indifference 

to drab an<! sl.abby appearances. T!le tintype arrived just in time to 

:-ecord a \iorld in whici: visual values 1 ad not yet achieved any power over 

d:e con stmler. 

rhotograpty would seem to nave created an extrovert activist and out

going generation. For tbe photograph puts the viewer in the role cf the 

c;unera eye--that is aggressive and eager to swallow all that it can see. 

It rec~lls the Fox-Movictone advertisement ''Eyes "f the Werle:!=• with the 

•·oaring lion enthroned ••• Such, however, is not at all tl-e image cf the 

television monitor where tte viewer is not camera eye, but s~reen rather. 

Does t~is mean that television will now gjve us an introvert ge~eration? 
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PRCJECTS Al~D ~UESTIONS - PHOTOGRAPHY 

1. What was the effect of ptotography on newspaper and maga:in~s? 

z. \\l'hat did the photograph do to merchandising and packaging and prcmotion? 

3. \~1at was the effect of photography on international affairs? 

4. A newspaper story does not necessar~ly cross language barriers. How 

about photograpby i'l ttis respect:? \1ras the e!fect of the photograrh 

to enlarge the domain of reporting aud human awareness? 

s. \~at effect diu tt.e photograph have on the ruanner "f w:iting nr-wspa~er 

stories? 

6. Did tcchnic<.,Jor m•)Vi'!s make travel Ull!l ~cessa:-y? 

7. Is th~ ~ffect of cxa~t ~~~~titio~ by p~oto&r~ph an extension of the 

Guten:,el"g t..zclnt'logy? Doe3 this sort of repetiticn make for CC!Ilr,'eti·

t5.on? 

B. Ho,~· does the photograph in advertisii.g alter tl-e form and use of word:: 

in adver-cisirg? De similar C:1anges in word layout occur in the new!'

pa~er as a result of photography? 

9. How does plane trave:L relate to the world created by phctography? 

10. Is there more !)articipaticn, less pJ.ssivitj' irt film clips t'h31J in a 

whole movie? 

11. What t,as teen don~ di~fcrently indoo::."s 1 and O'Jt of door3 1 si:lce the 

photo,vaph? Have not big cities Lad to spntce up since t~ey begr.n t ... 
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be p~otographed in newspapers? 

12. \Vhat has been the effect of the photograph on huma~ attire from the 

tintype onward? 
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~\DINGS AND SUGGESTIONS - PHOTOGRAPHY 

Prints and Visual C('rrJr.unication, William H. Ivins, Jr. 1 Routledge and Kega.n 
Paul, Lcndcn (1953) 

Painting and Reality, Etienne Gilson 

One way in which to see the nature of photography is to contrast it 

with new visual expericents in the use of light through rather than l!ght 

£2.• People like Gyorgy Keres are experimenting ,.-itl' a new type of paintin!;, 

more or less in line with our experience of seeing a city at night frcm 

tbc air---that is, a world in which light is not on the object, but ccme3 

from the object. Here is a type of experience which is characteristic of 

televisicn and also of the world of stained glass. Ti·e painter R\luault, 5n 

his way 1 just like Seurat, in his way, would seeJt to l·ave anticipated th:.s 

teclmological change in our envirOOinmt, by painting pictures as if on 

stained glass. 

In the c~era world of ptotography, the viewe~ is t~e c~~e~a eye. 

But in t}·.e world of television, tl:'le viewer- is not the •:a..,era, ~nt tl:e sc:;·::.en .. 

Psychologically there would seem to be a great ~lf between these two roles. 

Is the camera eye world superficial and tl"e scr~en world of the introvert 

television viewer a thing of profundity aud depth? 

1. Consider the theme of the family album as a motif in Western culture. 

2. Is tt,e photograph by way of being a scale model? Is the earth seen 

from the air itself a kind of photograph? To what extent does t~e 

photograpl:'l and the mail order catalog intertwine? 

3. On pp. 86-87 of !!:! !!!i!_ Illusion (Pantheon Books, 1960) E. H .. Gombrich 
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suggests sane exercises to the student of photography; e.g.: 

11Take the next magazine containing sr.apshl•ts of crowds 
and street scenes and walk with it through any art 
gallery to see how many gestures rutd types that occur 
in life can be l'latche<i from old paintings." 

Goll"bricl has in mind that even tl-e :..ife pl otograpl er does not see 

anything except through the long-established patterns of painting 

ted.nique. :11;1 tl:e: same way, people imitate art by staping tl.eir 

bodies, clo'thes, homes and gardens to accord with t~e acminant 

pictorial modes. 

4. On p. 156 of tle fenrosc Annual of 1960, we are told: 

"lt '.as not until the late 1800's, after the invention 
of photoengraving, that n.agazines and newspapers began 
to increase in number and circulation, advertisu1g 
beban to grow in quantity and scope. •••" 

With pl-.otography an ED medium came to the side of tl-:e press which w.:.~ 

already an HD rnediwn. This was paralleled in the late 1920's when 

sound in HD CaLle to the movies that were HD. In the case of sound 

in HD tl e effect was to intensify the vj sual row~'>r of tl.e ruovie even 

further. 

Photography in visual HJ brought high tactual values to the 

pi"ess. That is why pl'otograph:r suddenly expanded t!le rC'le of adver-

tising in the press. Dut Africans make a fur'.:her tactile SC frorJ 

photograpl-y than we do. Ron :~aggart wrote to the Toronto Star from 

tl;e Congo (Saturday, August 13, 1960): 

"The nel.gians left belinJ. a country where they believe 
it really is A'o.lllt Jemin:a ground up inside that box.a 

s. E. H. Gombricn (Art and Illusion, p. 275) points out that tl·e painters 

beat photog~aphy to the draw with visual illusion. 
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6. See Gorntrich (pp. 71-87) for the e!fects of pictures in shaping 

perception. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY (CHART) 

Willi&m H. Ivins, Jr., in his ['rints and !isual Corrmunication 

(Routledge and Kegan Paul, London (1933)) traces the stages of lL~eal 

$yntax in prints and wocdcuts all the way to that point of no return where 

p~otography provides a total staii;ment without snytax. "With photography, 

however, we come to a kind of print that no c~e could tave made before the 

r.incteenth century," (-p. 116). re proceeds \ri.t~. his theme (p. 128): "At 

last man hd discoverei a way to rrake visual repcrts in printer's ink 

· .. -ithout !lyntax, and without the distorting analy!:es of form that syntax 

necessitated. Today we are so accustomed to this that we think little of 

it, but it represents one of the reost arr~zing discoveries that man las 

ever made--a cheap anJ. easy means of symbolic C()Jllllunication without syn~ax," 

(pp. 128-9). 

Visual i."\ HD means t}'tat pl:otography er.tanced the tactile-auditory 

comJ;lex in its SC result. Also, in so doing it flooded us with minute 

information about t~e qualities of consumer gooJ.s. ~nerever new informa

ticn flow is directed, there occurs new econocic growth. Pictures creat~ 

vast new data flow by simple non-verbal means. 
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INTRODUCTICN 'IO TI1E 'fF.!.EGRAPr. 

Pre-electric telegrap!; was a very la.;.·ge enterprise in Nar-oleonic 

Europe so that as Dallas s~nyt!:e ~ci.."lts cut when the electric t~le:graph 

aprc'!rcd, Er.:;land «md America had tl1e advantage of being bad.-ward co•.mtrics 

in t'h.is ma"tter. l~aving no priCir investmcr.t in pre-electric telegraJ:h, the7 

were free to go ahead wii.:h. the ~lectric for:n wi.tbout loss of e:.u-lier equip-

\\nerea~ writi-'1$ a"lci pdnt.ing1 an<! raper, a.'ld roRe3, bar! ~CC..'{1 .. ] affe:-::e~ 

tlJe patter:1s cf human association and man• s way:; of orgar.i::ing space a"li 

tirr.e, lor-id· the te~ .. egap!; cat~~ the first breath of spce-ti~e. Thlt is to 

say 1 ltl-en i.!lfonr.ation cac move instantan~ously ovc.r cc-usidf'rahle ~~:::t:.a'!lCC!~, 

space and tin"1e alike di::z.ppcar into a new st!'t;~'ttlre \llich t_-.s b~r.:.:l czllE'!'i 

spat:e-ti.!:le p-;rhc:~:; beca~~s~ it cont:ili ~ r."'ither. 

In Artl"·ur C. Clarke's !£ice Acro~s the Se:'l.., (p. 8 1 Harpers, 1958) 

Cla::-ke gives soM~ basic ciata on tte e.:q:erir.ent.:-1 o~·i[ins of the telegrn~}-, 

as t'relin:inary to tis long 2.cco~nt of t;~.! l;yi."lg of tL~ first trans-<~ce.-!l1ic 

~ables.. On p. 6 J-e m~"ltions: 11Ccoke and \;l'l}eats!one prcd~ce:i ~t-eir fir!"-t 

telegraph patent in Jun~ 1837 1 and ~arrie~ cut their fir5t practic~l tri~1s 

in the same year over a r.tile and a quP.rtcr long l~e b~tw~en t'-:o Lcndon 

rillway stations." Sam :Horse, the American pain~cr, l.ad produced hif: first 

working telegrapt instr-:.xr:-1ent in 1836. As Cla.rl:e point F. out on p. 9, "t~!~ 

be:wty of Morse's system was its d.m!'licity. It is so simple) ind~e1, th~:: 

we tc..'ld t:o t~.ke it fol' &--·:mtcd an~ forg~t that S.Jm~ou~ l~d ~.o :i':"\v~.nt it .. 

Earlier telegrapl. 3)"Ste:ns had involve<! many wires and cumbcrsom~ sending 

and receiving apparatus. Morse produceri a telegraph tk;t ncc~\!d on) y t,r.ire 
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(the eartl- nrovidh~ a return circuit) and whose •ransm.:ttt:er was nothing 

more than a key to make and break the cor~cction. By means of t~e dot da~h 

code, thi~ sing!e key co'Jld se!!d any letter or corubinetion of letters. ~• 

The tele-~arh and the wi ~ eJess iJE"gan to re-sh::pe our iv~st~! n w~ .... li 

I:'c-re tl'an a century aeo. The ~r.tire f,tructure of the a~sernbl:r-line i~r.d 

of r.C~veab'!e t}"!ICS c::.nd of li~eracy was to b~ profoundly uder::d.ned by thls 

elect:-onic dev'!~o~~"lt. The t~lescoping of space an~ t;me al;:-zatly ~.mplic:i+; 

~.!1 th~ telcgrapt- contained also the !)rinci,les of auto~.tion ·. hich woald 

t dr.s to u end ti-e regiue of ~l:e assettbly-lue. 
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Pr.OJI:CTS AND QUESTIONS - TELEGR~H 

1. Do you think the telegraph t.as bad tr.e greater influence in shaping 

our attitude towards time or towards space? Does it ha~e to be 

called space-time when both time and space arc relatively eliminated? 

2. In writing, t!1e medium of speet.:h is el"lc~ded in v~.sual form. In tel£,-

grapt:, tl-e same medh:m of speech would seem to be encoded both 

visu!llly and audibly. Ey consulting a histc.i;" of ~elegr~?hy, dircc,.;;:,. 

how far the originators of the Morse code accepted the platea·1 of pr:;n~ 

techn"logy. 

:~. In a :;lo¥-cr meO.ium, time and spc:..-::e c:.re not e:r.1iliy 3ffc-:t~d. J .ilu~tt-~ .. e 

f·:-om the book, the r.ewspaper and tt-c privat.c let-;;~:-. 

4. How could we dete;."1I".ir.e the ch~.g:~g patter=~~ of -:n-;; ':"-p~rson!'.l 1: fo 

or of :i:tte:..~--cU:tu:·u life 'K1:.ich h'lv:: r ;.'>ult~d frcl!l ·:-::te e~·.:nsio."'l of 

private letter was becoTJng part of eai1y :ife. 

Do not tl:e changing forms of literature and p.:dntir1.g a.,d t!'.Jsic rP.cord 

our altered feelings about ou:-selve:; ~1d a~u~ our ways of a3soc~.'lt.io:!J'? 

6. \Vhich of or m~dia l-as ~on~irr-.cd us in the J~abit -::f th.:.nklng tl-:.1t th~ 

"content'' of :1 wc~·k is the r.-.ain verb., as it were, nnti that the rt~dhr.n 

em;,.;l'jyed is mainly a ne~tral "container" for Ruch "content'&" 

7. For a century~ we have ~ .. ad a daily s:1apshot of the globe in the tel~-

gra~h newspaper page. Does the struct'.Jl'e and ch:1rr::~ter c~ the telegraph 
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··rase of the daily J:ress tell us hew we c:a1 expect to h~vz t') o::-gc.ni~'! 

our a:rproacr1 to politics, and to the arts and culture of the future? 

Would the fact that people like Rimbaud a.."ld Hallarm~ and Eliot ~m:! 

Pound ltave organi::eJ major artistic \:o.< ·{ in this tc:!.egt aph pattci!l 

pro•:i~e an7 l":elp or t;uic!.a.'lce in thi:. m;;.";-::.,,o:-? Does tl:e a:-tis".: bc.cc:J~ 

a so:-t of :..-ad:lr screen for t~1e elcc-::rc:-:.ic r! ~vig:1tc~? 

8. ltnty do -::he daily readers of the newspa~er !":lil to ~e:-ceive that the 

ordinary laycut of the p~ge equu:!.s or exceeds the outrageous fant&S"l 

of t!le Surrealist p(let and painter? w:1y in an a~e of multiplP- n,-._in 

wHc!1 involve all our senses all of the tme, doc.i :.t becC'!De necessa..-y 

for tl:e artist to play l.opscotch as it were ~rith t:~ hUI!lan S£:1S<.:S i!". 

o:-der th~.t we ~y retain our inteuity end unity c-f percepd.IJJ".? Is 

t!tis r:o-t what Bernard Berenson meant w!len : e ~aiel: "The paint.-~!" C.l!l 

accomplish his task only b7 gh~g tactile values to rc~tincl. i:nnres

sicns."? ls this not why many people get lost in the pr~tence of 

M(l~er~ a:-t? A:-e tl.e:7 not loold_'I'\G for one ~~~tse vhE. the u-tist is 

r'lgerly translating one into a•1~ther for them? 

9. Why is the uncritical ar,d naive p:d . .ilt r~adcr espcc-:i cl.l:7 p:-one to fall 

j~.to this fallacy cf sir.£;lc sense a.'1~ .:.Jtgle cea~:::.:tg? 

lO. How does this create a serious crisis for a prin~ cul~.Te in an 

electr"nic r.ge? ~~y do~s an electronic a~e ~evit~bly fe7or th~ ea~ 

ovr.r the eye? \illy does the a-:t of : e-aring ir.volve 2~1 circcti.<Jn::; af: 

O!lCe? 

11. Why ~hould de sending or receiv:.ng of a telegram s~em more dramatic 
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than even the ringing of a telephone? What is there in the Merica:: 

setup which causes us to specialize the use of tl;e brief telegraph 

form for grief? 

12. Is the newspaper since the telegraph a sort of collective telegram? 
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READINGS AND SUGGESTIONS - TELECRAfH 

~·<'~res Across the Sea, Arthur c. Clarke, Harper and Brothers, New York 
"l"i9~3T 

It happened over and over again in the ea:w:-ly hours, c:.s it we::-~, of 1".:-·..-

i"lv"ntions in the ninc~centh century tha~ C')I!'.me:"ltatorr. for€saw ~orne cf t 1'l!'! 

~~ci•·ed rrophetic spirit that waited upon so ~rany nineteenth cent~try 

Jev'!lopmc=tts. By compari::cn we seem to hc:.vP. cc:-.e to tak;.: everytbi:"1g ior 

1. Consider how, just as the first decades of print were G~ulnated ~y 

tr.e image of the m~"luscrip-t so the first year3 c<: r:tclio a.ue tele .. :i[...L~"l 

were d~1at~d by the patterns of th~ ~ediately preceding t=c~oioLrp 

The fami:iar type of this pattern is "the l:or3ele3s carriage" and 

"wire:ess." 

2. Consider how t!'e four hundred line i.uage pre~ent~.! by the tele"Ji~:~.on 

monitor is a testiMony to centuries of ~rint cultur~. I~ow necess3r7 

is this linear st:-ucture with its sca~;ning finger movbg f~·on; left 

t<' ri.:;ht to t~ e e.xi::tence cf t~levi:Jic.n? 

3. The Dritish still say wireless for radio. \See V~ice ~cr_~ ~~e 2£l 

ani ~dcasting and Televi~ Slll~ 1900 for background mat~rial 

to e:Jf:'lain t::::.s ver'b:\.1. l'abit .. ) 

4. The physicis·.:s \Jf our time have often urged t:1e need fer' a "Unified 
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Field Theo!'y11 to provide a base for tl·e inter-relationship of all 

knowledge. \\7hy is such I•'ield theory an inevitable feature of modern 

physics? \~'l:.at prc,blcrns :result for other subjects like histoA"y ~!d 

economics aud language study from medi:1 ,att~rns which involve the 

daily expe:::-5.e&tce of t-be glebe 2.3 a s::-.al:'.. tri~ \!r~ or -:=elcr,ra?h? 

Is it possible to maintain as practical units our older dhi.:;i~ns of 

knowlcd~e and experience? 

.: • \\'ltcn cable ser,ricc o~ened between England &nd Inciia, John Rusl .. in is 

said to Lave asked: "What lave you to say to lndi3'?'' This is a 

valuable i!.l:::tance of tY9ical misunderstandinf; of r.tcdia. Arnold asked 

much tl~e sarte question of the railway facilities of his time. i-'hy 

hurry from an ignoble life in one corner of the lan:i to an ignob!e 

life in anotter corner? Bc..th Lrnold and RusiCn failed to note hnt 

tl:e entire pattern of huma.'"t assCiciatio.'"l is chang~d regicnally and 

globally by railway and cable. The cable by its mere exisumce cre:.tes 

a million things to say to India. 

·). Dallas \¥. SL1ythe in ~ §truct•.u-e a."ld Policy 9f }::l~~tr':lni£. Ccc.•n:'!i_::~::: 

tions (University of Illinois Eulletin, Vol. 54, No. 1=, Ju:te, 1957, 

Urbana) devotes his monograph to explaining t:-;e pc.litic31, mil.it:-ry 

::r.d inst·:_tu-:;icaal changc3 a!ld dealings in, rc .md, ~'1d. as a cort~~c;uercc 

of the teler;rapl:. 
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TElEGRAPH (CHART) 

In l-is radio days, Walter \iinchell made valid and imaginative use of 

the telegrapt: mediur.~. He combined the sound of the typewriter and the tele-

graph with the shrill urgency of his ow voice as he said: "Mr. and •trs. 

North America, let's go to presst" The Low Definition nature of the tele-

graph image and message insures maximal participation of the hearer. 

Because of the very nature of the Low Definition (L-D) character of 
. 

the telegrapl:, we would expect in adYance the High Definition (H-D) comer 

of our chart to be hard to fill in. One characteristic of the H-D c~mer 

of tbe chart of any medium is that it tends to be occupied by conscience 

individualist traits while the L-D corner tends to get filled in with uncon-

scious collectivist traits. I had no such plan in mind to begin with, but 

was simply groping my way. 

If priYate urgency and anxiety characterizes our ordinary awareness 

of the telegraph, it is equally certain that its overall operation is to 

turn the world into a sort of tribal drum ever t~robbing witt low insistency. 

A similar L-D aspect of telegraph is its power to create an inclusive global 

i.mage by means of ti-e montage of newspaper items. Tt.e simultaneity of tele-

grapl: coverage translates various media into a single global snapshot. 

When ordinary time and space are eliminated by the instantaneous new time 

and new space, or space-time, they appear in such incongruous forms as the 

global &tapshot. 

In Sl we find three media: one of speecl·, one of the phonetic alpha

bet, and one of sound alone. The telegraph,, like symbolist poetry, is in 

LD. It works by minimal means creating maximal effects in SC. 
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l~ITRODUCTION TO THE TELEPHONE 

Hr. Clarke, in U.s Voice Across ~ ~ (p. 18) reminds us th•t the 

word telepl-.one came into existence before Alexander Graham Bell was born. 

"It was used by Professor Wbeatstone as early as 1840 to describe a device 

he made for conveying musical notes short distances through wooden rods. 

By the 1870's, dozens of inventors all over tl'e world were trying to achieve 

tte electrical transmission of speech, and it was only a matter of time 

before someone succeeded. How true that is is proved by the fact that the 

American Patent Office received Elista Gray's design for a telephone on the 

same day as Bell's but an t.our or two later--to the subsequent great pro

fit, needless to say, of the legal profession, which did very well out of 

the telephone.... Bell received the fame and his rivals are now only foot-

notes in the history books. There are no second prizes in the race for any 

great invention or discovery." 

Dallas Smythe in ~is Structure ~ Policy £! Electronic Cor.munications 

turns in l'is third chapter (pp. 22ff) to tell how "the articulation of 

wi.re-telepl•ony ill!!. wire-telegraphy in a nationwide network of facilities 

and service" occurred. 

"When Bell and l-is associates offered serYice to the 
public in 1877 (the year after l'e received Jis patents) 
tl-.eir resources were meager. Powerful, well-established, 
and well-verseJ in the means for subjugating puny rivals, 
Western Union 'Ielegrapl Company promptly moved to 
establish control over telephone service," (p. 24). 
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PROJECTS AND QUESTIONS - TELEPHONE 

1. How would a speed-up to telephone dimension of information movement 

affect the pattern of authority and of decision-making? 

2. Ask your friends and parents ~ow the telephone shapes their business 

and social lives. 

3. What, for exaJI\ple, is the effect of the telephone in medical practice? 

In political life? 

4. Wliat has been the role of tl:e telepl-one in the newspaper world? 

5. Consider the way in which the telephone is used in Broadway plays, or 

in Hollywcod movies, as indicators of its real force and character. 

6. What qualities of drama and action come to mind in relating the tele

phone to stage and movie and novel? 

7. Is it natural that one medium should appropriate and e:-~loit another? 

8. Is the use of which one medi\Dll JUkes of another the clearest testimony 

to its nature? 

9. Why is tl.e telephone so irresistably intrusive? 

10. Why do Europeans and es~cially English people particularly resent 

tl1e telepl:one? 

11. Why does an Englis!man prefer to manage Hs appointments by telegraph 

and postcard ratl:er than person-to-person telephone calls? 
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12. ~1y is it difficult to exercise delegated authority in a world 

supplied ~~th telephones? 

13. Is the telephone extremely demanding of individual attention? 

14. Is it abrupt, intrusive and indifferent to human ccncems? 

15. How does the telep~one affect the typewriter? Does it enormously speed 

up and increase the role of the typewriter? Check this question with 

the book Parkinson's ~ by Parkinson. 
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READINGS A~ SUGGESTIONS - 'IEIEPHONE 

In ~is Voices Across the Sea, A. c. Clarke, ~aving dealt with tele-

grapl: and trans-oceanic cable entitles Chapter nv 11TJ e Wires Degin to 

Speak." He says: 

11The telephone was perhaps the last of the simple yet 
world-sl·aping inventions that could be made by an 
amateur working wi'd• limited resources. It ~as been 
stated that t.ad Bell understood anything about 
electricity, he would never have attempted to ~e 
such a ridiculous device, as any real expert would 
l.ave known at once that it couldn't possibly work." 

In the same connection, Katl erine MacKenzie in her Alexander Graham 

Bell, (Eougl,ton Hifflin Company, New York, (1928)) writes on p. 41 that it 

was partly a failure to read the German of l~el:nholtz ttat l>al! induced him 

to suppose that Hel.mJ olt: I ad sent vowel sounds by telegraph. 

"But Dell was not to discover Hs error for two or' 
three years. If vowel sounds could be sent by tele
grapl·y, he argued to t imself on this premise 1 why not 
consonants? Why not speech?.... It was not until he 
secured a copy of the French edition of 'Sensations of 
Tone,' before re left Great tritain in 18701 that Bell 
realized his mistake. He l.ad been trying to repeat an 
effect whicb Helml·ol tz :ad Umself not acc01r.pl:· ·lhed ••• 
'I thought that Iielmholt: himself had done it,' Bell 
used to say and 9 tl-.at tny failure was due only to my 
ignorance of electricity. It \was a very valuable 
blunder. It gave me confidence. If 1 l~d been able 
to read German in those days, 1 might never have 
CQI:llllenced my experiments\'" 

1. Is the all-at-onccness of telephone a big step towards automation and 

away from assembly-line sequential pattern? 

2. Is the video-telephone a natural consequence of telephone? Were talkies 

a consequence of radio or movies? 
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3. How will video-p~one or phonoscope alter the present uses and 

functions of telept.one? 

4. In The ~ of the Lucky Loser, Erle Stanley Gardner has Perry Mason 

say: "But t~e law wcn't let a witness simply testify to what saneone 

else has said over the telep~one," (p. 158, Pocket Books Inc.). Does 

legal procedure get affected by our various media? 
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TEU::FHONE (CHART} 

Anyone wt o can remember the old trunk-line telepl:ones knows how tJ.ey 

were a means to commwtity rather than privacy. The same instrument. when 

stepped up tec~nologically• ~~d opposite characteristics. 

Tcx!ay, the older cbaracter of telephone as COll'lmlllal appears notably 

in radio programs that call private l01:1es at random and put the private 

person into the public broadcast. 

\v'l.en two media are suddenly combined in tl.is way • the resulting 

chemistry scmetimes produces recurrence of primitive characteristics. 

The newspaper, ~ard pressed by television, may suddenly discover a new 

resources in an appeal to a more primitive mediUI!l of interchange. West 

coast communities which can still sustain an interest in baseball ~e not 

unfamiliar with the use of newspaper advertising for swap-deals. 

If the most individual and Higl· Definition facet of telephone is its 

urgent and intrusive power. the Lew Definition collective aspect is its 

power to decentralize organizations. 

In management, tl:e end of centralized Herarchical structures comes 

automeitically with the telephone (see page 96 of Landmarks of Tomt'rrow by 

reter Drucker). Here is a splendid exacple of the chia~c or reverse 

charact.eristics of a medium as it is pusJ·ed very far in one direction. 

The exclusive person to person character of telephone results in the 

end of the reign of personal autl·ority in favor of the "autl.ority of knew·. 

ledge." 
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lp the 51 corner of the chart, we note that tJ,.e image provided 

directly by the teleprone IDedium is auditory. nut the need to told and 

manipulate part of the telep~one involves kinetic action as well. Our 

phones which now combine receiver and 1:1outhpiece are called "French phones." 

The older phones t.ad kept mouth and ear apart, in a way much more 

characteristic of English speech patterns. 

The telepl:onic auditory image is weak and uncertain in quality, as 

ccmpared with radio or PA systems for example, and this would suggest that 

the SC corner of the chart wi.ll not provide ttUch visual accompaniment in 

ti-e user of tre plone. He will tend to exert his energies in strengthening 

the weak auditory imagery rather t}:an by filling in tbe other senses. This 

LD character of the rho.ne image naturally favors it as a teaching resource 

for studies calling for close attention and for the elimination of visual 

imagery. Telephone would seem to be ideally structured, therefore, for 

the teaching of non~uclidean math and physics to those who have a visual 

bias. 

In the HD corner of ti-J.s, as of any medium, one tries to note the 

most obvious charactt:ristics of the telepl.one. Stage anJ screen are profuse 

in illustration of d:e telephone to be dran:atically intrusive. It elicits 

in reply to its sudden urgency and weak sound, intense listening, and eager 

participation of the listener and speaker alike. It is person-to-person. 

It is private and exclusive. Both speaker and listener are instantly 

abstracted from their sccial set-up of the moment. 

In tre LD corner we find, as always, the less C~bvious and less ccnscious 

components of tJ-.e medium as a "system." Among our scn~ory respo'lses, the 
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tactile and kinetic, perhaps some visualization? But especially all the 

social and collective effects of tlle telephone as it affects the speed-up 

of decision-making and the change from patterns of indirect d~legated 

authority, to the exercise of the direct "authority of knowledge." The 

teleptone thus brings about (along with all electronic media) that pattern 

of decentralized structure in education and industry alike. 
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INTRODUCTION TO 'lHE ?110NOGRAFH 

Tc·e pl onograph has been studied by Roland Gelatt in I.!!.s. Fabulous 

::Ohcnoc:raph (Lippi.11cott 1 1954). :Host instructive to the student of snedia is 

the series of misconceptions which at first surrounded the phonograph as 

r.lUch as radio later on. "Look," said Edison, ''it's like this. I start 

here with the intention of reaching here-in an experiment say 1 to increase 

the speed of the Atlantic cable; but 'When 1 have arrived part way in my 

straight line, I meet with a pJ:-enornenon and it leads me off in another 

direction and develops into a phonograph." 

Edison once layei down a general rule for aspiring inventors: ''Wt.en 

you are experimen~ing and you come across anything you don't understand, 

don't rest until you run it down; it :nay be the very tl-.ing ycu are looking 

for or it may be something far more important." 

The technique of research that Edison here points to is the "J:losaic" 

one described by Georg von Beke~ at the opening of his Experiments in 

Hearing. "The very thing you are looking for" is the natural way of 

referring to our standard method in research in wl-.icl. we try to get every

thing into a single consistent picture or perspective. The exploratory 

"mosaic11 pattern of research is the one referred to by Edism when he says: 

"or it may be something far more important." 

Edison had been looking for a means of speeding up telegraph trans

~ssion wheu he hit upon the pt.onograpl. in 1877. 

Related to this episode is another major reversal fa.J:iiliar to the 

modern artist in symbolist form. I refer to the fact that at many levels 
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the artist today is aware of the consumer as the producer. As t~e 

electronic creates a total field situation by providing more-and more 

information of all kinds, the audience is naturally involved more and more 

as producer and creator. The art forms which result from this new situation 

are increasingly do-it-yourself forms. 

Edison's friend, E. H. Jo~nson, set out en a lecture tour in 1877 to 

expand on t}-;e marvels issuing from Edison's laboratory. "In the course of 

one of my lectures (in Buffalo) it occurred to me that it would be a good 

idea to tell my audience about Edison's teleol·one repeater. My audience 

seemed to have a much clearer appreciation of the value of the invention 

than we had ourselves. They gave me such a cheer as I tave seldom l:eard," 

(Gelatt1 p. 20). 

In tl•e North American Review of June, 18781 Edison predicted ten ways 

in whic~ his invention was to benefit mankind. Host of these ways have 

dep~ndcd upon tl-.e arrh·al of electronic tape to make them real. Tbe first 

one, "lett~r writing and all kinds of dictation without ti-e aid of a 

stenographer" is a case in point. In fact, it was the fate of tl:e p~ono

grapl- at first to be regarded as an adjunct of the business world and to 

be overlooked as a means of entertainment. 

The novelty of the telepl-><me increased this confusion. Tlat two 

recent inventions should l.ave quite different meanings was not obvious in 

1878. I:dison "could not or would not countenance the potentialities of 

the ptonograph as a medium of entertainment. He insisted that it was n~t 

a toy. lle resented its use for amusement. And for years he deliberately 

discouraged the phonograpt· as a musical instrument," (Gelatt, p. 44). 
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These types of initial confusion are of the utmost value in providing 

clues to the gran'ilr.ars or structures and patterns of the existing situations 

which the new medium was about to transform. 

It will be many years before analysts and historians, capable of 

using such clues, have taken up the job of popular cultural history. Even 

such a concept as "popular" or "entertainment" or "mass media" provide 

valuable clues to the cultural assumptions of our own world---assumptions 

w-hich are changing very rapidly indeed. For these tenns are loaded with 

distrust and disapproval of the very things we are doing to ourselves by 

means of our own technology. Increasingly we come to confront ourselves, 

~•hen we are confronted by change in our institutions. And in time this can 

only lead to more forethoug~t and responsibility in the use of our own 

technology. It is hard ttow to say: "I did.'l't know it was loaded." 
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PROJECTS AND QUESTIOKS - PHONOGRAPH 

l. Why did the telegrapl: 1 the telephone and tl.e phonograph become so 

tightly intertwined in their origin and development? 

2. What do we learn about tl;e contemporaries of Edison frcm lis listing 

amcng the benefits of the ~honograph (a) the teaching of elocution1 (b) 

clocks that should announce inarticulate speech, the time for going 

home, going to meals, etc., (c) the "!-"amily Record"-a registry ·of•· 

sayin&s, reminiscences, etc., by 111er.1bers of a family in their own 

voices, and of t!le last words of dying persons. 

3. What las been the effect of the pronograph on the development of 

the orchestra? 

4. Why should the early phase of the phonograph have created a ~ardening 

of the musical categories? 

5. Why should LF have ended the brief reign of the limited orchestral 

repertoire? 

6. Why should U have made feasible the easy and inexpensive recording 

of the music; vocal and instnunental, of all cultures? 

7. Is tt-e ll' development dependent upon tape recording? 

8. How does LP alter the roles of the phonograph? 

9. \lo'hy does LP make all the musics of all the cultures of the world 

easily accessible? 

10. Ho<--T does LP affect our st1;dy of languages including our own? 
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l1EAD1NGS AND SUGGt:STIONS - PHONOGRAPH 

lli Fabulous Phcnogr•uili., by Roland Gelatt, Lippincott, 1954 

In connection with the confusions attending the development of ~he 

phcnograpl', see Ih.!l Wonderful Writing Machine by 9ruce Blivins. 

Tl.e originators of the typewriter were sure of only one thing. It 

could not llave any comnercial use. In the world of business, the rersonal 

touch of private calligraphy was indispensable. If tt-e phonograpl1 altered 

the repertoire of music and the character of orchestras and musical instru

mental ensembles, consider also tow printing affected tte world of music, 

vocally and instrumentally. 

1. Why should musicologists be so unwilling to consider technological 

effects upon various phases of the art of music? 

2. How does this same unwillingness to study the operation of technologies 

upon the arts and sciences concern us today in the world of teachinr; 

and educational adaptation of the new media? 
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rHONOCRAPH (CHART) 

The phmograpl-· presents a major item of modern folk-lore. Like almost 

every other item of modern tecl-.nology which i1as flavored and sl1aped every 

aspect of our experience from cldld~ood~ it has received no attention frcm 

historians, psychologists or sociologists. The people ~~o lave studied it 

with minute attention are poets beginning with the symbolists who discovered 

in tbe Yarious mechanical musical instruments of the past hundred years a 

new range of feelings and sensibility. Laforgue and Baudelaire are full 

of illusions to the mechanical and weary agitation of nerves brought on by 

hurdy-gurdies and mechanical pianos. In ''The ~aste Land" of T. s. Eliot, 

the entire episode of the typist and the phonograph makes the ideal pattern 

for the student of rnedia. Here a great poet is interpre~ing the meaning of 

the major media of )-.is time as they shape the lives of his people. It 

would not be hard to show how the phonograph, as a medium, ):as sl-ape:i the 

movie and the novel. The old song 1-.it fran ''The Broadway t-1elody" entitled 

1'lf I Bad a Talking Picture of You1
' draws attention to certain basic 

relations between movie and pl.onograph which could easily be extended to 

the printed word as well. One mediure always exploits another when possible. 

It seems to be a basic 1 uman impulse to translate one sense into ant-ther, 

and one mcdi'UI:l into another. But why sLould translation be such a vivid 

means of revealing structures of all sorts? The basic mode of research in 

physics is to bombard nuclei of unknown structure by nuclei of known 

structure. How does this parallel the study of languages Ea.nd media by 

translation? 

In the SI comer, we find an auditory image of high intensity. But 

unlike· telephone or radio this image is mechanically prcxluced by moving parts. 
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It retains IT'any of the kinet.ic and mechanical qualities of tre early phono

graphsa But the auditory image of the modern phonograph is ~igh or rich 

enough to release a flood of ccntplementary visual experience, as is indicated 

in the SC corner. 

In the HD corner of obvious and ccnscious effects, we still associate 

with the phonograph the experience of stepped-up p~ysical energy of the 

old ja:::::: age. Energy and repetition, assertion and aggression are still 

part of tl.e aura of popular pl.onograpl music with its appeal to pl-ysical 

movement, lowever, mechanical. 

It is in the LD corner, the collective and subliminal level, as it 

were, that the phonograph medium is most interesting. Here is the level 

of the "blues" and of the drama of spiritual fatigue and decay which is ~o 

ouch a part of the greatest in the music and poetry o! the last one hundred 

years. The pl-.onograph, as it were, gave mechanized expression 'CO all the 

spiritual distress of the industrial ag~. Poe talks of this apropos of 

his Raven. Since then poets, musicians and painters alike have probed th3 

metaphysical depths of melancholy, ·seeing man as an exiled spirit trapped 

in a clownish earthy ~ostume. 
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ISTRODUCTION 'IO FILM (MOVIES) 

Th~ moving picture, which could not have been invented before photo

grllpl".y, also depends a good deal upon the nature of printing. Only our 

Westt;rn culture in which four or five centuries of printing lad obtained 

could have produced the motion picture. Because t}.e printed word is itself 

a sequence of t-lack and white still shots of language in action. 

The reader of the printed word is in lar~e degree perfo~,g the role 

of the movie projector. By moving the still shots, or w~rds at a rea~on:!ble 

pace, t:e creates the strong illusion of sharing the movements of another 

mind in action. As with movie, the book reader seems to enter into himself 

and to create a world of privacy and isolation. 

Today, it is a common observation that circular movement, or the 

principle of the wheel, which we in the West take so much for grcnted, is 

an abstraction frOSt organic form. An animal, when running, rotates, as it 

were, and to have abstracted this rotary character from the organic situ,\til'j!l 

gave man his major mechanical triumpl. As witt. printing, the nature of the 

rotary movement of wteel is uniformity and repeatability. The movie depends 

upon· these principles in every respect. 

It is perhaps historically fitting that the first movie consisted of 

a seq.1ence of a dozen or so cameras set up in a line to photograph the 

action of a running l:orse. There was a wager that at certain 1:1~~::1t11 

the torse ceased to be in contact with tr.~ grol.Dld. And so it proved. 

The technique of film is to roll t.&p the outside world en a spool or 

reel in a s;:ctuence of still shot:~ &rld ·~~en to unroll it back"W:mi.: in o"Nier 
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to reconstruct the illusion of a foreward movement. 

As menticned before, the printed book had done this for the movements 

of the human mind, since Gutenberg, with consequences w~ich ~ermeated all 

phases of Western life and technology. The sound movie necessarily followed 

the dcvelorment of radio technology. Sound movie transformed the visual 

organitation of the movie experience and seemed to discourage the Russians 

from further experiment with the mo·de form. They had brought the auditory 

dimension to the silent movie, as it were. 

That is to say, the Russians were excellent with the silent movie 

because their montage approach to film is itself an auditory ane. They 

dealt with the merely visual sequence as if it were all-at-once; because 

the ear-bias of their newly-literate world made this easy and natural. But 

the arrival of sound as a sensory fact threw them off base entirely. 
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PROJEC'.fS ~D QUESTIONS - FILM (MOVIE) 

1. In view of the various cultural backgrounds of England, France, 

America, Russia, India and Japan, what qualities would you expect to 

appear most in the movies made in these countries? 

2. In his Ell!! As Art, Rudolph Arnheim for example says that the America."'l 

film-maker excels in the single sl:ot; the Russian in montage. Why 

should this be? 

3. Why should tte European and the Russian and the Japanese 1-.ave regarded 

the film as an art form from the first? \>Thy should the English speaking 

world have such difficulty in seeing popular forms of entertainment 

as art forms whether tl'!e movie, the comic strip, or the cot:JmOD 

advertisu.ent? 

4. How did movies sell the American '·ray of life to the backward coU:ltries 

of ti-e globe7 Consider the role of uniformity and ~epeatability as 

indispensable to cottpetition and rivalry. How could competition th:-!::e 

where mique expression and achievement are stressed? 

s. Was the picture story borrowed fr~ the cartoon world? 

6. Is there any hook-up between magazine picture stories and silent movi..,s? 

If so, is it in the isolation of one emotion at a time? 

7. }~.1ga:tines like the Saturdc>.y Evenint ~ have discove:-ed that iden 

articles '~itten like movie sc~arios shct by shot, ~ell b~tter than 

short stories. Cl~ck the technique of such articles. 
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FlL\1 - l-10VIE (CHART) 

H. Art and, writing on film in Tran si tiQn, notices i:t the first place 

that in the 1920's film supplied I!lan with a sense of private identity; 

a..-1d in the second place trat American films provided tl-'e French at least 

Hi:th a physical sense of their own bodies. These two observations are 

ccmplementary. 

It has often been noticed, as a paradoxical feature of movies, that 

:U.though they must been seen by a group in order to be enjoyed they l101v: 

the effect of isolating the members of the audience and of driving each 

int~ lis private world. (This is not at all the effect of watc~g tel~-

vision.) 

Wh~ the movies became the "talkies," HD sotmd intensified a.'l alrendy 

!ID visual medium. Silent pictures had a strong auditory sc. \Vi1en sound "'·as 

ad.;L~d technologically as part of the SI, ~antasy mounted at the expense r-: 1/I!J 

creative participation. )But silent or talking movie SC always lad a lar;e 

tactile component.. Aldous P.uxley in Brave ~ew World was wide of the mr:: 

in imagining that the "feelies" lay alead in a world of nightmare Utopia. 

The movies were already the feelies in sc. With television, it is the 
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I~7RODUCTION TO RADIO 

The British word wireless embodies a kind of history of the radio 

instrument, Because, initially, radio was not thought of as a broadcasting 

form at all. It was thought of as an extension of the tE:legraph principle-

strictly utilitarian in seep~. 

and ship-to-s~cre ccmmunication. 

1916, below.*) 

In practice it was used for ship-to-sLip 

(See Dublin post office first broadcast, 

Further obstacles to the usc of radio as a broadcasting instrume.'"'lt 

·,.rere made by the big e!ectric industries. It was, in fact, the amateur 

radio hallls who broke through d:e big monopolies and who c:e3ted a popular 

radio audience. 

Since television, raJio has acquired a new batch of chiracteristi~s. 

It bas ceased to be a network operation. 1 t has turned increas:i..ngly to 

individual needs and to new kind of prograJDI:ling. Characteristic of this is 

the substitution of several small sets for the single ccn~;le model

~peciali:ed listening---speciali:ed procramming. 

The car operator is catere~ for a~ various t~es of tr.e day. T~ere is 

the new tyJ)e of coffee pot progralll for the l ousewi.fe. Thcr·e are hi..-fi 

prc£;:-a;ns for the evening, and for the e:Y.pcrt. !tddic had, during some yEars, 

beccme a form for group listening. After television, it reverted to its 

more priv3teJ individual mode. 

*In g'"oadc_asting !!!& Television ~~ !2QQ., Maurice Gorham says: 

"WhHst wireless telepl•cny was still being used only for point-to-point 

i:Oil.r..uni<~atio&l, the1·e was "just one exarople of tl-•e use of wi.reles= telcti7"aph 

for wht-.~ must ra.'"'.l<. ~s the fi:·~t ge.!'luinc new3 bro.:ic~ct: a"lt! "~'-... '::.~; ha:;:.);.:-:ed 
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in Irel~d during ~be Easter Rising of 1916. The Republica."'ls 1-.ad sei:.o\;d the 

Genc~al Post Cffice and n~erous other building3 in Dublin, a3d one of their 

first acticns was to establish a wireless station and a rilit~-y pest to 

protect it. The station was at the corner of O'Connell Street and Lower 

Abbey Street, and tl:e transmitter was a one and a half kilowatt ship's set 

taken from a disused school of wireless telegraphy. (Accordin~ to "War by 

the lrisb," by Jt'm McCann, the Cot'lllander of the post, Capt~ To."'l Weafer, 

t·:as killed by a sniper's bullet during the first attempt to erect an aerial 

nn the roof.) Knowing the nritish war-tilr.e censorship would clamp down on 

any news of the rising, the Republicans used the shipping wavelength to 

announce that the Irish Republic t:ad been proclailned in Dublin. The broad

cast was in fact picl<ed up by ships a~ sea and rel~yed to America, whe:-e 

the papers printed it. So far as I can trace, this was the first time 11.-ire

less had been used not to reach a known receiving station ~or to call help, 

but simply to convey news. 

But this was still wireless telegraphy 1 sending its signals in Kerst'!. 

~rue broadcasting, sending speech and music direct into ~~ple's homes, 

was still to come, and few people seem to have seen its posit-ilities lurkinf; 

behLTld. the new fact of wireless telephony. Sane did. It was in 1916 tk .. t 

David Sarn~ff in ~erica advocat€d the idea of a brt'adcasting s~~ice under 

his own imaginative title of a Music Box in the ho."'ne. Sarncff was then on 

-the commercial side of the American l-larconi Company, and his me.'"!:orand•.un tc 

his 1-Ianaging Director eJ.."Plaining his gr~:tt ide~ b~re nc iiml~at:e fruit." 

The obsession with the pattern of radio as lineal anc ~l:.e re.:ogni~icn 

of its real decentralized character C8JT1e with the activity o! the radio hs.m~. 
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"Droadcasting ow\.!d its resuscitation not to press, Parliament, public, 

.,r the wi:L~elc!!s industry, but to the amateurs; that :-idiculed nu;1ority of 

'hams' who spent all their leisure hours operating their I orne-made sets. 

They talked and listened to eac~ other 1 played gramophone records to each 

other (all in tt.e name of technical experiment) and when ttey could, they 

listened to tl.e concerts broadcast from the Hague and the Eiffel Tower. 

(Tl:ey were not yet able to listen to America, where broadcasting was growing 

fast, dougt ttat was to come surpri!jingly soon.) The 8lllateurs missed the 

broadcasts from Chelresford and loudly demanded some other professional tr~~

missions with wHch to cot1pare their own results. There were not many of 

them-some four thousand by the beginning of 1921, of W01II only one hundred 

,'l_nd fifty had trara:mdtting as well as receiving licences-but they were 

endlessly enthusiastic, and they were nearly all organized in one or oth~r 

of the wireless societies. They gave the post office no peace. the ~ost 

office offered them special transmissions of wireless telegraphy but they 

ci.emanded telepl.ony: in other words 1 music and speech. 

At the end of 1921, the post office received a petitimt fr~ sixty

three societies representing thirty-three hundred amateurs demanding ,,ire

less telep~ony transmissions, 'primarily to serve the scientific purpose 

Clf improving the receiving arrangements,' but the spokesmen of the societ~ies 

referred also to weather reports, news, and music, which were alre3dy being 

received from foreign wireless stations, in a way that showed clearly th~t 

\''hat t.:,ey "'·anted went beyond purely scientific tests. Tl-is time t:he pos( 

office yielded and authorized the Marconi Canpany to broadcc.st speech and 

music for the amateurs, to the extent of one program of fifteen minutes' 

clura·don each "..eek." 
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This is an elementary principle of all artistic utterance and composition. 

As Robert Louis Stevenson once said of the daily new3paper, "I could make 

of tl-·is the greatest epic in the world if only I knew what to leave out." 

To come to grips with the matter of dialogue somewhat more directly, 

it need be said that it depends upon an eve~ay simultaneous flow which is 

a very far cry indeed fror. the one direction, one level flow of the printed 

page, or of the lecture platform. 

Electronic technology instructs tl.e world again with simultaneous, 

every direction information flow. We cannot choose but live this way undP.r 

electronic conditions. We can choose how to trink but that again is very 

different from choosing program "content." Today, we need to tmderstand 

what Berenson meant when he said in 1896: "Tl:e painter can accanplish his 

task only by giving tactile values to retinal impressions." 

Berenson is pointing directly to the job of the painter as that of 

dialogue---the interplay and translation of the senses at a focal point cf 

contemporary relevance. Mere flow of the most excellent impression does 

not confer relevance of function on any medium 'Whatever. As dialogue comes 

back, relevance acquires primacy. Dialogue is the only means of achieving 

i-:: at all, however briefly~ Dialogue ends the regime of the consuoer and 

the producer. In dialogue the consumer is a prcducer, and the producer a 

consumer. 

With radio it is easy to no-tice one of the major fe~~ures of electronic 

:11edin., namely the powerful drive toward the extension of human dialogue into 

all levels of human affairs. The book had steadily undermined the nature 

nnd r!'le of the dialoeue in teaching as everywhere e~ne.. \~ee \(:).t~r C·:l~' :11 
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~~ Me_thod and the Decay of Dialogue, Harvard University Press, 1959.) 

Tl:e reason that radio fosters a return to dialogue is auditory. Actual 

speech, for example, is tecimologically a very poor medium. Speech fosters 

highest levels of awareness,,precisely because it does such a poor job of 

collliiunication. When a medium is doing a poor job, it co:rmands the l:ighest 

degree of participation between speaker and speaker, between speaker and 

audience. For tl~at reason alone, it is po!Jsible to point out that television 

is kinder to dialogue th~a is radio, or is the film. 

Radio and film are technically sur,erior to television in terms of 

information flow achie\'ed. In the SaLle way, writing is superior to speech, 

~·.nd print to writing. l3ut the interchange which is dialogue reachew a 

higher intensity as information is wittheld. 
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PROJECTS AND QUESTIONS -RADIO 

1. What was the effect of the radio en movies? On newspapers? On 

magazines? On language? On the concept of time? 

2. How do P .A. systems relate to radio? 

3. Does the P .A. system affect the visual as well? 

4. What changes occurred in radio listening and prograrrming after tele

visian7 

s. Why is radio so intensely visual in effect? 

6. What was the relation of radio to the rise of Fascism, politically 

and psychologically? 

7. Why should radio exert EUch force among the pre-literate ~ the semi

literate? 

8. What was the over-all effect of re.dio among I:'Jghly literate people? 

9. Why does the twelve-year-old tend to turn from the television set to 

radio? 
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READINGS AND SUGGESTim~S - RADIO 

Brit:is}; Broadcasting, Burton Paulu, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 
(1956) 

Broadcasting and Television Since 1900, Maurice Gorham, Andrew Dakers Limited, 
London (1952) 

The ~of Radio, Donald Mc\ihinnie, London (1959) 

1. Is the disc jockey a product of radio? 

2. Consider the differences between a P.A. syst~ and radio. Do they 

have silr.ilar d.aract:erist:ics when chart:ed? 

3. Would you say t:hat as lcng as we are within l~earing distance of radio 

the sound is inside your head? 
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RADIO (CHART) 

\~at then is the Highest Definition attribute of radio.? The answer to 

this question already exists in the public image of this f~. 

I propose this as a basic principle of media research. Whatever the 

public will accept and verbally repeat about any medium, already possesses 

a valid base in human experience. Nobody can lire anybody to accept or 

repeat an attitude toward anything, except in the world of advertising. That 

~-s why a popular phrase of wide acceptance is high-level psychological 

evidence of collective experience. 

Let us take the "radio ham" as the type of radio personality. It was 

the "radio l-am" who forty years ago broke up the big cc:mrercial fcrmaticns 

in the radio field. (See Maurice Gorham, Broadcasting and Television Sb~ 

1900, London, Andrew Dakers Limited, (1952).) 

The complex meanings and attitudes in t~e word "h~" will serve as a, 
example of what I referred to concerning popular phraseology for a basis ~f 

media research. The "ham" has very much of t:1e prhrate operato:-1 very muo 

a High Definition figure. Wl-.at do we discover in the Low Definition corner 

cf our chart? What are some of the group consequences of radio wh~,ever it 

impinges on a community? Let us say, right off, ~hat radio has a very 

diffe:-ent effect upon a Hghly literate community from its effect upon a 

newly literate society. The ratio of the senses in a society tl'3t has ~.:n 

reading books for centuries is not the same as the ratio of the senses in a 

!;OCiety which has been tribal and pre-literate within living memor·y. Let 

us ilso say ttat the effect of printing upon the Cl-incse people, with their 

very ancient ideogramic tradition could not possibly be th~ sam~ as the 
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effect of printing on a mainly auditory linquistic group. 

'the :imnediate effect of radio on a tribal soCiety fs to intensify 

wt:atever elements of tribalism are present. The reasons for this are simple 

and natural and most ardently to be avoided. The tribal man lives in an 

auditory world. That does nc·t mean that it is a world of many noises, but 

rather that the patterns of experience have a "field" character meaning that 

they are assembled from many directions at once. When Joyce calls his last 

book, Finnel!ans ~. he means among otl-er things tbat the Finn or tribal 

~tructure of hUMan social organization is about to awaken again. When Dla:l 

lives globally to the notes of a tribal drun on a planet tl'lat is no more 

than a village in scope and extent, he cannot avoid the all-at-onceness of 

pattern which is the auditory and tribal type of structure. ~en radio vas 

new in Europe, it awakened the old tribal energies and patterns of various 

European peoples giving us the form which we call fascism. The effect of 

radio upon the sensibilities of corpletely detribalized men, such as the 

Pritish and the American, has been to stir up a deep sense of responsibility 

for the human family in the forms which we associate with socialism and 

conmunism. 

Today, in North America, radio and the disc jockey have wide acceptance 

among the teenagers. The teenager seems in many ways to be a tribal man, 

suddenly intruding in our once civilized and detribalized midst. The 

tribal man naturally fo!+ows the family pattern of togetherness in all 

things. Think of the futility of Western man deploring togetherness while 

l·e bend.s every energy and skill to promote it by the new media. 

As auditory in HD, radio naturally has a."l SC wllich is intensPly visual. 
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The auditory radio raises tribal passions; whereas the n~~spaper creates 

naticnalist 1 pictorial awareness of society. Both press and radio are hot 

(HD) media, whereas television is "cool" and LD. It is said that political 

rigor mortis l.as struck the United States since televisicn. 
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l~lRODUCTIO~ TO TELE\~SION 

~:aurice GorhQJll in his Eroadcastine and Televisicn since 1900 points 

out how 11 the original Baird system was mechanical depending for its scanning 

process en a srinning disk: t~e M-EMI system was all electronic, using no 

moving parts." Does not this transition from the moving part to the moving 

of information represcn~ ~ larger meaning of the electronic revolution 

itself: At the present moment, for ex~ple, is it not the sudden recogni~ion 

that war now consists not of the moving of l ardware, but of infonnadon which 

leaves the Western world floundering an.t l.;Ilpreparec? Economists have pc5'!"ltei 

out that as information levels rise in a culture or economy, net only does 

one product t~d to be easily substitutable for another, but information 

itself tends to substitute for the previous mcvement of co~odities. An1 

since the u:ovement of information constitutes by far tlte largest hl.IIlla:l ~cti.rity 

today, war itself tends more and more to assume the info~~icnal ~;aract~r~ 

The same factors of change of i.nfonnation pattern by means of ne\i mNia, 

likewise ccnstirute the emergence of new staples, and new natural rescu:·cES 

in a society. Once again, the concept of wealth and resources and commoiities 

as "contained" in the sun situation continues to prevent us from seEing th:tt 

these things are, in reality, constituted by n~w forms of h1..unan asccciation. 

One way of illustrating this is to point to our realization tod31 that 

money is not a store of value, but a means of moving information. And 

credit cards then take on the ch~acter of money. 

It \·:as in 1936 that de BBC began regular television bro£.dcasting only 

to clcse down in 1939 with the outbreak of war. Tt.e British were able to 

pionet!r television b~cause of their large gcve1nment set-up for broadcasting 
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and their indifference t:o coo;mercial sponsors. Nevertheless, as Haurice 

Gorham points out: (p. 234-5, Broadcasting ~Television Since 1900): 

"Tl-e path of t:he t:elevisic:m pioneers was far J,arder 
than that: of the radio pioneers of t:he nineteen
twenties. As l-as been mentioned before, transmitting 
television is a more complex and elaborate process 
than broadcasting sound, more expensive, more li.cit:ed, 
and more apt: t:o go wrong. In the same way, viewing 
is tarder than listening. You cannot enjoy television 
whilst you are washing up, darning socks, doing heme
work, playing bridge, or driving a car. You l·ave t:o 
stop doing anything else and watch the screen as well 
as listen to the loudspeaker. Nowadays there is no 
need t:o draw t:he curtains and put: out: t:he !ight:s, but 
the set: has t:o be where t:he whole f~ly can see it:, 
and this usually mems arranging a room round it:, and 
keeping t:he room solely for television when anybody 
wants t:o watch; this at: a time when living-space 
generally is more lir.dt:ed than it: has ever been. 

"Further, television reception is more difficult: than 
reception of sound broadcasts. The most: expensive 
set, the most: elaborate aerial, will not: always ensure 
agaL"lst: interference even when the set is quite close 
t:o the stat:icn. At: different: distances a hos,it:al 
using diathermy ~reatment:, a main road carrying a 
strear:t of motor traffic, an air-lane overhead, may all 
interfere with t:be picture, and t:he eye is less 
tolerant: of distortion than the ear." 

The effects of television on the American public (for ten years) have 

not been observed simply because attention 1-.as been focused in the wrong 

:u-ea. This subject: is considered in t:he section on t:he Media Charts, but: 

as with any new medium, the effect: will naturally occur whe;oe t:l~ere is Most: 

alteration of sensuous habit: and attention and this, of course, l;as nothing 

to do with the program content of any medium. 

The total contrast between the movie, and television images, closely 

correspor.ds t:o the huge discrepancy between the manuscript and the pri.J.ted 

page. For those who ignore the constitution of the images, and who are 

convincci that the "content" of the images is the ce11tral .;aa.t:te'!", it is only 
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necessary to point out that they continue to identify themselves with tl~t 

august comparay for whom in all ages the horseless carriage will never hide 

the noble figure of the horse. 

The gec:~nsct.ein of a df':'parting ~echnology never fails to color our 

views of new technology. When this illusicn reaches the intensity of 

suggesting that new technology should do the work of the old1 a serious 

danger develops. For those who imagine that film and television can be 

integrated with existing curricula as incidental aid, it is necessary to 

point out the fatal past orientation of print culture. 

It is precisely because print is a form of applied knowledge, the 

firat mechanization of a handicraft, that it has both a profocd prag:!i:lt:.c 

bias and a strong bend toward doing in a more efficient way what has alreaiy 

heen dOI!e. Such a bias is not found for example in the Russian world, nor 

in u:nny parts of Europe where. print has only been an incidental and recent 

fom of experience. Where print has not held sway, the hUllldJl mind retair,s 

a rc3ilience of structural design and innovation which is a majcr advantnge 

whe~ dealing with electronic media. The whole North ~~erican instituticn is 

in utmost danger from electronic media, both because the habits we have 

acquired from dealing with print culture are in themselves limited, and 

brittle, and because the challenge of the electronic media demands the 

utmost spontaneity and resilience. 
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PROJECTS AND QUESTIONS - TELEVISION 

1. Engineers claim that a thousand line television image would provide 

alreost as high definition as the present movie image. Suprosing that 

an equally higl. definition of retinal impression were achieved for 

television, what would be the effect of its multi-point mosaic 

structure over and above the retinal impression? 

') -· \~y should the broken line of the television mosaic emphasis the 

sculptural contours of objects? 

3. \Yl'y has sculpture traditionally been spoken of as the voice of silerce? 

Does this mean that the sculptural object exists on the f~ontier bet~~~~ 

sight and sound? 

" -:. Is there any possible line of investigation suggested by tee fact that 

sot~d waves became visible on the fuselage of jet planes just before 

thP.y break the soWtd barrier? Does this suggest that the various 

human senses are translatable one into the other at various intensitiea? 

s. If sculpture exist::f on the frontier between sight and sound, does 

this mean that beyond that frontier is writing and architecture <!lld 

enclosed or pictorial space? In a word, must the nuclear age civili~e 

these primitive dimensions from whic~ we emerged by means of writing 

ancl the visual organi~ation of experience? Can ~his be done wit~•ou•.: 

m~re distruction both of the primitive and of the civili~ed echiev~ent7 

5. Co~sider the power of any medium to impose its own spatial assumptions 

and structures. Extend your observations to discriminate and distinguish 

bet-.-:een the ki:tds of space evoked and constituted by ,.he f!::m on o·1e 

~~cm;l, television on the other. 
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READINGS JL~ SUGGESTIONS - TELEVISION 

~roadcasting and Tclevisioq Since 1900, Haurice Gorham, Andrew Dakers 
Limited, Lcndon (1952) 

In 'Hedic;\l and Biolodcal Illustration, (Volume VII, No. 1, January 

1957) discussing "The Television of Operative Surgery,n Dr. David s. Ruhe 

and Micrael R. Klein mention that their experience with motion picture 

utilization deserves corr.rnent. Films not of the guest surgeon's own prodllctiro 

were used in emergencies and when patients proved unsuitable. 

''Surgical films as teaching aids do not have the 
ittpact of television, nor do tl ey create the feeling 
of intimacy between teacher and audience. At least 
one teacher has s'tated the importance of a personal 
approach in acceptance of the television medium. we 
would emphatically confirm this opillion." 

In the same year, I heard Dr. Ruhe speaking at Omaha, Nebraska, to 

an NAEB Conference. One of his observaticns then was that on television 

the viewer in some ~sterious way seemed to beccme the scalpel and to do 

the operation. Would not this be directly related to the very strong tactiJe 

factor in the television image? 
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TEU:VISIO~ (CHART) 

Let us ask again what is the most noticeable and popularly recognized 

feature of television? Ferhaps it is the negative charge that it is the 

enemy of reading. If so~ it may be that we shall have to pay much attention 

to reading as a consumer activity. The reader of print is not a camera eye 

but a projector of images. The viewer of televisicn is neither camera eye 

nor projector~ but if anything he is the screen. On the other hand what 

about Low Definition (L-D) with regard to television? Does not the charactt>t· 

cf the vi~wer being the screen at whom t~e images are directed form the 

monitor? Does this not strongly suggest that the viewer is in an extrmely 

introverted role? Is there anything about the television generation ef the 

past ten years to suggest a strong swing towards introversion L~ the young

s~ers of today? 

The television image as at present constituted is of Low Definition 

or ~uality. This automatically involves the television viewer in a good 

deal of do-it-yourselfness and in streng~hening the feeble in~e. 

Students of later nineteenth century painting are familiar in the work 

of Seurat with the contour effects which lie achieved by means of light ar.d 

~hade obtained by numerous points ~omel-.itat like a wireph"to today. The 

r.un:crous points which constitute the monitor image have a similar contour 

effect lending to the television image a strong sculptural and tactile 

r~ua:ity. Notice that "this tactile quality is in the S-1 (Structural Impc..ct) 

and not the S-C (Subjective Ccmpletion) corner of our chart. 

Our attitudes towards space could not help being affected by so radica~~Y 
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new a sense ratio as is constituted by this new image.. The i.,ore I examine 

the character of the television image, the harder it is for me to find 

anything in co~m~on between it and the moving picture. 

The S-I or image of television is a mosaic of translucent points. It 

is a two-dimensional image. There are no still shots that follow in sequenc~. 

The television image is low in information (LD). It is high in contour, 

sculptural and tactile values. These elicit the highest degree of partici

pati~n rc~ponse of any medium we have. But consumer values are almost 

el:il:tinated. It is t:ere that print suffers. The child brought up on telc

visi~n has trouble with HD visual properties of print. He may be able to 

accept print 'translated tl·rough film. 
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The ~SON ~:\ EXPERU:E'N'!' in the maxilrized 

testing of the media was made possible by the following people: 

A. Roy Low, Departncr.t of f·hysics 

Carl Villian.s, Department of Psycho::Logy (university of T.,rc.nto) 

Isabel Hacbeth, School of Radio and Television 

James Peters, Departtent of English 

Gerald Kane 1 Department of Radio 

Will~um Sokira, Department of Radio 

Geofrey Jamieson, Department of TelevisiCIIl 

1 
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lollmiA EXFERUiENT 

Embodied in the present report is the account of a multi-media 

experiment which a group of us had carried out earlier. It was in two 

phases. The first phase was a simul-cast of four media, followed by a 

retention test. The se~ond pl-.ase involved the same media in "high definition" 

or "maximal" form. The first phase, when publisl:ed, got world-wide attenticnr 

The result was sensational and unexpected. Using all the approved methods 

of psychological testing, we had expected to obtain no significant result 

... hatever. But the result had been notably significant. 

Repetition of our experiment by others confirmed our result. Since 

in t~e first phase the use of the various media had been ~inimal or in lo'' 

definitio:t, it seemed worthwhile to repeat the simul-cast using tte sPme 

lecture materials and the same questions with carefully randomir.ed groups. 

f,he result, not understood at the time, was quite surprising. 

Te!evision which had priority in the first phase dro~ped below radio 

~n the second phase.. The other media re"':ained tl eir positions. This 

second phase closely concerns the current report on understanding media. 

Television, I show, is a low definition rnediwn, and radio is a high 

dcf~.nition medit.DD. That is to say 1 the quality of sense image offered b] 

television is visually of poor quality and in the case of radio the quality 

of auditory image is very high. When a low definition medit.DD like tele~cion 

is augmented by studio gimmicks, its teaching impact is strikingly reeuc~~. 

nut wh~n a high definition image like radio is similarly aue;mcnted, its 

teachin~ impact is increased. 

T ~ have discovered this principle alone would h;:,vc amrly ju<;tified 
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the present year's effort. Yet the discovery was made earlier, ned the 

undcrs~anding of the discovery only became possible as a result of this 

year's vork. 
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HASS MEDIA AND l.EARNING---AN EXFERI~£'IT 

Introduction 

A seminar on culture and ccu.municaticns has frequent cause to conern 

itself with the rnass media. The experiment here reported was the cul.Jr.inaticn 

of our first year's effort. While in a very real sense an interdisciplinary 

product, the responsibility for the design, analysis and presP~tation of 

results fell to the psychologists in the seminar as being most familiar with 

the tecl•niques involved. 

Host rese2rch on mass media is concerned with either of two objecth·c~: 

stlldies of tl-•e influence of one medium en attitude changes, and conSU'Der 

research designed ultimatly to help sell soap or whatnot. Little if l~Y 

work tas been done on the degree to which various media facilitate or i~~~de 

learning, if indeed they have any influence at all. The question doe3 not 

occur readily because the mass media themselves are seldom seen as education~~ 

devices. The silent assumpticn that mass rr.edia exist prirn·:rily for enter·-

tain~ent and propaganda, ~•ich wtderlies most such research, au~omatically 

excludes research with an educational bias. 

Problem 

In its most general fonm, the problem investigated can be status thuR: 

Is lean1ing affected by the channel over which information comes? lf so, • 
how and to what extent? While we usually assume that television, tor 

instan~e, is more compelling than radio in securing our attention, we also 

assume that we can easily compe-'lsate psychologically for tl1is differe.-tt~_,,, 

advantage. ldlenevcr our attention is :-eally aroused, we Ccul t.nd do attend 

to t;c :-adio address, ne·...-s or vea'.:her :;:-eport, witt. tlte firm con·~-i.r.tic~1. that 
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we w-'....11 end up with all the information we require. An extra effort of 

attention, we as:::ume , will easily make up for the fact that we could ha'\"e 

gleaned the same information with less effort over television. 

With these considerations in mind, the experiment was designed to 

provide the "same" information in the identical wording, to four similar 

a-:.xdiences, each of which had the "same" motivation to s~ek out and remember 

the information presented •• Given the same objective examination on that 

informaticn, would the only systematic difference remaining, namely the 

different media used, make a statistically significant difference t~ th~ 

average scores of those audiences? Television and radio were obvious choices 

for an experiment on mass ccmnunicatior.. Since they are often contra~ed 

with "real" situations, a "live" lecture audience was added. '!'he fourth 

nedium chosen was the printed page since it is widely regarded as the 

essenti.-.1 carrier of Culture-with a capital "C"---und is most o!tm 

thought of as being threatened by the newer media in tenns of its continued 

existence. 

Design 

From the standpoint of design, all that was required was th,t the 

factual content be clearly transmitted without undue distortion over cac:1 

of the four media a:td that it be cast in such a way t!1at no one medium ¥as 

favored over others. The method employed was the method of constant stimuli 

,.,her~by the lecturer himself pro'\-ides the stimulus without reliance: on the 

pec•llarities of particular medium "props." Tl'-e fact that his gestures, 

intc~ations, etc., are differently trans~tted by the difrerent media i~ 

precisely the point of investigation. That is 1 since each medium carries 

the infC\rma.tiOD !!!. lli .2!m wav, do these differences affec:: the learning 
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process of the audience? 

The subjects were loa1•undergraduates in the General Course in Arts 

at the Universicy of Toronto, all of whom were studying anthropology as one 

of five courses comprising their year's work. The lecture topic "Thinking 

Through Language," was unfamiliar to them, and from their point of view, 

both difficult and stimulating. The class list was arranged in ~escending 

order of academic grades, based en first year results, and then arbitrarily 

divided into four groups or audiences on a stratified sampling basis, suc~1 

that each audi~ce contained an equal number of high, average and low 

students. For this. purpose, "high" means grades of A and B+, "a,·erage" 

-nea.,s grades of B and B-, "low'' means gradt.s of C+ end below. After the 

four audiences had been selectej in this way, another persc~ arbitrarily 

assign(:i each audience to a medi'LIIn. These were announced to the stude:.'t3 

on arrivcl at the CBC stclios. Each group went to a separate room in th~ 

cnc buildings where they were super.rised by members of the seminar. The 

lecture was delivered before the stu~io audience ~d simultaneously releyed 

to the television audience and the radio atJ.dieuce. At the sa:ne time, 

mi.roeographed copies of tt:e lecture were distributed to ti1e rea~g gr-oup, 

who reo.j at their own ~peed and for the sace length of time as it tCI.,k t." 

d~1iver the lecture. Immediately thereafter, each group wrote a thirty 

minute exami.r.ation on the lecture. This consi~ted of nineteO!l multiple

choice questions (four alternatives each) plus one broad essay type ~u~~ticn 

to be answered in tvo l>undred to three hundred words. Most stu.ients fi.nisl:~1 

before the ncminal time limit. Tt.e test should, therefore, be regarded as 

a "rowt.r'' rather tlJCm a "speed" test. The papers were grat:ed l:y the am:hro

a>ology section of the seiJdnar and turr.ed over to. the psych,.,~.ogy sectic:n for 

antiys.!.F.. 

• 
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Here is a section from the lecture and its covering questicn: 

I recall one experience I had several years ago while 
living with the Eskimos. I was riding along on a dog 
sled cne bitterly cold day---the ~ind hit me in the 
back and seemed to come out the other side---when I 
turned to a hunte~ with me ~nd said, as best I could 
in Eskimo, "The wind is cold." He roared with laughter. 
"~o-..,11 he asked, "ca::. the ~be cold? Youtr-~ cold, 
IQ.U' re unt,appy. But the !!!ru! isn't cold or unhappyt" 
Nov this involves more tban just a.n"ther way of speakin,;; 
it involves another way of seeing things. Consider bov 
different human action must appear when seen through the 
filter of the Eskimo language where, owing to the lack 
of transitive or action ver~s, it is likely to be 
perceived as a sort of happening without an active ele
ment in it. In Eskimo one canr.ct say: "I kill him'' or 
"I §hoot the arrow," but only "He dies to me," "The arrow 
is flying away fr01r. me," just as "I t.£.!!:" is "~-soun~
is." Similarly where we say, "The lightning flashed," as 
if the lightning did something, as if it involved s~tbing 
more than just being l:i.gl:tning, the Eskimo merely says 
''Flash." Eskimo pl"ilosopt;ers, if there were any, would 
be likely to say that what we call actiaa is really a 
pattern of succeeding impressions. 

When we say, "'Ihe lightning flashed" we: 

a. read actioo into the event 
b. use an intransitive verb 
c. de~cribe the event as being without action 
d. describe the event in the cmly possible way 

'i'he ess<ty question called for an underste.nding of ~he whole lecture: "'l'L~ 

lecturer described two native philosophies, but at the same time said th~~ 

~he Eskimos, for example, had no philosophers. How would you interp"":"~t 

these ~~o statements in te~s of the lecture." 

It is a truism that whereas the nineteenth centmy public sought to 

lea_-n the reS'.ll.ts of science, the twentieth century public is, more 

~ea!istically, interested in the m~thods whereby results are acl".ieved. ::'or 

thi::: reason if for no other 1 some discussion of the controls used in this 

atud7 fcrms an essential part of this report. 
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The tem "c:cntrol" itself is a t-.ighl.y ambiguous tenn, as our semin&r 

quickly learned. As used t.cre, it means only those measures which were 

taken to hold constant all factors, other than the four media th~~lves, 

uhich c-.5 f!ht be e~-pected to bias the results. 

It does !.12! mean that e:.:!)eriments of this type are totalitarian, that 

social scientist' are dictators at heart, that science scorns understandiD3 

and seeks only prediction and control, that our subjects were humiliated or 

"pushed around" without their consent, that we labored UDder the illusion 

of playing God with other people's lives, that the study was undertaken t.o 

fool, bully, deltde, hoax or otherwide cajole an innocent group o'f students. 

In terms of controls, the lecturer was his own control. his choice 

of topic and his organizatim vas his ewn. The controls were first, ~h~.t 

his information be basically accessible via each channel and second, that it 

should not rely on external "props" of any kind. Finally, and most difficult 

of all, the lecture had to be memorized so that the reading grottp would 

receive exactly the same content as tt.e other audiences. In order to 

compens3te, as far as possible, for the fact that the reading audience w~, 

1errived of both the sound and sight of the lecturer, certain key wordR in 

the mimeographed material were capitalized to give scmethir.g of the s.~e 

emphasis they received as delivered. 

The subjects were selected to be as homogeneous as possible, i.e., 

same course, same class and age range, and sharing a common subject matter. 

~cader:dc ability was controlled by tte method of stratified sampling 

des~ribed above, since it vas a fair assumption that good students in gener.il 

learn more t~an poor cnes, even in lectures. 
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Motivation was controlled by an arrangement with the class instructor 

who agreed to incorporate performance on our examination into the course 

term cark. In order to avoid undue anxiety, the arrangement was that those 

\-Jho did well would get a term mark bonus, while those who did ir.differcntly 

o~ roorly would suffer no ~enalty. These factors also operated to produce a 

~~cd attendance at the studio, and to offset, if net entirely eliminate, 

factors of personal preference f~r one or another medium. In addition, t~c 

studen~s were fully infonned about the ~eriment and its objec~ives, an~ 

afterwards, were the first group to l.ear an anlysis of the results. 

No attempt was made to equate groups for age, sex, socio-economic 

sto.tus, familiarity with television, radio, etc. These were asSUD:ed tol b"= 

r~ugluy controlled (i.e., equated) by randem assignment to each group. 

The examination was controlled by the use of the objective, multiple

choice type of question, which permits of easy quantification. The score 

t:n this section was simply the number right. It should be noted that si-"1-::~ 

each question ccntained a best ~1swer among the four altcrn3tives presen~, 

the measure yielded is a measure of immediate recog;nition, not recall. 

No note-taking was allowed during the lecture 1 in an attempt to stir.nJ ""te 

normal conditions of television and radio listening. \~ereas the lecturar 

automatically "paced" the studio, television and radio audiences, thereby 

conferring a precise degree of control on them, it was not possible to 

duplicate this pacing for the reading audience. In this sense, this group 

was not as well controlled as the others. 

Re~·:lts 

!he results given here are confined to an anly:is of ~·re n·:ltipJ e--:~:3iC'~ 
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~ection of the examination. The statistics used were the analysis of 

variance and the "t" test of significance2• of dif:erences between meesns, 

i.e., averages. 

The analysis of variance showed that media in general !!2, make a 

significant difference in .. he amount learned as measured by the multiple-

choice test. It also showed, as we suspected, that academic ability makes 

n significant difference in the amount learned. Having establisl.ed the fact 

that the four media per ~, were significant to the learning precess, it W:l!~ 

then possible to test the audience averages for significance of difference 

in order to rank them in effectiveness. This analysis showed that the 

~elevision average was superior to the radio average---significant at th~ " 

' one per cent level of confidence (i.e., tl·ere are ninety-nine chances in 0:1~ 

hundred that this is a true difference). It also showed radio to he 

.significa.,'::l.y above both the reading and studio perfonr.ances-d.gnif:.ca:~t 

~t the five per cent level of confidence (i.e., ~here are ninety-five ch<-"ces 

in one hundred t~at this is a true difference). 

Tt.e graph shows ti.1e examination results by audiences and by acade:ni~ 

~bility, shown here at t~see levels. This display is more reve~ling th~ 

the averages for each medium, since it shows tow the media affect each 

level of acaderr.ic ability. The clearest indica·.;ions come from thf! televisi ~:~l' 

raciio, and reaciing c~~parisons, where it can be seen that the media ~tert 

thclr effects at all three academic levels. No'te for example that the low 

students on television do exactly as well as the middle students on r4dio, 

a clear instance of medium effect. Note too, that the greetest single 

discrepancy on the gre.ph occurs between the gcod students o."\ televisi'Jil Rnd 
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rajio. Apparently television has its greatest effect on the best studentst 

The studio results are pu:zling. The "lows" and "highs" reflect pre

sumably the distractions and excitement of the studio itself, but if they 

do, why were the middles unaffected by this to the point that they did as 

well as the television middle group? Originally 1 the studio group vas 

proposed as the equivalent of a lecture audience. One glance at the confu:il~ 

of the television studio convinced us,· before the statistical analysis, that 

whatever this group was, it was !!,2! a lecture group. We retained it in the 

study but with the new nace "studio" group. 

Tb~ table beneath the ct~t (p. 150) shows the number of cases (N), ~d 

the averages for each audience together with the confidence level at which 

the differences can be accepted as significant. 

~cnclus~.o:ts .€!!!! Comments 

One experiment «oes not establish a generalization, but it is plain 

that under these conditions at least, certain of the mass media, and not~hl7 

television, are very effective c~~els for conveying information. The 

astonishing feature of the study is the relatively poor performance of the 

reading group. Many members of the Sel!'.in&r predicted it to be the best of 

the fourt One feature involved in these standings became clear from An 

examination of the results of a single question. In one portion of the tal~~ 

t:he lecturer stressed gestures and delivery to accent his words; the 

~1estion covering this passage was accurately answered ~ most of the tele

vision audience, half the radio audience and few of the reading audienc~. 

It is then fair to conclude that Dedia do make a difference in in-mediate 

reco~ition, using undergraduates as subjects~ It i~ elso fair ··;o rank t~e 
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media from television through radio to reading in terms of their effectivenesR 

under these conditions. No conclusion is drawn on t'1e studio group. 

At this stage of research, generalization is dangerous. The study doe3 

not prove that television is "better" than radio or that either is preferable 

to books, or teat "live" audiences learn little. Would one get similar 

results with housewives, with engineers, or even with these same students 

presented with a totally unfamiliar topic, say, the devolution of estates in 

Athenian law? Would persons of average or below average intelligence react 

in the same way? Would children? These and a host of similar question~ 

suggest that at least an interesting and important area of research has 

be~ tapped by this exploration. 

***** 
1. Actually the n\llllber was larger, but to make the g!'Oup!: #lS 

equal as possible and to make the classificatior& on previous 
academic standing clear, the final ntu:'ll::er was reduced to 
108. 

2. Statistically spe~<ing, & difference bebieen two averages 
is called significant i.f it cculd not l:ave occurred by 
chance more often than five times in one hundrc. occur
rences. Therefore, the betting in this study is that we 
have ninety-five chances in one hundred of being sure that 
the differences obtained are·"real" differences and not 
due to chance. In some cases, we have ninety-nine chances 
in one h\mdred of being right. 
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90 r I 
I Television 
I 

80 

70 I Radio 
Reading 

' t 
'J Stuiio 

60 

I 

50 J 
LOW' Middle lligb 

N • 108 (27 subjects in each audience) 
each "x" represents the average of 9 subjects 

ACADEMIC lEVELS OF SI'UDEN'IS 

. 
!Difference 

Audience N Mean significan't 
at 

TV 27 77.2% 1% level 

RADIO 27 69.2% S% l~'·el 

READING 27 65.1%_ not 

SI'UDIO 27 64.9% !Significant 

Table showing average scores by media 
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HASS .:EDIA AND RETENTION 

We have now described in detail the experiment conducted by a 

Communications Seminar at the University of Toronto in February, 1954, to 

test learning via various media. The experiment has since been sl.iDil1lal"ized 

in a nwnber of journals, but unfortunately this interest has not always 

been accompanied by understL~ding. 

In October, 1954, the original test was readministered to the seventy

four students available of the one hundred and eight who took part in the 

first experiment. They were unaware beforehand that a re-examination was 

intended. 

The multiple-choice questionnaire used had nineteen items, each with 

four alternative answers. It could be expected that a group knowing notl!i.ng 

of the subject would get twenty-five per cent of the answers correct by 

&uessing. Our subjects, however, were university Arts students who l·ad 

taken courses in the social sciences and who could be assumed to do bett~.r 

~han chance, even if they had neither seen nor heard the lecture. To check 

this, a control group was used: the questionnaire was given to fifteen 

recond year honor psychology students, selected because, though their 

t;en('ral training in social sciences was similar to the experimental group's, 

the lecture was unknown to them and they had received no instruction from 

the lecturer. 

During the eigt.t-month interval, some students had heard the lecture 

a second time when its ki!iescope vas shown on television to the general 

public and some may have discussed it with friends. It is assumed t:ere, 

however, that such reinforcement was random. To determine wheth~r or n~t the 
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seventy-four students re-examined were representati·•e of the original cue 

i.1m1dred and eight, we compared tt.e performance means of the two groups 

(fi~re 1). Although in each case the re-test means were slightly lower, 

~hese differences were fairly uniform, not great, and therefore, not fatal. 

It was anticipated that on the average the re-examination marks would 

be significantly lower than the ones obtained on the first test. It vas 

further ass~~ed that if the media did not continue to influence the 

retention of learning over time, there would be no "real" differences en 

the re-test among the four groups who received this lecture through differen~ 

media. If significant differences were found on re-examination among the 

Groups, this could be fairly attributed to differential effects of the medla 

through which the informatian was originally obtained. The results of the 

two tests for the seventy-four students are sl.ow in figure 1, broken dcwn 

into the four groups, each of which was exposed to one medium. For comp.::-i~r~, 

the mean percentages of the original four groups are also given. 

'I'wo questions were considered: Were the media differences demonstrated 

by t~e first experiment still demonstrable after eight months? Did the rnedi~ 

have a differential effect en forgetting during this period? 

An affirmative answer to the first question was obtained by an analysis 

of variance of the means of the groups on the second test. It was fcund 

that there were still significant differences (i.e., could have occurred by 

chance only once in one hundred times) between them. Unfortunately, it was 

~ot possible to analyze these results in more detail since t.'lere were unequal 

losses in subjects in the four groups, so that further comparisons were not 

statistically justifiable. The an~er to the first question is, however, 
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clear: after eight nonths significant differences exist between the groups 

exposed to the different media. The results showed there had been one 

change in the order of ranking the four media: the studio group moved frcm 

last to second place. The results from this group were regarded with doubt 

in the original experiment and were not included in the conclusi ens; no 

interpretation is now made of this change in rank. 

In order to answer the seccnd question, it is necessary to compare the 

differences between the first and second tests for each group. The los~es 

here when tested by analysis of variance could not be considered to differ 

significantly from each otter. This implies that the amount retained af~er 

a period of time is proportional to the amount originally learned. In othe._. 

words, the rate of forgetting information is independent of the medium by 

means of which it was acquired. This was grapbically demonstrated, in that 

the original ranking of media in order of effectiveness---television, radio, 

print---held after eight months. 

Since it was found that for every group the mean percentage for the 

second test was significantly lower than for the first test, a third 

question was asked. If, after eight months, the students have in general 

lower scores, how much better than intelligent guessing are their secon~ 

test results/ 'Ibis is answered in figure 1 in a ccmparison of their results 

with tho~e of the control group of psychology students. Their scores are 

hetter than randcm guessing, but significantly lower than the lol'rest of the 

four media groups. 

In this particular experiment media made a difference in learning, DCit 

only in imnediate recall, but after eight months. The original order of 
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effectiveness---television, radio, print---held after this interval. In 

this experiment, different media influenced retenticn by influencing the 

a;nount of original learning. 

The qualifications given in I-lASS MEDIA AND LEARNING--AN E.IPERDIENT 

about misinterpretations of the original findings apply to these later 

findings as well. 

.. 
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RETESI' GROUP 
First 
Test % 

75.4 
65.5 
62.9 
63.9 

RADIO 
I 

Second 
Test% 

61.5 14 
52.6 21 
56.0 21 
47.5 18 

74 

PRINT 

ORIGINAL GROUP 
Test% 
First 

77.2 27 
69.2 27 
64.9 27 
65.1 2.1 

108 

STUDIO 

CONTROL 
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In this repeat performance, at Ryerson Institute, pains were taken to 

allow each medium full play of its possibilities with reference to the 

subjects, just as in the earlier experiment each medium was neutralized as 

much as possible. Only the mimeograph form remained the saJne in each experi

ment. Here we added a printed form in which an imaginative typographical 

layout was followed. The lecturer used the blackboard and permitted 

discussicn. Radio and television employed dramatization, sound effects and 

graphics. In the examination, radio easily topped television (see figure Z). 

Yet, as in the first experiment, both radio and television manifested a 

decisive advantage over the lecture and written fonns. As a conveyor both 

of ideas and information, television was, in this sound experiment, apparently 

enfeebled by the deployment of its dramatic resources, whereas radio 'btot:!fi· ·l 

from such lavishness. ''Technology is explicitness," writes Lyman Bryscn • 

• \re both radio and televisian more explicit than writing or lecture? Wo~d 

a greater explicitness, if inherent in these media, account for the ease 

with which they top other modes of p~rformance? 

An."'lotmcement of the results of the first experiment evoked considerable 

interest. Advertising agencies circulated the results with the comment 

that here, at last, was scientific proof of the superiority of televisi~. 

This was wfortwate and missed the main point, for the results didn't 

indicate the superiority of one medium over others. They merely directed 

attention toward differences between them, differences so great as to be 

of kind rather than degrP-e. Some CDC officials were furious, not becauEe 

television won, but because print lost. Scratch most and you find stud~nt 

Christian-types Who understand little of literature and contribute less, 

but, like publishers, have a vested interest in book culture. At hea--t 
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they hate radio and television, which they employ merely to disseminate the 

values of book culture. They feel they should dedicate themselves to 

serious culture. This is why they can't use radio and television with 

conviction and are afraid to use it comically, and so they end up with 

wishy-washy. They are lik~P. sixteenth century scholars who saw the book 

revolution as simply a means of propagating old ideas and failed to reali~e 

it was a monumental change in sensibility, in thinking and feeling. 

Official culture still strives to force the new languages to do the 

work of the old. But the horseless carriage didn't do the work of the 

horse; it abolished the horse and did what the horse could never do. Horses 

are fine. So are books. 

Nobody yet knows the languages inherent in the new technological 

~ulture; we are all deaf-blind mutes in terms of the new situation. Our 

most impressive words and thoughts betray us by referring to the previously 

existent, not to the present. 

The problem has been falsely seen as democracy versus the mass media. 

But the mass media ~ democracy. The book itself was the first mechanical 

mass medium. What is really being asked, of course, is: Can books~; 

monopoly of knowledge survive the challenge of the new languages? The 

answer is, no. What should be asked is: \.n'lat can print do better than any 

other medium and is that worth doing? 
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RESULTS OF MAXIMIZED MEDIA TEST 

Medium High 

75 

70 

65 

Lecture 

60 

55 
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n111\'KING THROUGH lANGUAGE 

(The material used in briefing the students.) 

1 recall one experience 1 had several years ago while liv:L'1g with the 

Eskimos. 1 was riding alcng en a dog sled one bitterly cold day---the ~-Dd 

hit me in the back and seemed to come out the other side--whe11 I turned to 

a l:unter with me and said, as best 1 could in Eskimo, "The wind is cold." 

He roared with laughter. "How," t.e said, "can the wind be cold'? You're 

rold, you're unhappy 1 but the wind isn't cold or unt.appyl" 

Now tUs involves more than just another way of speaking, it involves 

another way of seeing things. Consider how different human actions must 

t.pp<:ar when seen through the filter of the Eskimo language where, owing to 

t:h lack of transitive or action verbs, it is likely to be perceived I'.S a 

!:ort of happening without an active element in it. In Eskimo one cannot 

say: "1 kill him" or 1'1 shoot the arrow 1" but only ''He dies to me 1" •'The 

.:>rrow is flying away from me," just as 1'1 hear•' is "me-sound-is." Simil.~-;,-~7 ~ 

';her~ we say, •'The lightning flashed,·' as if the lightn:i.'lg did something, 

as if it involved something more than just being ligt.tning, the Eskimo me~el~· 

says 11flash." Eskimo philosopl.ers, if there were any, would be likely to 

ray that what we call action is really a pattern of succeeding impressiocs. 

Such differences between languages---! don't mean Indo-European ones like 

French and German but native ones--are really tremendous. Some langu~es 

lack tenses. Of course, I really shouldn't say "leek" because tl:is implies 

a deficiency, and there's notting deficient about these languages. In fnct 

r.ome can expr~ ss ideas that English cannot. 

Take metaphors: in Englist when we want to express an emotional or 
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philosopHcal experience, we t•ave no choice but to use words which refer to 

real objects or real actions. For example, I might say: ''I grasp the th:-c:.i 

of your argument, but if its level is over my head my imagination may 

wMder." How can my imagination wander? !-1ost native languages, en the 

ether land, distinguish between inner psyc~ological experiences and those 

that belong to the world of ~~tter. 

Let's take the language of the Trobrianders, a group 6f Facific 

Islanders who live not far from New Guinea. Two famous anthropologists, 

~r~nislaw Malinowski and Dorothy Lee, studied these people, and we prcba~ly 

!mow more about them than any other native group. 

N0w the Trobrianders are concerned with being, and only with beir.g 

(nature, essence, existence). Change and becoorl.ng are foreign to their 

thinking. An t'bject or event is grasped and evaluated in terms of itself 

alone, that is, irrespective of other beings. 

The ':'robriander usually refers to it by a word and one word ~ly. '!'o 

C.es:ribe it would be redundant. We define an object in terms of what it is 

like or what it is unlike or what it can do. The Trobriander is interested 

!1nly in what it is. To 1robrianders each object is usually grasped t~.me

lessly. We must describe it in tenns of past, present, future, but, for th~ 

Trobriander, these distinctions are non-existent. A word for an object 

implies the existence of all the qualities it incorporates. If I were t~ &:) 

witi1 a Trobriander to a garden wl-.ere the taytu (a type of yam) had just bee~, 

harvested, I would c~me back and tell you: "There are good taytu there, 

just the riglt degree of ripeness, large and perfectly shaped; not a blight 

to be seen, not one rotten spot; nicely rounded at the tips, with no spik~· 
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points; all f:lrst-run harvesting; no second gleanings." The Trobriander 

would come back and say TAYTU, and he would have said all that I said and 

more. Even the phrase "there are taytu" would be repetitious, since existence 

is implied in ~eing. 

And all the attributes, e~:,~n if he could find words for them in Us o"''!! 

language, would lave been repetitious since the concept of taytu contains 

them all. In fact, if one of these were absent, the object would not have 

been a taytu. If it is unripe, Bwanawa; if overripe, spent, it is not a 

spent taytu, but a yowana. If blighted, nulumokuna. If it has a rotten 

patch, taboula. If misshapen, ususu. If perfect in sl ape, but small, y21.gogu. 

If tuber 1 whatever shape or condition 1 is a pos!-harvest gleaning.;. ulum.1dal:!.. 

When the spent tuber, the yowana, sends it sl:oots undergrou:1d 1 as we would 

_;~ut it, it is not a yowana with shoots, but a silisata. When new tuber& hc:,re 

formed on these stoots, it is not a silisata, but gadena~ In short, an 

object is; it cannot change an attribute and retain its identity. As socn 

as it ch~~ges, it ceases to be itself. As being is identi~~l with the 

obj~ct, there is no verb to be. As being is changeless, there is no verb 

to become. Becoming involves times, but being to a Trobriander has no 

~eference to time. 

With us, however, time is all important. We cannot respond with approv:>.~ 

or di.~r.rproval unless we know that a thing is getting bigger and better. U 

! a~ told th~t John Smith earns $40001 I cannot resp~~d to this a~equ3t~ly 

unless I compare it with another salary. But if I am tcld that Jo!-n Smith 

has bee:~ prom;,ted to $40001 I will say "good" or if I hc:ar that };~ haJ ~~er. 

i~~ted to $4000, I will say "pity." 11-.lt simply John Smith 2.t $4000 is sw,-e

tl·ing I cannot resrond to. Our langue~e is f1.·,l of t-;:-IY:~ ""~.ke ~ .. .ml)te t."ld 
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promote where value is Attached to change. 

Our language requires that we express nearly all views in terms of 

tiree. The Trobriand language, bowever, ~~s no tenses. Verbs are timeless. 

Being is apprehended as a whole, not 1a terms of attributes. This is ~ery 

difficult for you and me to do. We rarely value sheer being in itself, 

except perhaps when we are "blindly in love." When you're in love the girl 

can have large feet, a small mustache, an I.Q. of six and a father in the 

~enitentiary, but you love her for herself alone. Even mothers in our soci~:7 

are often inCaJ:able. of Yaluing children in this way, demanding instead 

attributes and achievements before they can respond with love. Am I over

stating the case when I say that most mothers love th~ successful child 

more than the unsuccessful one? The inability to react to bei!'lg itself so!l".~

t~es c~cates embarrassing predicaments for us. Several years ago a frieLd, 

visiting our house, held in his arms our youngest child, age several week~. 

"Can l"e talk?'' he asked. "No, of course not," I said. "Can he walk?" 

"No," I laughed. he was a philosop~.er, you understand. He just stoci t:.._e;·:- • 

holding a mass of protoplasm, not knowing what to say. We would say, "How 

bright" or ''How clever." Tt.e Trobriander would say, "How baby," and he 

would respond emotionally in a situation where we cannot. 

In our society, the tendency both in love and friendstip, is to be 

attracted by qualities rather than persons. We like people not for what 

they are in themselves, but because they arc beautiful or rich or amusing, ro 

if they lose theirs looks or their &oney or their wit, we lose ot~ interest. 

But for the Trobriander, being is evaluated in te~s of it~elf a:cne, ~ct 

in ccrnpnrison with other things. Again, this is foreign tv our thinkir&g, 
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e~cept perhaps in the sphere of art, and even here, we are entering a "twi

light of the absolute." Nowadays we can respond to a work of art only if 

we know how much it is worth, or who painted it; we are incapable of judging 

it for itself alone. 

Generally for us, to be good, being has to be as good as, or preferably 

~etter than, scmething else. Our language makes it easy to compare beings 

~t every turn. Our vocabulary provides us with a large number of comparativen~ 

The Trobriander has no such means. Where we use similes, where we say I am 

yout' JUNIOR, where we stress self-i.l!lprovement ar.d competition, tl1ey employ 

metaptors. The Trobriander says young man I. The Trobriand2r emphasizes 

-;:t.e status q1Jo and cooperation. Phrases which we comnonly hear--J':t-1y tc·v 

is bigger than Jot'lnnie' s"-rtYour dress is prettier than Mabel' s"---have no 

equivalent in Trobriand. to be, an object must be true to itself, not in 

terms of its relationship to other beings. To be good, it must be the s~~ 

.uways. In Trobriand, nothing--not even the world--ever came into exir,~~n<:e~ 

~t ha.s always been, exactly as now. Their mythology contains no concept cf 

creation fr('Jn nothingness. No supreme being ever acted as creator 1 artifice!" 

C'r transformer. 'Ihe Trobrianders dcn't find themselves in the aV.ward 

!)Osition of trying to answer that unanswerable question: 11\Jho created t~v·~ 

creator." 

The Trobriander simply isn't interested in chrcnological sequence. 

For example, 1-.e gives his autobiography in co1nplete disregard for chrcnologv, 

nn effect achieved only deliberately by our sophisticated ~Titers. He 

begins with the crisis, so to speak, and weaves backwards ~d forwards i.n 

time with many omission& and repetitions on the tacit assumptions that your 
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J:li.nd is moving in the same groove as his, and that no explauaticn is needed. 

But for us chronological sequence is of vital importance, largely 

because we are interested not so much in the event itself, but rather in its 

~lace within a related series of events. To the Trobriander, events do not 

fall of themselves into a pattern of cause and effect as they do !or us. 

\:Je in ou~ culture autcmatically see and seek relaticnships, not essence. ·.~~ 

express relationship mainly in terms of cause or purpose. The uddeningly 

persistent question of our ycnmg children is tmY, because this is the 

questions implicit in ruost of our ordinary statements and behavior. Every 

aspect of our lives teaches us to ask WY1 WhY, to seek causes. The '!'robri

and~r parent, l:owever1 does not entirely escape this questicoing, for their 

children ask WHAT. I might add, our children do too, up until the age of 

about two or two and a talf: then, when they are unconsciously beginniag to 

learn the implicit philosophy in English grallllrlar1 then they ask why, why? 

Yet the Trobriander has no term for why, nor for because, so as to, 

cau~e, reason, effect, purpose, to this end, so that, Malinowski's 

frc1Uent why evoked frcm tl-.e Trobrianders either confused or self-contra

dictory answers, or the usual "It was ordained of old." Just as the cons~rY.t·· 

~ive Toron'tcnian says, "This is the way we do it here." I might add that t:!·~ 

t:skimos always reply to questions of this type 1 "Happy people don't ask 

questims." 

Now being the value only in a specific setting. Let Jte illu!:trate: 

The early pearl traders offered the natives money and trade goods as an 

induceme~t to get them to dive for pearls. But the natives refuse, having 

ao use for money and little interest in foreifll trinkets. The traders 
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noticed, however, that the Tr~brianders set great store by certain large 

stone blades. First they imitated them carelessly, ~ut the natives didn't 

want them. Next they had them made of slate in Europe and shipped half-vay 

around the world. But the natives didn't want them. Finally they had the 

native stone quarried and sent to Parisian craftsmen but these beautiful 

blades were also rejected. And indeed, why would the natives want them? 

for the blades bad meaning only within a patterned activity. Let me give an 

analogy. Let's say you're walking down a street in Torcnto, you glance in 

a window and see a girl who has just received E. Valentine. She' a excit~ 

and so is the family. There's i:opet Obviously, to her 1 that Valentine is 

the most valuable thing in ti-e 14'orld. You ring the door bell and offer her 

a job. When she asks the salary you say, "One Valentine a week." I t 1 a a 

ridiculous situation, of course, because the value of the Valentine lies in 

the fact it's February 14, she's young and in love. In any other setting 

but its own, the Val•tine is worthless and so is tl:e Trobriander' 1 stcne 

blade. 

Now the ·Trobrianders are not blind to causality; they are quite capable 

of percei:ri.ng events in a lineal pattern. But when a pattern assumes 

lineality, it is utterly despicable. for example, dating a girl includes 

giving her a gift. But if a bey gives a girl a gift so as to win ~er favor, 

he is despised. Or if she accepts him as a sweetheart .just to obtain the 

gift, not because she loves ~im, she is regarded as being ·callous. Similarly, 

in acthity in which the men exchange neclclaces and armbands with cne another, 

some men are accused of giving gifts as an inducement to their partner to 

give them in turn an especially good gift. Such men are labeled with a 

vile phrau; he barters. For ~he receipt r~f a cift: ahauld nat cause the 
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Trobriander to do something to give a gift in return: it is understood that 

he was going to do it anyway. In other words, tbP. Trobriander can experi

ence events lineally even causally, but when he does, value is either absent 

or destroyed. In a sense, the gift. exchange is not unlike our Christmas 

giving. I recall that at Christmas time my mother always kept in an upstairo 

room several presents---the kind suitable for any age, any sex---wrapped, 

but unlabelled, just in case scmeone she had forgotten brought ter a present. 

She would then thank them, say, "Just a minute while I run up and get your 

present," burry upstairs, quickly label the present, and then present it. 

For Christmas presents and cards are spoiled, in a way, if we thin~ the 

other pe1·scn has forgotten us or perhaps didn't pla."l to give us anything 

until forced to ~ the receipt of our gift. 

The ChriGtll"ls pattern is really an exception in our society: it is 

perhaps signific:mt that cl1Udren enjoy it most whereas in Trc.briar.d life •. 

it is the rule,. Trobriand behavior is not motivated by a sequence of events, 

or by any line of activities leading up to something. On the contrary, 

they do tl-.eir be:.-c to ignore, to refute such a sequence or line. 

But is this line really present? Perhaps it is; maybe it isn't. But 

we feel t>appier when we think it is there. Then the situation has meanine 

and we can respond to it. If I tell you that Sally married a ~ionaire, 

that she's selling notions in Woolworth's, that st>e once worked for Vogue, 

wer.t to Vassar and was poor-it' • mere jl.Dnble. But if I say Sally was 

poor, worked at Woolworth's, saved her maney, went to Vassar, wor!<~d for 

Vogue, ano. then married a millionaire--now it all falls in lir.e and mcl:es 

sense. Our idea of happiness is bound with this motion alor.g an envisioned 

lin~ l(;!\ding to a desired end. Our conception of freedrJrn ::-.-.st:: on tt:e 
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principle of non-interference with this moving lire which leads to a desired 

climax. As we see our ~ist~ry climactic£11y, so we plan future experiences 

climactically 1 leading up to future satisfaction or meaning. Who but a very 

young cl~Ud would think of starting a meal with strawberry shortcake 1 and 

ending up with spinach? 1.:e Trobriander meal has no dessert, no line, no 

climax. The special bit, the relish, is eaten with the staple food; it is 

not something to look forward to while disposing of a meaningless staple. 

Now for members of our culture, value lies ideally in change, in mo~ 

away from the established pattern. We ~opefully expect next year to be 

better, brigl.ter, different; we J-.ope it brings change. Our advertisers 

thrive on this value of the different. It's new, it's brighter\ Our 

industries have long depended on our love for new models: 195~; ju~t outt 

Newt Our writers cannot plagiarize; our inventors must invent. 

The Trobriander m the other J-aad expects and wants next year to be the 

same as this year. The new is not good; the rJld is kno·.-:.t and valued. II'. 

repetitien of experience 1-e finds, not bored("m, but satisfaction and saf~t:y. 

Members of our culture go into unchartered seas fearlessly. We explore new 

lands eagerly--mo\Ultain peaks, sea fioors, inaccessible jWlgles and polar 

wastes. The Trobriander goes into kno'W!l seas. lie explores nothing. Ne·.t 

lands, new thoughts, new ways, hold no interest for him. He was born into 

a culture that was operating long before he was b"m and will ccntinue to 

operate long after he is dead. 
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(The quiz enclosed in the preceding three phases of the e~eriment.) 

NAl-iE: 
ADDRESS: 
PHO!\"E: 

CIRCLE TI!E LETTER BEFORE THE BEST A.~S\~. DO ALL OF THEM IF YOU 
CAN DUT DO NOT GUESS. 

1. The Trobriand Islands are in: 
a. the Pacific 
b. the Caribbean 
c. near New Guinea 

~d. Polynesia 

2. The Trobriander values: 
a. creativeness 

..... b. the old and traditicmal 
c. the new and the different 
d. that which is useful 

3. An art form in our society is valued for: 
a. its position within a patterned activity 
b. itself alone 

(......o- c. its fiLnneial value 
d. for many attributes, not all of which concern art 

4o When we say, "The lightning flashed" we: 
~ a. read action into ti-e event 

b. use an intransitive verb 
c. describe the event as being without action 
d. describe the event in the only possible way 

5. The stone blades were: 
a. used as inducement 

t-- b. equivalent to meney 
c. part of a patterned activity 
d. gifts in payment for otr.er gifts 

6. English does not: 
a. stress causality 

t--- b. differentiate between psychological and external 
e.xperien ees 

e. emphasize time 
d. employ a variety of adjectives 

1. By line ali ty we mean: 
a. patterned aetivitie• 
b. emphasis up011 being 

1--- c. connections, usually sequential, between thing• 
d. the use of gesture• 
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e. Our language arad our culture structures experience so that it: 
L a. leads or should lead to a desired "limax 

b. empla.sizcs repetithm and sameness 
c. can be responded to 
d. stands by itself, witl,out reference to other e~-periences 

9. In our language much value is attached to: 
a. changes in temporal sequences 
b. essence of b~ing 
c. ability of emotional expression 
d. change and becoming 

10. We stress causality and lineality because: 
a. we are interested in relationstips 
b. we are interested in being 
c. our language and culture teaches us to value them 
d. this is the most accurate way to describe reality 

11. The Eskimo language is characterized by: 
a. lack of nouns 
b. lack of tenses 
c. lack of transitive or action verbs 
d. lack of categories differentiating living from non-liy;~1g 

12. The English language makes continual use of: 
a. several tenses (simultaneously) 
b. spatial metaphors 
c. words describing subjective, psychological experiences 
d. categories differentiating internal and external experier.~~= 

13. The Trobriand language emphasizes: 
a. change and becoming 
b. varied use of adjectives 
c. temporal aspects of objects 
d. being and existence 

14. A noun in the 'Irobriand language refers to: 
a. a highly unique object 
b. being as a whole 
c. an object at a particular stage of growth 
d. useful objects only 

15. Native languages differ from English because: 
a. they cannot express causality 
b. tley are not fully evolved 
c. they do not deal with temporality 
d. they contain other metaptysical systems 

16. In our culture we tend to judge things in terms of: 
a. intrinsio value 
b. qualities and attributes 
c. aesthetic satisfaction 
d. relation to other beings 
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17. Disregard of chronological sequence is characteristic of: 
e. all primitive languages 
b. English language 
c. the thinking of small children 
d. 'Irobriand language 

18. The implicit philosophy of English granunar makes us: 
a. seek es:;ence 
b. ask ''why'' 
c. value money 
d. see line ali ty and being 

19. In Ghe lecture an analogy was drawn between: 
a. m~ney and a Valentine 
b. foreign trinkets Bnd necklaces 
c. stone blades and Valentines 
d. armbands and Valentines 

20. Gift exchange among the Trobrianders is significant because it: 
a. stimulates barter 
b. symbolizes kinship and friendship 
c. involves gifts which influence behari.or 
d. is similar to Christmas-giving 

The lecturer described two native philosophies, but at the same time s:Ud 

that the Eskimo, for example, had no philosophers. How would you interpr~:;~ 

these two statements in terms of the lecture? Write 2oo-300 words. ll:le 

back of paper if necessary. 

On the scale below indicate with a check mark how you feel about the 
lecture ••• 

+5 +4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 
' ' 

Liked very 
much 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
Indifferent 

' ' 
Disliked very 

much 
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17. Disregard of chronological sequence is characteristic of: 
e. all primitive languages 
b. English language 
c. the thinking of small childreu 
d. Trobriand language 

18. The implicit philosophy of English grammar makes us: 
a. seek essence 
b. ask "why" 
c. value money 
d. see lineality and being 

19. In 'he lecture an analogy was drawn between: 
a. mcney and a Valentine 
b. foreign trinkets and necklaces 
c. stone blades and Valentines 
d. armbands and Valentines 

20. Gift exchange among the Trobrianders is significant because it: 
a. stimulates barter 
b. symbolizes kinship and friendship 
c. involves gifts which influence behavior 
d. is similar to Christmas-giving 

The lecturer described two native philosop~~es, but at the same time sa!d 

that the Eskimo, for excunple, had no philosophers. Row would you interprt:.'t 

the~e two statements in terms of the lecture? Write 200-300 words. tl:1e 

back of paper if necessary. 

On the scale below indicate with a check mark how rou feel ebout the 
lecture ••• 

+5 +4 

' ' Liked very 
much 

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 
' ' ' ,. ' ' ' ' ' 

Indifferent Disliked very 
much 



RECOMt-lENDATIONS 



RECOMMENDAnONS 

Cc:nr.;~mic;~.tion, creathi.ty and growth occur together or they 4o nnt 

oc~ur at all. New technology creating new ba~ic assumptions at ill le~els 

for all enterprises is wholly destructive if nc~ objectives are not orches-

trated with the new technological motif~. 

Dr. James E. Russell, of the National Education Association's Education:-1 

Policies Corr.mi.ttee, commenting on my paper "The New Media an"- the ~ew E:!u<.::-

ticn" (see exhibit 1) felt that I had not included ccnsideration of 'L'le 

c~puter'a effect: 

' 
"Wl1at I had in mind is the new dimension forced ca 
education by the existence of computers and teachint 
machines. This nms at a much deeper level than the 
distinction between print and nonprint communica~ions. 
It ha5 to do with a new concept of the nature of 
thought... All rati~nal propositions can be reduced 
to bincmi.al tei'T'18." , 

As Tobias Dant:ig revealed in his book on Number, primitive, pre-digital 

counting was binomial. P~st-digital cwputation r4!"tUms t:) the pre..Cig~.ta":. 

ju::;t as post-literate education returns to the dialogue. 1-~owever, what the 

computer means in education is this. As infor..::atim :r.ovem~.nt speeds up, 

infcr...1tion levels rise in all areas of mind and society, and ti-e result 

is th:1t: ar.y subject of knowledge becones SU:bstitutible for any other sullject. 

That is to say, any and all curricula are obsolete with regard to subject-

matter. All that remains to study are the media themselves, !!l (orms, as 

mo<l~s ever creating new assumptions and hence new objectives. 

This basic change t.as already occurred in science a.""ld ind-a::;t:-y. Al.llu .. ~ t 

ar.y na~~al resource has, wit~ the rise in information leYels, becam~ 

su>r.d.tutible for any other. In the order of knowl~.:!ge -;.~i.s f.-·:t has ei"T~n. 
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rise to Operations ReseJrch, in which any kind of problem can be tackled 

by non-:;pecialists. The technique is to work backw2::'ds frc,:l effect or rer·:lt 

to cause, not from cause to eifect. This si~uation resultL1g from instan-

taneous information movement was referred to by A. N. ~~tehead in Scien~P. 

a:ul !ht, Modern !!2!:14, when he pointed out that tte great discovery of the 

later nineteenth century was not the inv~~tion of t!~~ or that, but the 

discovery of the technique of discovery. We can discover anything we decide 

to discover. 

ln education this means the end of tr.e one-way passing along of kno-;,-

ledge to students. For they already live in a "field" of knowledge created 

by nc\1 media which though different in kind, is yet far richer and mere \ 

CCI:~plex than any ever taught via traditional curricula. Tl:e situat;ic.a ia 

ccr.:r-aro.:,le to the difference between the complexity of a languaz~ vcr::-.1~ 

the c.-u~ities of traditional gramnars used to brirg languages under the 

rule of written foJ."mS. UntU ve have mastered the multiple grammars of the 

new non-wTitten media, we shall have no curriculum relevant to the new 

languages of knowledge and conmunicaticn which have con;e into existence vin 

the new media. These new languages are known to most people but their 

grxr.m:lrs are not known at all. We have "read" these new languages in the 

li;ht of the old. The result has been di:tortion of their character an~ 

blindness to th~ir meaning and effects. 

ln the general i~troduction, !'ve shown how all of the inter-relat~ 

fi;:tiCins IUld ill\!sions cf Euclidean space, ar.d all of t!1e runbiguL:iec of the 

t)"'.ll·d dimension derive from the character and effects of the ph~~etie 

al~~abet. Non-Euclidean space, and the dissolution of our entire Westcr:t 

fi'!l·!":.r: ~r perception results from electric modes of '".ovbz inf• rntation. 
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This revolution involves us wi.lly-nilly in the study of modes and media as 

forms that shdpe and re-shape our perceptions. That is what I have meant 

all along by~ ruedium!! !h£message for the medium determines the modes 

of perception and the matrix of assumptions wit:rln which objectives are set. 

All of my recommendations, therefore, can be reduced to t~s cne: 

stt1dy tre modes of the media, in order to J.oick all as~umptions out of the 

subJjrrjnal, non-verbal realm for scrutiny and for predicticn and control of 

~1\.lr:l<'.!l purposes., 

Such a program can most readily be instituted today at t~e level of 

~eccndary education. 
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WHAT I J..EAJU\ED 0~~ THE PROJECT (1959-bO) 



MiAT 1 I.EAIU\'ED ON THE r'ROJEC'I (1959-60) 

Correction for Lasswell fo~la---not ~ is speaking to whom, but 

~ is speaking to wham. Lasswell ignores the u:.edia, except speech; lr.at 

obviously if a person is speaking into a r.A. ~·stem or into a radio cicro

p~one, etc., the who and the what are profoundly transformed. 

That staples ar~ media and media are staples. When iron ore and oil 

and lumber and fish are available to the populaticn of a partic-.Uar ~er., 

their patterns of association are much modified by this fac~. Dorson in 

l:is recent volume American Folklore draws attention to the pover of cottOL 

:;_n the United States in creating hanogeneous culture capable cf ~~ a 

spcnt•~1~ous folklore. The same hcmogeni:ing power over hum~~ ir.stitu~:~s 

is exercised by any economic staple like wheat, or lumber in Canada, l:~ 

this se::-vea· to draw attention to the same power 'Which resid~s i:1 the medi:1 

of CO!I'mtm.ication. The media are, in fact, themselves staples or new 

11at'lral reseurces. 1-tedia are extensions of the hi:nan s~nses. They modify 

the -patterns of human association while remaining root'->d in this or that 

sense, and these staples are not limited to any geogra-phical area, but ~e 

co-extensive with the human family itself. 

A!lntl:~r peculiarity of media as staples or natural resources is th5.G~ 

as they step up the speed of hllnan transacdons the infc-rmation levels of t:: .... 

cO<L-::mmity rise. As information levels rise, me comr.cdity beccces subs~i

tut~bl~ !cr another. No staple becomes indispensable as h,format~on level~ 

ri~~. The tendency is for information to move, rather than cnr~T.o~tiesr T~~ 

stress shifts in human study and attention from subject matters to th~ 

lec.~·ning process itself. Tl1e universities ":hich have lonr. ten<! .. l to be 
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processing plal'lts be(ome models of the learning process in action instead. 

Let us illustrate the implications of this change from that most popular of 

all subject matters---the ever-present threa~ of war. 

Today, civil defence would seem to consist in protection against media 

fallout. In tte past, war h~s consisted in the movement of cc~~ities 

b:}ck and forth across frontiers. Today, when the largest cotrn1odity of all 

is info:.."T.ation itself, war means no longer t."te :noveL.ent of hardware, but cf 

infomation. What had previously been "a peace time" activity witilin O'.'r 

own boundaries now becomes the major "cold-war" activity across frontiers. 

Instead of competing for the franchise and dollars of our own citizena, '~e 

:.;-c no•., engaged in trying to win the favorable attention of Asian and J_fric:: .. a 

millions for the star turn or top show. Our own conceptions of e~ucation 

and cf \l:lrfare are so completely tied to 31500 years of literacy that ~1e 

;:neP .. tting of the electrcnic revolution is much less o~vious to us in the 

W~st than to a Japanese or a ClJUnese or to an African. 

Anot}1er'.basic aspect of the electronic is this: it telescopes cent·l!'ie.:; 

of deV•'.lopment and evolution into weeks or nonths. In speeding up actual 

chr:nge, it cakes the mderstanciing of chan~e much mo1·e feasible just as a 

movie Clf em organic process rr.ay reveal years of growth in seconds. But ~.tc."t 

accelu·atio!l of growth in no way prepares the h'JnlOl conm.\U'lity to a~?rt to 

it.. Suddenly there is a nine foot redwood \\-here in the mornir.g you had 

ex;~rienced a bedroom. 

~~ educational, political and legal establishments ~·e sc3rcely 

cor.trivcd to cope with such change. There is no mercy for culture-lag in 

ow· ;:~ew technology. There is no possibility of human ada,tion. Yet: in e11 

' •,, 
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1:hese situations we confront cnly curselves and extt"nsic.,s of cur cwn 

senses. 'I'here is always the pcssibility cf escape into understanding. \o/e 

can live around these new situaticns, even if we cannot live with them. 
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!!2.£ New Cri tici..m! and ~ New Media 

The so-called new criticism which followed after the new poetry which 

followed after the new developments in our \vcstern world l·as most typically 

!:lccn engaged in explaining why works of art have no content and no subject 

tr.atter. It was the new media themselves, frcm the telegraph (1830) onw:u-d 

'"hicl. created the situation which the poets and rainters tr;_ed to explaj!~ t'=' 

11s by ''propl-etic" new art forms. Is it not ludicrous that the very 

scientists who e~pected the radical changes st·ould stand around with 

~·an.mering and incol.erent gesture while complaining of their inability to 

~mecrstand modern art? 

For the past century, tl.e artist has been our only navigator in SC,\~ial 

and political terms. The models which he niakes are not wi.s!1ful dreaJDs t!u>t 

r.tor.ey c:-...'1 buy, but urgent factual instr~ctions of the means of avoiding 

disaster. Top industry understands this, a little bit today. Artists W~7~ 

om·:ard and upward in the cormnercial field througl: the dep.: :ot::l~nts of indul':tri:-:.1 

and package design. In tl•e field of operations research, the arti.:ot act~:'t~ 

the pri~ri.ty wl ich is not t.is reward, but lis responsibility. 

To suppose that the teaching of media in our schools should be a 

peripheral featcre of an august and a well-tested curriculum could b~ a 

disas~rous supposition indeed. 

In purely realistic terms, I feel that tt•e associated power of 

sre-cia) :i.st and vested interest of many kinds definitely insures that we 

sh:-~1 fail to meet any and every challenge that is offered to us in tbe 

electronic age. Why should we understand new media when no generation of 

the We~tern past Las understood all media? However, now t!1at ,.~ have begun 
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to understand all n1~dia for the first time (see H, A. Innis, Em-oire and 

Co;;:mun;_cl'.ticns) there is the outside possibility that we might decide to 

consider them as fit objects of stuJy and control. 

}~:u-shall McLul:an 
'!'or onto, Canada 
June 30th, 1960 
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~~~_j·~.:)it: -:,. ---rare:- prese~iC(:d at r.sa Cc=-;v~ntion, 
Cincinnati, Olio, March, 1960.) 

l\'E\v ~~TilE~ EDUCATION 

-Marshall McLuhan-

':'The c:.rti:r~," '-TOte Wyndham Lewis, "is engaged in ...r.itir.g a detailed 

l:isto.ry of the future because t.e is aware of the unused possibili~;_es of 

the present." It is quite literally true that since printing it h3s 'been 

t-he po~:;s and painters who l.ave explored and predicted the various 

-::~osd.bili~·ies cf print, of prints, of press, of telegraph, of photograph: 

-:-:ovir., r~dio B-"'ld television. In recent d'=:cades the arrival of se-;erz.l ll'-~f 

..,edja had led to prodigious experimentation in the arts. &..!t, at presenf:, 

,.~ .... ~tl::>ts hav! yielded to the :nedia themselves. Experi.mc:ttation has 

pas!:ed from the ccntrol of the private artist to the crcups 5..n cha..-ge of 

the n~·t technologies. 

Th~t is to s;:.y, t:~at whereas in the past the individual artist, manip-

•Jl~~:l..."'l.~ ~r:; . .v.1te ~:. . .-1d inexp(!nsive materials, was able to sl-:\pe models of n-:,; 

expcr5.e~ce ye(l)'s ahead of the public, today the artist works with expcns:.ve 

:f'Hblic technology, and artist and public merge in a single experience. '!'!~e 

~ew mcd:i.a need t!1e best artist talent and can pay for it. Fi'J.t t!le artist 

can no lonr,er provide years of advance awareness of developm'!nts in -the 

pattern~ of hum~:1 experience which Will inevita"..lly emerge from new 

r:~'! painters of the fifteenth century explained rerspe:tive o:'"' f:i~~~·! 

;wi.."lt of \'iew to the public when rr::n-t w<:.s scarcely kno~n. .H.re-::~o bec~u 

"tb! scourge of princes" when print was young, and lcng before the new!:-
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sonr.et as a mode of self-expression and of self-analysis before print and 

lcng before ~lcntaigne revealed the artistic meaning of the printed page in 

his Essays. 

In a word, tl•e artist discerns the forms of tecl'.nological change in 

their full cultural dimensions before the technicians actually take over. 

But today, fer the first time in human history, our technology includes 

~ external projection of each of our senses. Nobody has considered the 

significance of this developnent wl'ich confers on our technology an incl·1si~·c 

organic relation to mankind for the first time. Fran the invention of the 

Ybeel and alpl1abet onwards, we have been accustomed to conceive techno},~~ 

as a progressive splintering and dissociation of what in nature is intc.::;-:-<:1 

and org:-.:tic. Thus the vt.eel was an abstraction frca ani.!ltal form, since a 

J:"UUll!ing Qnimal is in a sense rotating. And the first movie ever made was 

of a running horse. 

Today, radio, telegraph and television have no moving partse The 

electronic age abandons mechanism for the movement of light and informatinn 

cnly. Viewed in the crudist quantitative tenns, the shift frcm mechanin 

to electronics presents the character of total revolution. It is il::coo

ceivable that school and society alike should not receive the fill impar:t 

of this change. 

Looked ~t more closely, the electronic mode of shaping situations 

reveals it bias towards field structure. But even "field," preferred by 

pt.ysicists, can mislead by suggesting a fiat, single plane. But a mul~;·~

di.m .. nsional field is intended, an ••everyvay roundabout with int-:-usions froc:. 

ab,v~ : .. nd below." Thus, for example, "point-of-view.," ; o ine~·: nhle in 
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p:-l..~t c~tur~, is alien to electronic "field" and the affiliates of Silcll 

·'fh:d." For ;.~oint-of-view originates in the discovery of a fued positiCI;i. 

as creating perspective, or vanishing point. It was this discovery in th" 

fifteenth centcry that we associate with the end of m~dicval art.. It was 

t:1~ same discovery taken up by ma}'-makers and by navigators that made the 

,.,orld voyages possible. For prior to this discovery of space as homogen:-c.;;_s 

.:t.."1d lineally continuous, it was not kno'Wll that one could simply proceed on 

and on in a straight line en a single plane. Mircea Eliade' s T~-:! ~:~:"cd !2.'_: 

the f·r(\fc.::1e (Harcourt Brace, 1959) is a study of the contrasted ideas of 

space and time as between modern and pre-modern man. And H:a!'cld Catty's 

Natu~~ is Your Guid~ (Collins, 1958) provides much illustration of pre

:lcchanical relation to time and space. The methres and proced\!res in 

org:.:nizir.g our lives in time and space which are still accepted c.s "natu:-:-:.!:' 

derive ..'lmost entirely from the introduction of mechanism i!lto teaching &.:.:i 

lea..-n5.r.g by means of the first teaching-machine which is the printed page •• 

In p::-oviding the first complete mechanization of an ancient handic·r·:.:~';. 

print created an explosion in learning in the sixteenth centu..-y. But tl:~ 

technology by which the mechanization of writing was achieved also invaded 

every rl':ase of teaching and learning during the past five hundred yearsc 

It will repay us to consider, briefly, what happened, if only because w~ 

ar~ today involved in a much greater tec!mological change vhich c~ne:ns 

the nature of teaching and leard . .11g more pervasively than print ever di~ 

or ::ould~ 

B&sically, the mechanization of writing involved the inspired st~~ of 

seg.nentation. •loveable types are a kind of static analysis of the movements 

of th~ sc~ibal hand. And whether we regard the diffcr~nticl c~~~ulus cr 
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assembly-lines, science and in4ustry have since the sixteenth century, and 

until recently, extended the principle of segmentation to all procedures of 

investigation and of applied knowledge. 

It is all the easier to observe the patterns of mechanical or print 

~ulture now that we have for more than a century (since the telegraph) lived 

with the n~w electronic patterns of knowledge and of human assoeiatioa. It 

may seem baffling that in the electronic age there should be such an increase 

of books and printing. But the same paradox occurred after printing had 

ended the constitutive role of manuscript and scribe. For everybody began 

to write a great deal after printing. And now that print has ceased to 

ccnstitute the major basis for teaching and learning and is no longer the 

dcmi.nant technological form of our world, there is much more printing than 

ever before. So far as my studies have taken me, the reason for this is 

that a new medium splinters the older ones into a variety of new forms and 

roles. The typewriter merges composition, writing and print publicatiCD in 

a single act. Today the book has IIW'Y nev roles and functions, as had the 

manuscript in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

Here, then, is a brief indication of the nev patterns that entered 

teaching and learning as a result of printing. There vaa first, UDiformi.ty 

and repeatability which conferred the power of speed and silence oa the 

reader. The manuscript was read slowly and aloud. The speed, uniformity, 

and repeatability of the printed book entirely altered patterns of study. 

It was then possible for the first time to read widelY. And repeatability 

and accessibility of the book made it unnecessary to memorize all that one 

read as the manuscript reader had tended to do for purely practical reasons. 
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For the inaccessibility and non-repeatability of the manuscript made 

memorizing a need as it made oral learning and disputation a natural thing, 

capable of much greater speed and range than manus:ript reading could 

achieve. (Today we encounter the reverse ~ituaticn in whieh film, videotape 

and even photography permit the rapid grasp of complex cultural gestalts, 

past and present, which the printed word cannot convey even slowly.) 

The portability of the book, shared with its repeatability and chea}'ness, 

created on the one hand the habit of privacy and silence, and on the other 

hand made possible the classroam in which all have ready for use the same 

data and texts. By contrast, the pre-print classrocm expended much time in 

enabling each student to make his own text wt.ile the teacher did aloucl the 

work of the ancient exegete and the modern editor. All kinds of rhetorical 

analysis, word by word, went hand in hand with minute considerations of 

variant readings and punctuation. (See Baldwin's Small Latin ~ ~sse 

Greek~) Thus there arose from print a new kind of corporate life in the 

school and a new kind of privacy in the study. The curriculum was revolu

ticnized to include a great range of authors and several languages, such as 

never could have been encompassed by manuscript means. 

But print at once gathered another group of changes, namely the related 

habits of self-expression ·and self-investigation. Print as a mass medium 

offered a sort of launching pad for the projection of the private person 

into the role of public institution. rietro Aretino and Rabelais were 

perhaps the first to explore these new dimensions for the individual ego. 

Egn enlargement via print, at the same time created the sense of fame and 

sc.lf-perpetuation by means of the repeatability and indestructibility as it 

were of the private self • Marlowe's Tamburlaine and his Doctor Faustus 
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are excellent types of tt1e new megalomania arising fJ:'om print. 

Publication for Chaucer, by contrast, meant only a private reading of 

his work to friends. Self-expression and self-portraiture and self-analysis 

swiftly merged in the sixteenth century in the great figure of Montaigne. 

He revealed another feature inl'lerent in the segmental analytic patterns of 

print, namely "systematic doubt.11 After Montaigne, print laid few further 

patterns of the private self and began to release its powers in the reshaping 

of society and politi~s as the newspaper developed. 

There is sc;.rcely a feature of print culture which can today be discerned 

in the over-all field of our new electr~ic technology. Static fra~tation 

as a means of analysis and cf production and expressim are not to be found. 

Jacques Bar:un in his House g! Intellect, which he assur"s us is built a:a 

the alphabet (and print), has provided a handy testimony of the total 

incompatibility of the nev age with the typical values and procedures of 

the print age. Art, science and philanthropy today, he says, represent a 

team destructive of all intellectual values. (He is careful to dissociate 

intellect from intelligence.) Perhaps 1-e might have written a different book 

had he understood. the private and social consequences of print as print. For 

one of the curiosities of print and literature is an obsession with "cmtent" 

as opposed to "form." It is easy to see why the blank page awaiting an 

imprint should appear to "contain" things of good or ill use and report. 

It is in fact this formal, structural aspect of the page ti-At obliterates 

awareness of the page itself as a structure. To a lesser degree, this 

oblivim of the structure cf tbe page, and of print itself, extends to 

writing in the ancient world as well. For the alphabetic translation of the 
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sudible into the visible had huge consequences such as mark off Greece aD4 

Rame from all other societies which lacked phonetic means of codifying and 

translating experience into analytic, visible terms. 

Let us suppose for a moment that a team of present-day testers had 

been available in the year 1500 to find out whether the new book or reading 

macl-ines and instructional lfU't.erials were capable of doing the plenary ·· 

traditicnal job of education in the future. Would not this team, even as 

it would today, ask whether the privately read word could measure up as a 

means of teaching and learning to the memorized ma.."luscript and its formidable 

extension in oral exegesis and group disputation? Since we know that printing 

wiped out the educational procedures of' tbe preceding centuries, we can say 

that the testers would t:ave been quite wrmg in asking whether the nev could 

ccmpete with the old when the new had only one code of procedure, namely to 

erase and to brainwash the older culture. Our testers today are still 

geared to the static assumpticns of the print .!2!:!! and ignore the structu. ... al 

dynamics of the electronic form. In 1500, as in 1960, they could report 

variations in the facility with which educational skills -~-1 a wide range of 

subjects are achieved by print or by educational televisicn. But they have 

no regard for the new patterns of percepticn and sensibility which are 

subliminally imposed on us all by new structures for codifying and moving 

information. For the new structures modify our means of apprehending past 

and present. They recreate our sense of space and time, of teaching and 

learning. Basically I should say that in the electronic situatim there is 

a great new stress on learning (creativi~J) and a corresponding relaxati~ 

of teaching stress. 

Again let the artists of the last ten decades be our guide. Tbe 
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Romantics reacted strongly against the book as book, spotting it as the 

en\;!llly of nature and of natural modes of learning. They insisted upon th~ 

creative imagination as the birthright of all, and began a ceaseless quest 

for the inclusive and integral image. This arduous search was taken up with 

great intensity by the Symbolists who realized tl.at it could not be a merely 

visual image, but must include all the senses in a kind of dance. En route 

to this discovery, Hopkins and Browning, roe and Daudelaire, ended the print

fostered dichotomy between author and reader, producer and consumer and swept 

mostly unwilling audiences up into participation in the creative act. After 

Foe, and since C~:anne, poets and painters devised ever new modes of speaking 

not 12. their readers and viewers, but through them. As the voice of art 

resonated within and through the print-cultured aooiences, the cry went up, 

and still continues: "the artist is using a private language." The artists' 

demand that the audiences enter the artist role as co-creators vas not 

welcome to the consumer mind. Such is the meaning of the abstract art and 

the do-it-yourself kits wi;ich artists have for a hundred years been carefully 

preparing for this affronted public. 

Of course, children love abstract and symbolist art, and experimental 

films. But by the time they have been given in late adolescence the cookie 

cutter patterns of the House of Intellect they freeze up in the presence 

of the playfully abstract cartoons of Picasso and James Joyce. 

That situation is easy to understand. The educational establislunent is 

also built on print and abcde-mindedness. But today we are asking what will 

be the shape of things to ccxne educationally. The answer is simple. The 

artists have told us in minute detail this past hundred years. Tt.ey have 

built endless models of our challenge and our needs, and of how to live 
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with the new instructional materials. They have told us that tl~re will 

be no more consumer packages in education---not at least if education is 

to have a relevance to cur new world. The dialogue will replace the guided 

tours of data provided by the book as teaching machine. In the dialogue 

there is no maintaining of a point of view, but only the C()I11Ilon participation 

in creating perpetually new insight and understanding in a total field of 

unified awareness. For dialogue is not light £!!,, but light through, which 

is the difference between film and television. 

Let us note that in all forms of electric circuit and appliar.ce, whether 

telegraph radar or guided missile, we are confronted with t~e give and take 

of dialogue and not the one way song of lyric self-expression. Ev61 the 

various forms of electric appliance impose a large measure of do-it-yourself

ness, whether the electric toaster, the vacuum-cleaner or the washing~achine. 

I say, therefore, with impersonal assurance, that unless we choose to 

abandon all electric forms of tectnclogy we cannot possibly retain in our 

teaching and learning the mvdes of instruction and apprehension associated 

with the mechanical forms of print and its innumerable Cl•ltural progeny. 

Even if we are zealous, like Dean Barzma to retain and to maintain the 

characteristics of print-culture we shall need to knew mud more than he 

does about tbe cultural dynamics of print in individual society; and also 

it would be necessary to have a very complete knowledge of the new dynamics 

of cur new technology in order to harmonize the twain. It is characteristic 

of the semi-aware products of print culture that they prefer to take a 

strong moral stand on one or another hom of a dilemma. They love dichotomies. 

They point with pride. They view with alarm. They then feel that duty has 
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been dcne by spiritual values. But of understanding and, therefore, of 

control of new situations they are bereft. 

i am not optimistic about saving any of the trajitional qualities in 

educati~n from the electronic bombardment. It could be done by those who 

had a firm hold of both old and new situations. And since these of the 

older print-culture are not morally or mentally prepared to tackle the new, 

it behooves the products of tre new electronic culture to sei:e and to 

maintain some of the needful qualities from the wreck of the House of 

Intellect. If this sounds like Robinson Crusoe revisiting the wreck, it 

will be a Robinson Crusoe equipped witt. electronic technology. 

Earlier I listed some of the basic characters and consequences of 

priuting in teaching and learningo It seemed a useful way of moving fran 

the know to the less well known.. I };ave insisted that any new structure 

for codifying experience and of mcving information, be it alphabet or photo

graphy, has the power of imposing its structural character and asSUD!pticns 

upon all levels of our private and social lives, even without benefit of 

concepts or of conscious acceptance. that is wt•at I've always meant by 

"the mediwn is the message." 1-loveover, a new medium bombards older media 

and awareness, stripping the older forms of experience to tt.eir bare bones 

or basic codes. That is why, today, when we are already living througt. 

intense nuclear banbardment from within our ow cultures, we have achieved 

al.Jr,ost total clairvoyance of our own condition and of our debts to earlier 

ages. Today, we master languages and whole cultures faster than men formerly 

mastered an author. Our children live in a world museum of cultures fran 

infancy, even whilE. we continue to educate them as if they were bolted into 
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only one of these cultures. And these changes, or this acceleration of change 

to the point where change itself becomes the very matrix and foundation of 

society---all this is owing to our century-old shift into the electronic 

mode of information shaping and movement. We have left the one-thing-at-a

time of print and mechanism for the all-at-once of the inclusive "field" of 

electricity. And it is the very structure of this all-at-cnce inclusive 

mode in teaching and lean~g which autcmatically ends what we till now 

called "subjects." The electronic alters the contours of math and physics 

and "nature" even as it abolished literature. '!he nature with which we will 

henceforth be engagee is one whose lines of force we will travel and explore 

witt- the sensitivity of the greatest artists·. The "l'lit between art and 

nature ends now, as surely as the division between culture and commerce. So 

far as the young are concerned, all these things are already acccmplished. 

Their sensibilities t~ve been formed almost entirely and exclusively b.r 

electronic modes of experience. Even the film, that last mechanical link 

with the Gutenberg era, they experience mostly as translated through the 

medium of television. 

I put the matter this way in order to confront the educational point: 

"~'hat is the difference between movie and television after all ?'1 Just to 

heat up the issue a bit more, let me answer t~at they have scarcely anything 

in common except t~e fact that both are visible. The structure that is seen, 

however, is another matter. The movie is a mechanical way of rolling up the 

world in a sequence of small still shots, not unlike the way in which print 

captures the mcvements of an author's mind in a sequence of black and white 

still shots. Flayed back, these still shorts recreate or reconstruct an 

earlier action. The movie has built-in perspective and is superb in details 
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to fill in the pictorial space of its perspective. In contract, the tel~

visicn image is a continuously formed mo~aic with no still shots, no recon

structicn of acticns, no persp~ctive and very little detail. The television 

1:1osaic is so poor in data, in fact, that it must be mostly filled in by the 

view~r. And moreover it hc:.s no light en, but only li6ht through. So that, 

typically, the television viewer ia conditioned to expect much activity and 

to expect knowledge to be a kind of total revelation or illumination from 

within both subject and himself. As Dr. Rul.e of the Kansas City Medical 

Center pointed out, television in medical i.'lstruction has shown (a) that the 

speaker, instructor, or lecturer must efface himself and (b) that the viewer, 

in operations for example, was less a spectator than the scalpel. The 

viewer does not so much see as do the operation. Even the surgeon watching 

the monitor while actually performing the operation freq~ently is surprised 

by aspects of the operation which the television camera picks up beyond his 

immediate visual range. Or rather the operation is translated into another 

medium, and so revealed in another mode, much as the newspaper translates 

our ordinary social and political lives into a special mode, providing quite 

new dimensions and meanings for them. 

Let us say, then, tl-at television, like radio, states much less than 

it suggests. That i~ the sy.mbolist or do-it-yourself phase of this electric 

medium. Book and film, in contrast, state very fully and suggest much less 

than electric media. That is another way of saying that electric media.deal 

with experience i!l depth, rather than spelling it out on the single plane of 

flat statemcmt,. The radio listener takes for granted the action of providing 

a visual world for the scund experiences. The television viewer must have an 

image 1-e can complete for himself. So that even persm s appearing on 
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television must not be too definite or one-sided types. The vague, ambiguous, 

uncommitted person, whether in politics or entertainment, will sun'ive on 

television. But the d~finite classifiable figure wLo satisfies the film or 

newspaper meJiwn as a rig!1t guy will frustrate the television viewer who 

wa."lts to complete ris own image. The flood of Jack l'aars, Mort Sahls, 

Shelley Bermans, has scarcely begun. Dut a similar non-committal, irenic 

Whimsicality will appear mor~ and more, not only in television figures, but 

will evoke many persons and forms of expression, not directly related to 

televisicn. '.fhe newspaper man and reader are just as baffled by these chang~,~ 

emanating from television depth suggestion as tl.e bookman. Yet a century 

ago, the poets and painters began to unfold in detail this whole COillplicated 

story which has now ~ecc.we part of the educational drama. 

The square and the egghead are the boolanen as seen by d,e new television 

generation. In the sixteenth century, the new book generation saw the oral 

and oracular previous generation much as rolonius appeared to Hamlet. The 

ra:or precision of the oral schoolmen appeared to the new literary humanists 

as "words words words." They called t}le schoolr.len not SQuares, but dunces. 

The new criticism (or reading in depth) which has apreared in our 

electronic era is often called scholastic in fo~ by the literary hwnanists. 

Is it not terribly wasteful of values and opportunities, as well as destructive 

of t:armony that unwittingly men should so embroil themselves in civil feuds 

arising from media change? In our age the onset of multiple media changes 

makes impossible the older patterns of gradual adjustment and oblivion of the 

obsolete. 'Ihere is no time to adjust. We silr.ply have to know, and understand, 

exactly what is happening; and indeed, as educators we can available ourselv~s 
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of the artists to help us to beccme contemporaries of ourselves. Rather 

we must all beccme creative artists in order to cope with even the banaliti~s 

of daily life. 

*** 

.. 



su~~fARY 

1. Role of contemporary art models in predicting new patterns for teaching 

and learning in the electronic age. 

2. The Gutenberg teaching machines and the Renaissance explosion in 

learning. 

(a) The swift decline of dialogue and the seeking of an exclusively 

visual order. 

(b) The rise of tte consumer curriculum and the separation of 

teaching and learning functions. 

(c) The "content" as opposed to the "insight" approach to learning. 

3. The Nuclear bcmbardroent in learning. 

(a) The new electric structures for teaching and learning are 

basically a return to dialogue, or to the fusion of teaching ~nc 

learning functions; (even the r ask, Pressey, Skinner teaching 

mac~ines are basically dialogue structures). 

(b) The presence of electronic information structures now 

dominating social ~1d political thought and feeling (electronic 

tapes have made even the assembly-line obsolete) makes the 

educational adjustment inevitable. 

(c) We now switch from subject to inclusive "field" and from 

light ~ to light through. 
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(Ext.ibit 2. -- Television Script.) 

1HE TEENAGER AND THE MEDIA 

''Explorations" 
For Hay 18, 1960 

10:30 - 11:00 p.m. 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 

VIDE 0 

CS TCP CF COFFEE TABLE 
CIGARETTE BL'RNI~"G IN ASl~ 
'I RAY. PARTLY FULL BOTTlE 
OF COKE BESIDE IT. 

A GIRL'S HAND CAREFULLY 
IRir\GS AN ALr10ST BRI11MING 
HARTIN! INTO FRMlE A.'ID flACES 
IT OK TABU:. 

FER HAND PAUSES AND THEN 
SLOWLY l-10VES BACK. PAN 
WITH IT AS ~.E PlACES 
HAND BY HAN'S FACE. SHE 
IS KISSING T:!E MAN. HE 
IS VEltY ADULT A.'ID VERY 
ElEGANT. .Sh'E LOOKS HI<Jl 
SCHOOUSH AND VERY MUCH 
:N PrR 1E&~S. :t-IAN IS 
!..TI~G ON SOFA, HEAD PROFPED 
UF BY l'ILLO\{S. GIRL SITS 
,;N EDGE OF SOFA BESIDE HIM. 

SHE FINISHES KISS AND 
SITS UPRIGHT. SHE TAKES 
A CIGARE'ITE FROM ASHTRY 
AND TAlffiS A LOKG tHOUGHTFUL 
FlWF LOOKING STEADILY AT 
THE CAMERA ALL THE \VIillE 
WITH A DEADPA."{ EXPRESSION. 
SHE PUTS TilE CIGARETTE BACK 
IN ASH'IR Y AND RETl'RNS AS 
TilOUGH TO KISS MAN AGAIN. 
SHE STOPS PARTWAY A.-ID ALMOST 
AS AN AfTERTHOUGHT LOOKS 
BACK AT THE C»IERA AND SAYS 

AU D I 0 

1-IUSIC: 

GIRL: (OFf') \SIGHS COHFORTABLY) 
}IAN: (OFF) ~!ere ••• put ruy drink 
down ••• there's a good girl ••• 

GIRL: (SIGHS A UTTIE MORE VIGCROUSLY) 

GIRl.: I think going s·;-:- :·~.:y ~.R s~:c.U .• 



CU JOHN O'LEARY IN 
LIMBO 

CU AlAN MILlAR IN 
LIMBO 

CU JOHN 

CU ALA.~ 

TITlES - T /C SLIDES 

EXPLORATIONS 

witil 
MARSHALL HC LUHAN 

~I..Ai'J l-IT LLAR 
and 
JOHN 0' lEARY 

HCS AlAN 

HCS JOHN 

2-sHOT ALAN AND JOHN 

LOOKS AT JOHN 

{1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

JOHN: That was Lolita, author of 
the best sellcr 1 "Inn9cence is for 
Adults." And this is Explorations. 

ALAN: Explorations ••••• with the 
story Pat Boone didn't dare report. 

JOHN: Our subject, the teenager. 

AlAN: As this program contains 1naterial 
of a shocking or controversial nature ~ 
suggest that some of you may wish to send 
your par~~ts to bed. 

~·IUSIC: IN FAST 

JOHN: {V.O.) 

ALAN: Hm Alan Millar. John O'Leary 
and I ••• with Harshall HcLuhan' s help 
are going on safari tonight. We're 
going into the relatively un~~lored 
territ9ry of our own history, the 
undiscovered country of our own 
changing social ,·:Uues. Few people 
notice the changes that take place 
right before their eyes ••• it's this 
that we want to try and see tonight. 

JCHN: This program is about tile 
teenager because he makes visible 
what is as yet invisible in the adult 
world. In effect, the teenager has 
brought into the living room what we we~;}~. 
still keep in the basement ••• or even out 
in tl:e garage. 

ALAN: Here's the kind of questions 
you could extract from what we're 
going to talk about tonight. 

' 

JCHN: {REFERRING NO\v AND 'IHEN TO UST 
IN HIS HAND) 



D~ WITH AlAN AS HE 
DEGD~S \l.AI.K. LOSE 
LIGHTS ON JCHN. 

BRING IN DOORFRAME 
Wlni GlASS DOOR. AlAN OFENS 
IT A!\D \,'ALI\S IN. P.E SI'OPS 
AND GL\NCES AROUND. 

JB TO BRING IN COUNTER 
OR DISPlAY WITH SEvmAL 
FII.H PROJECTORS ON IT. 
ALAN COMES UP TO COUNTER. 

MOVES ONTO DISrLAY OF TAFE 
RECORDffiS NEARBY. 
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Does the teenager really pity the adult 
for being imnature? Incompetent? Has 
the ~ilole purpose of teenage life cluu.gel 
within the past few years? Has the teen
ager become an object of fear in our 
society ••• pt>rhaps the way the communist 
was a few years ago? 

ALAN: We're going to raise a lot of 
questions tonigl)t .... and make a lot of 
generalizations. You cay not agree wit~·. 
tJ:-:ern ••• but we l~ope you'll think about tht>"'::. 
To begin with ••• before we begin talking 
about the inward changes, let me show you 
scme of the new outward S".;r.bols of ou·: 
t:.me ••• the ne\i t!lings we' rc now li v:: ... -:g 
with ••• 

ALA~: •••• There's a store in every 
nt>ighbor~ood that more than ~r.y oth~r is 
a product of our time •••• the appliance 
store. 

ALAN: ~f there's any place one visits 
to go modem it's this. And not just t~ 
stock up on some cooking or heating 
appliances either ••• but for another 
category of goods which has transfonr.'!d 
our world. T~e gadgets, the tools ~! t~n 
electronic media. 

AUL~: Here are some film projectors •••• 4 

tle movies. I wonder what it really 
means to be able to flick a switch (HE 
DOES A..'JD A BEAJoi OF UGHT St:ISES FCRnl) an~· 
to bring in any part of the world ••• or t~ 
see the most personal relationsl~ips of 
mankind acted out for us. It's so ea~y, 
isn't it? (FUCI~S SiJITCH OFF AND ON AND 
OFF) A handy instantaneous gadget. 

And the tape recorder, it's small and 
portable ••• can go and ~as gene ev~rywhc~e. 



PRESSES BUTTON ON 
ONE 

STOPS RECORDER. l-!OVES 'IO 
KiDsr Of SEVERAL RECORD 
PLAYERS. STOPS DY ONE 
iVI.ta TilE llD UP 

:t-:OVES OVER TO COUNT'c:R WITH 
ASSCRTED ~ECO~DS FOR SALE. 
AlA.~ PICKS THROUGI-! n:D-1 
CASUALLY 

iJALKS RI\CK TO PLAYER 

!>\VI TCHES OFF BACH. 
l-10\'ES TO COUNTERS l\'lTH 
VARIOUS SIZES OF RADIOS. 

PICKS UP SMALL TRA.t.:SlSTm 
RADIO. S~VITCilES IT ON. 
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HUSIC: INDIAN 

ALAN: (LISTENS BRIEFLY) India is only 
a button's pusl. away. Space me211s nothing. 

AlAN: ~Jitl'- a record collection. •••• 
neither space nor time matter. We can 
all share in everytning, from anytime an~ 
from anywhere. Back to Bad·' s day with a 
flick of tl~e wrist 

HuSIC: ?ACJ: 

A~: Fabian, Frankie Avalon 1 Petrcuch~~, 
the voice of FIR, the music of Arabl.a, 
the sound of a sports car race in Fl~rir~-

Even the most puritan among us engages 
each and every day now in ~ absolute 
Roman carnival of the senses. New sigr't~.~ 
new sounds, new fabrics, cooking, 
textures •••• we're all dedicated lib~rtint·<:. 

AlAN: And radio. \{e have leard the 
sound of symphonies and riots and 
battles ••••• all witt out leaving our 
living room. 

l-nJSI C: ROCK AND ROLL 

AlAN: And no'-· radio travels to beach 
parties and baseball games. Each of us 
with our own private slice of the 
modern age. We are never out of touch. 



-- ~-- --- - - -- - - -~- -

SHITCHES OFF RADIO. !-lOVES 
TO DISPLAY OF TV SEIS OF 
ALL SHArES A."{D SIZES. 

AlAN WALKS FOR\·lARD 1 
A PAY l1HO!\'E CO!-:ES INTO 
FRAHE. ON A ST~'D 
:;or A BCOTH 

PUTS COIN IN. 
ALAN DIALS 

t>UTS DOWN PHONE 

STARTS '·JALKING BACK TOWARD 
Tl!E DOOR. THREADING HIS WAY 
Tl!ROUGH VARIOUS DISPlAYS. 
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And television. Who knows what it mea11 s 
to have pouring into our homes, day after 
day the cowboys and the rock and roll 
stars •••• the great statCJr.en, the philoso
phers, tt.e whole debate of the modem 
world. Undoubtedly our sense of space, ef 
time and cause and effect must be changi.l1~. 
And our attitudes to life and love, to 
politics and religion and leisure. \oi'hat 
of them? 

Almost forgot. Tt>e telephcne. lie can 
take it for granted all ri&ht ••••• it's 
been around long enough. 

S.E. COIN DROPPING 

Surely thoug~, distance, space, separati~ 
of person from person no longer means 
what it did. But notice ••• the image of 
the phone goes with the teenagers ••••• 
they're the ones completely at home usin~ 
it •••• and they use it all the time. 

S.E. BUSY SIGNAL 

AlAN: Annoying isn't it? To be helc! 
up even five minutes. 

Must be a teenager on the other end. 

Well, there they are. Our new electronic 
media ••• our new gadgets. Push the butto~ 
and the world is ycurs. You know how 
they speak of the world getting smaller •••• 
it's thanks to these that it is. Every
where is our own neighborhood. t'f'e kno~r 
what it's like to go on safari in Kenyn, 
or to have an audience with the Pope ••• 
to order a cognac in a Paris cafe or to 
go tl·rough customs clearance in Hc.ng 
Kang. 



- --- ------- - - - - - -

AL\N STOPS BY DOOR 

AlAN LOOKS AROUND 

CS ROW OF BOOKS ON HOOK 
SHELF. S}lOT FROM BACK. 
SEVERAL BOOKS ARE PULlED 
A\vAY A.~D JCJL~ LOOK3 lriROUCii. 

nE PlACES BOOKS tACK. 

CAMERA TRUCKS TO END OF 
HOOl~SHELF AND A!10UND END 
'fiLL IT IS LOCKH:G IN 
CORNER OF 51-tALL OOOI~STcm:. 
BACKED DY BOOKSHELVES. 
Otrr IN C~TER &'lEA A TA!IE 
riLED WITH BOOKS. 

?ICKS OOOK OFF 
'!'ABlE. 

Tl1e world has not only been made small.r:r, 
it's been made avaiiable and familiar to 
our emotions and to our minds. The 
world is now a global village. 

~vell, if the applicance store ••• is the 
outward symbol of this age ••• what about 
the symbol of the age just past? For in 
contrast to all·t~is stuff we used to ~ave 
just one medium, cne gadget if you like. 

AlAN: John? 

JOP.~: Corne on around •••••••••• 

• •••• you're in a bookstore ••••• if'. the 
hallowed, respectable .center of the age 
of print, the age of the book. In the 
applicance store you're very much the 
electronic man ••••• here you go back to 
being !tenaissance man, literary man. 

A book. It's all we used to have ••••• 
there were no film projectors, no TV r~~s: 
or radios. We got all our information 
from this, we were educated by it, we 
learned about each other fram it. The 
book was the source of our fame. We 
lived, loved and died, as the saying 
goes, by the book. 



JOHN \\110 HAS BEE.': liOLDING :om: 
OPEN NOh' S~PS IT SHUT 

\vALKING TO DOOR OF 
BOCKSIONE 

JOBN ('PENS DOOR 
SUGHTLY 

JOHN USI'ENS VERY 
DRlEFLY 

JOH~ TOSSES BOOK BACK 
Il\'TO STORE. GOES OUT CLCSING 
DOOR AFTER HlM 
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Think for a minute of how O!'le reads. One 
sits alone, one's eye scans a line at a 
time down the page •••• the author's ideas 
come to you one at a time off the page. 
It's a private experience. It's not a 
community or family acti\~ty ••• you do 
this alone. 

The electronic rnedia haven't wiped out 
the book ••••• it's read and used and 
wanted. Perhaps more than ever. But tt~ 
role of the book ~as changed. It's no 
longer alone. It no longer has sole 
charge of o~ outlook nor our sensibiliti~~ 

Of course the trouble is we act as thon~'h 
we \iere still solely in the age of thr 
book. Our notions of right and wrong, 
our regard for cne another, for education, 
diplomacy, politics, religicn all belong 
to t:·-e liter&-y man. 

Perhaps that's why literary man finds 
things today coarse or corrupt or 
materialistic ••••• 

S.E. SOUND OF RmmiNG AND SllOUTING 
At\'D FIGHTING 

••••• he hears the sound of figl:ting in 
the street, of the rough and tumble of 
life ••••• 

MUSIC: ROCK A.\'D ROLL. KIXES IN 
h'l TP. ABOVE 

••••• and sometimes he hears the sound of 
music and he finds it all rather vulgar. 

MUSIC: UP AND IN TO MIU.A!t 



DD OUT OF BOOKSTORE SET £lD 
BRING IN MILLAR AND HCLUHAN 
SEATED OL'T IS FRONT. 
l'RING UP L":GHTS ON TI-:!M. 
TAKE OUT BOOKSTORE. £·m 
ON TIGHT T~'t{)-SHOT. 
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AlA.~: With me is Marshall McLuhan. 
All right, ~~sball •••• what does it 
mean? The book world we had •••• and 
the elctronic world we have? 

MCLtrci.A..~: I think the best distinction 
might be fomd in the phrase, "with it;." 
You kl>ow how today we spea'-; o: b~ing 
wtth it ••• mea~ing we've understood 
ccn•p!e"tely, we've got t.he message as 
it were •••• in every way possible. 
But in the older book or print culture 
people weren't with it •••• they were 
away from it •••• by themselves with 
their ow private point of view. You 
have no point of view when you're 
with it •••• because you accept a tling 
totally. And we're with it becaut~ 
t}.ese new media of ours •••• the ones 
you talked about in the appliance 
store •••• have made our world into 
a single unit •••• the world is now like 
a continually sounding tribal drum, 
where everybody gets the message •••• 
all the time. A princess gets 
married in England and bom boom boon 
go the drums and we all hear about 
it; an earthquake in North Africa, a 
Hollywood star gets drunk •••• away go 
the drums at;ainA 1 usc the word trib~~ 
•••• it is probably the ~ey word of th:=_~~ 
whole 1'-alf hour. 

AlAN: Tribal? Why? 

MCLUHAN: Well, I think you'll find 
everything we observe tonight about the 
new media aims us in the direction of 
tribal man and away from individual ma~. 

ALAN: Harshall, let's just back up a 
little. If more books tt·an ever befor~ 
are being sold •••• if the libraries are 
crowded and busy •••• how can we, no 
matter what else may be l:ap~ening, be 
said to be passing out of the prit,t 
culture? 
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~fCLUHAN: As Join said ••• books are 
still very important but tteir ~ 
is changing, the nature of their 
:il:iportance is changing. Remember that 
books were our first teaching machine 
•••• and all during the Renaissance 
our only teaching machine. Dooks 
are what gave the Renaissance its 
peculiar stamp. \'ie had to see the 
world and each other through the 
printed line on a page. Today, there 
are Jr.any media of information, many 
teaching machines. 

AW:: By teact.ing machines, )OU don't 
jus~ ~can those tlJngs used in s~~o~l 
do you? 

MCLt:liA.~: Ko, no, we learn everyw~ere. 
T~e book's role ~as diminis~ed because 
of all the other actors on the stag~. 
It's no longer idng, but subject. "~e 
owe a lot to the book. The asscmbl)
line of mass production •••• that for 
instance, comes to us from tlae book, 
from the printed line where things 
move along and bapp~n one at a time. 
And the very way the school classrooms 
are set up •••• in a grid •••• row on row •••.• 
each desk identical ••••• set up like a 
book page. 

But now the assembly-line t.as changed ..... 
it is no longer one thing at a time 
but wherever possible everything at 
once, forty or fifty operations 
happening instantaneously •••• controlled 
Gnd synchronized exactly by pre-set 
tape. Notice the slift in icage •••• 
from tr.e assen:bly-li.ne •••• stretched out 
•••• events taking place one at a time •• ~. 
to the mod~~ automated industrial 
ccmplex where things happen all at 
once •••• bang. Not a line but a field. 
And this applies not only to products 
but to people •••• the line, the individual 
event was the book •••• tl~e field ••• ~tl•e 
all-at-once tribal drum •••• the new ~edia. 
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ALAN: Dut are media, is any mediUJ111 
tl:at strong, tt:at powerful that it 
can affect our lives, or alter our 
outlook? Aren't these things, as 
most people think, simply on the edge 
of our life, a frill to be taken or 
left alone •••• ? 

MCLUHk~: Well, we've seen how print 
affected all t~e aspects of our lives ••• ft 
industry ••• education ••• the concept of 
tl.e modern army even. Our managerial 
class i.s the product of print culture. 
So is tl.e idea of romantic love. The 
media are at the heart of our life 
~ecause t!-le media work through our sen~·!S. 
And print is a mediua ••• it changed our 
sense make-up from what it had been in 
the middle ages. Now certainly these 
other media will do the same; they 1 
photography 1 movies, radio, TV will 
alter our sense world, our eense li~es. 
These media change at once the way in 
which we see or tear, or touch, or f~e~. 
ourselves and ou:- world. A slight 
cl·ange in one of our five senses, alters 
the ratio ~~ng all of them. People 
suddenly begin to want and appreciate 
different things, tt>ey ~gin to think 
differently. 

ALAN: All right, but to get back to 
your earlier word, tribnl •••• why shoulc 
all this about media mean that the 
individual :nan is on the way o\~t and t~1e 
tribal man on tre r~&y in? l~y is this 
big change taking place? 

~ICLUI!AN: To answer that let's get b.2ck 
to the teenager •••• for I e illustrates t:i1e 
changes brought about by media in the 
clearest way. Especially if we contra~t 
the teenager with his old time contempor
ary •••• the adolescent. 

ALAN: There~s a difference then betwe~.n 
a teenager and the adolescent? 



THICK \/ALL - GAF.DE!~ G;.Tt. 
JOHN PULLS DCOR OPEN. 
UGHTS COl-iE UP IN THE 
DA.i:tKNESS BEYOND 0~ A 
ROSE TRELU S OR AIRY 
FIUGRIED C.A:EEO St.'l-iMCR 
GARL~·! HOUSE TYfE CF 
~UCTURE. 

DOLLY IN 

TAKES SHEAF OF ;:"APFltS 
FROH l'IS BI.Azm rOCKET 
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MCLUHAN: Yes, and I'd say it's tl•e 
s~e kind of difference as exists between 
book culture and the new electronic 
media. The adolescent corresponds 
to the world of the bock; the teenage~ 
to tl:e electronic era. The adolescent 
is seeking self-definition, seeking 
to isolate tis uniqueness from that 
of otters, seeking to relate his self 
to that of others. The adolescent 
knew he wasn't an adult •••• he knew 
l.e was in life's 'niting room, that his 
life was not really real life ••• that 
would begin only with adulthood. The 
adolescent is still our image of w~At 
the young person should be. Thcugh yo.):.t'd 
lave to go back in tim~ to see lim at 
his best, w!en te really lived in a 
sl;eltered and an enclosed world. 

AlAN: Let's go back then Jolm. ••• 
to 1910. 

l-n.JSIC: SOFT AND AE S"nlm! MYSTffiY 

J.iAUD: You bave not been to see me in 
a long time. 

AlBERT: No, I've been busy .... I've be-:n 
working on a book of poems ••• alone. 

I'm going to call it a Farewell to 
Adolescence. Would you like me to 
read some of it to you, Maud? 

!--lAUD: I'd like that very much, Albert. 

ALBERT: (READING A UTTIE En'RAVAGANTLY) 

:'The Rl.der grove is dapple green, 
ln spring and summer I am there: 
TI-e grove is now December brown~ 
And 1 am bowed witt. adult care. 



TlVO-SHOT 1-Jlu.AR 
t.ND 1-!CLt:'HAN 

!ARGE S.lADOW OF 7Al-tiU:.a 
!3ARD0T TYPE SIU!Ol'ET'IE ('~1 WAll. 
~.'B TO El<l~G IN GIF.L v.'l'fH A.CNG 
:1LCNDE HAJH STANDI:\G A LA BARt01' 
'.1RAPPED IN TO\·JEL. STWf 'liLU..WS 
·)UT A DCOR\vAY BE!UND H!!R. YOUN.:; 
}1AN ENTrns. ':'HEIR FIAT IS 
'LEC\.:RAT:i:D ~t\ ;;oN-C01\SUHER ~'!'NliC. 
HE !S c:J>.RTING A tAG OF Gil.CC~l~S. 
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Farewell to solitude and all such blisses 
l-ly bags are packed and I must go:-
For youth but a swallow is, 
It flies before the winter snow." 

Yu\UD: (A U'I'TU. SEVERE A.'iD BRINGING HIM 
BACK TO EARTII) 

Albert, I hope you remeJnber our agreemc:1": ., 

ALBERT : Munn:u:narm? 

~lAUD? The time for dreaming and poetry i~ 
over Albert. I cannot wait any longer. 

A!.I3ERT : But I Crute l.e!'e today with god 
news }laud, n:y fatl,er has got r:1e into til~ 
Colonial Service •••• I'm going to be 
Governor of half of Africa. 

MAUD: Africa •••• Albert'i llticb half? 

ALEmT: You know, I'm not quite sure ••• 
• • • but who cares my dear •••• as long a:J 

we've got each otter. 

ALAN: The adolescent, a Romantic. 

MCuniAN: Not yet an adult. But today ~-:f 
you went to ask Maud to come into the 
garden you'd find she was already on the 
road. 

1-IUSIC: HAnD AND ' 11-1..\N 'VITH THE GOLDEN 
ARH• 1 TYf:C 

CIRL: I•ve just got out of the shower. 

BOY: (GLANCING AT STEAM) Yeal-. 

GIRL: ~ere've you been? 

BOY: Out. 



'n'lO ShOT 1-ilU..\R 
AND 1·1CLUHAl~ 
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GIRL: n~oVING UP TO HIM WllH SEXY 
\vALK AND SEXY POUT) 

You've been away so long ••• what've 
you been doing? You know its our 
wedding anniversary ••• we've been 
married three days. 

BOY: Yeah. ~vell I made a down pay
ment on a fridge. I also joined the 
health insurance plan •••• figured it 
would be a good thing. Oh, and I did 
a double check on tris pension scheme 
tte ccmpany's sot •••• looks go~, 
Dawn., we're seventeen and I think 
we're all set. 

GIRL: (SIGP.S AND RUNS ABANDO.~ 
FINGER 00\\'N filS CHEEK AND THROA~) 

That's wl~t I like about you, Rock, 
you're so dependable. 

MCLUHAN: The teenager in contrast to 
the adolescent acts like an adult ••• 
1-e knows he is an adult ••• and he nov 
wants the complete package. There is 
rut waiting around. He wants tl•e lot 
and right away. Adolescence used to 
be a world witl-in a world ••• an enclc.:.ed 
ar,...na of dream and fantasy. The tt.m
ager has never been in anything but ar. 
adult world ••• any child today can 
grab a big cl1unk of adult life just by 
turning on the TV set 1 or going to a 
film, or leafing through a magazine. 

He can enter at the push of a button~ 
the whole S!)CCtrum of ad'Ult life ••• 
from its most sordid to its ~ost 
idealistic. They have one partner 
like adults ••• going steady. They think 
of security, of their careers, the way 
adults are supposed to; they want the 
full d.arge of religion and spiritual 
values. They want the complete packas~ 
•••• not~ing left out. Wlatever adults 
have got ••• they want it. 



CS }L\UD IN 
utmo 

r• .. ;o SliCT MILlAr. 
A.'W }1CLUJIA!~ 

DA\-.~ IN RCOH A~. DEFORE. 
THIS '!H!E Ir .ShEATER 
,\..~D St:IR':' A!ID SLOPPY 
SllOES. HER 1-l~ IS 
11\RDOT -5LOPPY. 

BACK TO AWl 
A.\'D MCLUl-.AN 

There's nothing romantic abollt today's 
teenager eit~er. Contrast the two 
girls we've just seen. Maud was a 
romantic creature, a creature of the 
literary mind ••• ~~~ was distant and 
dreamlike, she was a package for the 
eye, she was visual •••• not to be 
touched. 

ALAN: Oh yes, I remember ••• she was the 
girl who said •••• 

MAL~: Don't kiss me,darling, you'll 
muss c:y l-air •••• 

AL\t\: And in contrast to her the 
teenager •••• 

DAhN: (I~Ut~S FINGERS 'IHROUGH Hm 
~-AIR MID GROANS ADORABLY) 

HCLllJIAN: You couldn't muss Dawn's 
hair ••• it's already mussed. Like 
Bardot, today' s teenager is designed 
to be touched ••• to be in fact mussed 
up. There's no talk ••• just action. 

Today's teenager is everytling ••• 
like Bardot, a sex package ••• but also a 
mother, a sensible buaget keeper, a 
.1-ousel.old executive, an informed and 
understanding woman witt no illusionsG ..... 

For the teenager the boundaries ha·:e 
gone down between him and the life of 
an adult. But part of the trouble ic 
that adults don't act as though the 
boundaries are down. Adults prefer to 
think of tJ-.e sweet little lads and 
lasses in waiting, of barefoot Huck Fi!'.'"'. 
and the days of pure innocence. Teen
agers, children, know no innocence 
now ••• they live in a completely adult 
world for it's no longer possible to 
be ~sclated ••• or to be kept isolate~. 
Look at the coming out parties l:eld f.-.Jr 
debutantes •••• they "'ere f5.nally abandcnr::! 
because people reali:ed the rece::vir.~ ~.i·1e 
was proba~y mere ir~vr.-e~"; ~han ,.:,~ Je:bs 
were. 



DB FROH "tAN AND 
1iCLULAN MID PAN RIGHT 
1'0 JOHN lJSE J·ili'._ti 
Am) 1-iCUl:AN 

AlAN AND 
SCLUHAN 

AIA"i: (TO CAMERA) Ve've established 
the teenager as an adult ••• nov what 
about Um being tribal ••• wbat about 
us becoming tribal? 

JOHN: l1ere are sor.:e definitions 
wl ich apply to tribal man ••• wt-erever 
his lives, or ll.i atever stage of 
development he is at. 

(F.EFERS TO SCRIPT L-. I'.AND) 

He is impersonal, he l:as no feelings 
or attitudes tl at I.e considers his 
very own. It never occurs to bill to 
~old opinions that are not tb~se of 
everybody in tt.e tribe. Hia lace is 
a mask, a stolid mask ••• for be ia 
not concerned witt showing his emot~on~. 
lie is a creature of t.abit, of ritual. 
There is no individualism ••• it' • 
togetherness at all costs. In a tri~ 
everytt-ing t:appens to everybodJ 
at tle same time ••• and, notting ..,appen!!t 
to anybody without it happening to 
everybody. Tribalism is the exteosion 
of the family group 1 and so 1 like the 
family 1 its codes and rules are un
written. 

~£UJ!A.'i: You're familiar with the 
J-ero of the western film em TV ••• he' s 
a tribal t-ero, not an individual one. 
He goes out to do wl-.at t-e t-as got to ~ ~ 
••• he knows not vl:y only that he mu~. 
I:e is listening to an inner voice, an 
inner Wlvritten code. 

Tribal life ~& life by tt.e ear, and 
reaches as far as the ear reaches, aa 
far as ti-e coa:munity of comnon resonan-:t: 
can reach. 

ALAN: In what way though is the 
teenager tribal? 

!-ICLUHAN: Well, l:ave a look at 1-ia 
dancing. 



jQHN STANDHt'G ~y WlNDOl~ FRA.ift 
!\'"ITH BUND PUI J..ED DO',YN. ::g !'EEXS 
TI!ROOOH A!ID TtiiU:s TO OOl!:R!l• 

AS t-!E Tt:RNS &~CK TO 1HE tY!l~DOV 
TrE BUKD FUES UP :':~~TO T!1E AIR. 
~EHIND IS A ROOH Ftr~ OF m:~'l
/~GE:ts. 

BUND UF AND P.CCK A~:D ROLL 
?1USIC LOUD Am1 '~E COU!'I.ES 
:VANCING. rmtJA,)S t:·EL'l 
S!IDOWS 'rnR(1.'lN ON CYC. 

10~ JOHN AA'D W.\TCH rA."lCERS 
lat A 1-IOle!T. 

AIA'IAND 
l·rcUJllA."i: 

xxxi. 

MUSIC: FAit."T ROCK AND ROil. 

JOHN: Tl;ey' re dancing the Payola Rock. 

HUSIC: ttP FULL 

MCWHAN: l~t could be more tribal 
than that? When Dawn and Rock rock 
their faces are like masks ••• showing 
no emotion or pleasure. Tt-.e solid 
tribal mask ••• the beat wl.ose gaze is 
inward. P.ock and i\oll is ritualistic, 
like an African tr-1bal dance or a 
court gavotte. Notic~ the choreogra;~
is involved and highly pattemut. 
The dauce is sensual but impersonal. 
And it's for tte group, not for the 
individual ••• it's so public that its 
dance floor can even be the TV screen. 
The American Dandstand where everyone 
tak~s part ••• the audience and performer 
are one ••• you dance in full view not 
with your girl but with. tl:e tribe. 
You fom a group space and a group ell!'.)ti t;-., 

ALAN: How about a few years bat".k? 

MCLUHAN: Well in the days of the foxt!"Ot 
••• or the waltz ••• or the bla~k bottom 
and all the rest 1 the emotion was 
pri.vat:~, ead. couple was in:lividualized 
and separate from the otl.e&-s. A while 
back in the day& of the rec room tbe 
party was atomized ••• separate little 
romantic couples, dancing in the dark. 
Perhaps tt.at' s wl ere Renaissance man CQ!r.e 

to an end ••• dancing in tl~ dark •••• a 
rumpus room t.ero. 
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AlAN: '.Jhat other things show tribalism 
in teenagers? 

MCUJHAN: There t s the way they do 
their ~omework •• Adults are baffled 
when the teenager studies in a group ••• 
in tte old days one studied alone. 
But now the dialogue is back in fashio~ ••• 
look at t~e business man's lunch ••• 
or the brainstorming sessions of the 
organi:ation man. A final point 
about the teenager's tribal~sm ••• the 
three main values the teenager respects 
are courage, competence and loyalty. 
The~e are values of the tribe. Or.e 
shows courage in battle, one is skill~::l 
and cor::petent at one's job, and one i:. 
loyal to one's people. ~he teenager 
gains the respect of his fellows by 
being ccmpetent ••• wlether b,y ~ng 
hi-fi sets, or fixing hot reds, or ~~~~::'-"",_; 
rockets for the US army. He must lie 
good; l.e likes being competent ••• aLd. 
I.e is liked for being COClpetent. I 
su~pose because of adult restrictiacs 
it is cnly his courage which doesn't 
find many outlets •••• just stupid ordc~l~ 
such as trial by chicken race, we lee·~·.: 
him little else. 

And td.s loyalty ••• we rave seen it 
given wholly to teenage heroes, to th~ 
disc jockeys who were accused of 
accepting payola. But we tave seen 1-:; 
given also to many unexpected things •••• 
World Refugee Year, charity drives ••• 
chamber music. 

ALA.~: Mars~all, you've made many 
references to the adult world ••• ho~ docs 
this teenager feel about adults? 

MCLUHAN: \-/ell, in contr~st today' s 
teenager, wt'lo is basically serious, 
and ascetic and businesslike ••• the ad~1~ 
world probably presents to the young a 
picture of people who are immature and 
superficial ••• hopelessly wedded to the~ 
consumer goods. What the teenager me~.ns 
whey he says the adult world is square, 
is that it t~s no depth •••• it is not 
with it •••• square is visual ••• only one 
sense is involved. 



BACK TO AlAN AND 
MCWIAN 

We said that one of the main values 
teenagers hold is that of ccmpctence. 
The teenager looks around and asks oo11, 
does it work? I think in many easel 
the teenager l:aa just given up •••• so 
profound and far reaching are the follies 
of adults. The teenager can see the 
vision of one world government, or the 
ease with whlch the refugee problem 
could be solved •••• he sees tt.ese ideals 
as total. But when he looks at adults 
tackling these problems, he sees them 
hacking them into bits and pieces •••• 
selling them short by obsolescent 
arguments •••• nothing but bickering and 
squabbling. The grand design is gone •••• 
c.:•ly endless argument remains. 

MCLllttAN: The teenager g-ats this 
impt·ession of the way adults run their· 
affairs every day, frcm the newspapers, 
frCII4 radio and TV ••• each day they draw 
for him a picture of 1-opeless adult 
incompetence. But at tl-.e sa~n time 
tle teenager gets from these media a very 
immediate aN. persorull. glimpse of some 
of the worlC&' ~J most competent people ••• 
competent whether in politics, athletics 
or education or entertalmnent. Everyone 
frc:m Jertraud Russell through Adlai 
Stev"!nson, I\hrushchev 1 Ann Heggveit, 
Frank Sinatra, Shelley Berman, Bishop 
Sheen •••• the list is endless •••• Hov 
can his ow teacher, or parent or even 
J,is own local politician possibly 
measu~e up? 

ALAN: And the adult? \~t's his 
relationship to the teenager? What does 
he think about this? 

MCUJHAN: i.'ell, the i)Oor old adult' 1 

in a rather awkward position •••• he's 
forced to keep some kind of control 
over the young •••• ~ut he is now trying 
to control a rival. The adult has 
bull t up a vast investment in what the 
teenager regards as silly or obsolete. 
Tl~ a~ult can't just chuck it all. 
The age old rivalry between generatims 
is still tl·ere but now compounded by 
technological change and made many times 
more diffi~ult by the envy, hostility 
and frustration that the sdult fet:.1 
in his relations with the teenager. 



A THIN UTTIE ADULT mESSED 
IN SKY IlLUE DENIM I-LAY CIDl'fiES. 
WITH SKY BUJE FEAKED BASEBALL 
CAF. HE AlSO WEARS A CATQtms 
MIT AND !1AS A BASE!:ALL. PE IS 
'r.!ROWING EALL BACK AND FC8'11-I 
\fiTI! SOMEONE OFF samElf • 
DB TO BRING IN SON AND 
DAUGHTER READING AT GAaDEN 
TABlE. SON lOOKS UP TO I:.IS 
SIS'I'F.R. 

tHEY BOTH SIGH AND CO BAt2 
TO Tl!EIR READING AND THI1R 
CUPS OF TEA. 

ALAN AND K:LUHAN 
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ALAN: Envy? Why' a thia7 

MCLUl'.AN: \-le're a society which vorshipa 
youth •••• we place immense value on bein& 
young •••• on being rich, young and pretty 
aa one of our songs used to put it. But 
we haven't got it •••• only the young really 
have youth •••• we can Ml.y imitate. There
fore we're insecure, we envy •••• ve feel 
hostile. 

In a way though we are changing places ••••• 
as the teenager is breaking out of the 
adolescent world •••• so the adult runs for 
shelter into many teenage persuits and 
attitudes. What could oe more teenisb 
than businessmen and their new ways of 
pursuing leisure. Think of the equipnent 
and investment a family needs now just to 
relax and rest on its holidays •••• do you 
lmov what tl.ey call it? Activated leisure. 
It's just Molly and me, and baby makea 
tllree, in our sky blue dCDims. 

DAD: Yessir •••• way to go boy, way to 
go. Come on there Charlie boy ••••• teave 
Ler home boy •••• thaaat'a it. 

(ntiS UT.M'Y CO~'TINUES ~) 

SON: 1-fy it'll be nice when Dad grows up. 

DAUGHTER. Yes, he's so hard to talk to ••• 
you can never seem to ge~ through to him. 

ALAN: Marshall ••••• I no~ice you daa't 
seem to take a very moral a~titude •••• 
you don't object to anything. 
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JOHN U! DRUM STORE. mtr.-~ 
OF E\~Y DESCRirTION SIT!ING 
AND HANGI!'G E\'mNimE. 
JOiiN PIC!\5 UP AND TESTS 
TWO OR THRF.!. \'mY 
CRITICALLY. ALAN ENTmS. 

UTJ.ES: 

OPLORATIONS: 

with 
MARSHALL 1-£ W'.AN 

AlAN MIUAR 
8l"'d 
JOtlN O'lEARY 

MARY J~'E FERGUSON 
SUSAN VAYDA 
GAIL GmBm 
BETH MORRIS 

IVOR BARRY 
JOE AUSTIN 
JONAn:oN miAND 
l-l!Q;AEL l>IITTO 
GARRICK IIAOON 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

MCLUHAN: I think it's pointless to. • • • 
for diagnosis really t.as to precede 
evaluation. And as for moral objections 
to tectnological change •••• well they're 
usually based on irrelevant ways of 
thinking. Besides I think tlis electronic 
age 1 which l-as so far pr educed the 
teenager, is heading us all into one 
of the most exciting ages the world has 
seen •••• and I think the teenager senses 
this. There's no question that it's 
going to be a great and exciting time. i : 

'I 

ALAN: Thanks, Harstall •••• I'd be the 
last to argue with you. Good-night. 

AlA'\: What are you doing? 

JOHN: I'm looking fo!' a tribal drua. 

AIA.-1: (TO JOHN) Good-night. 

(TO CAMmA) Good-night. We hope you 
got the message. 

~R.JSIC: DRUMS 
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(Exhibit 3. --- transcript fram kiltescope.) 

THE Gtrn:NilrnG GAlAXY 

A Voyage Between Two Worlds 

with •farshall McLuhan for the National 
Association of Educational Broadcasters, 
Harley Parker frcm tl.e Royal Ontario 
Museum and Robert Shafer, Assoc~ate 
Professor of Education at Wayne State 
University 

Tnday the globe has shrunk in the wash with speeded-up informatioa 

movement from all directions. We have come, as it were, to live in a global 

village. Our information comes at high speed, electronic speed from all 

quarters. We would seem to be living, almost under ear conditions, off a 

small village world. l'm Marshall McLuhan. With me, Robert Shafer and 

Harley Parker are going to attempt a voyage through the recent centuries

five centuries--of Gutenberg culture: the Gutenberg Galaxy. 

Before us are two utterly incongruous objects: a South Se~ mask 

representative of primitive culture, pre-literate man: end a television set, 

representative of post-literate, electronic man. Between these two extremes 

exists the Gutenberg Galaxy, five centuries of print resulting frcm a thousand 

years of phonetic alphabet. And between these two strange objects is sand-

wiched the Gutenberg Galaxy, through which Bob Shafer, Marshall McLuhan and 

~arley I arker are coing ~o at~empt a voyage. 

K: How should we bet.in this voyage? 

S: We might visit the world of the Esld.1110. 

M: Let's discuss our polarities first. In terms of this mask at one end 

and the television set at the other. And the ailni.larities between them, I 

li 
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think, are really packed with a lot of very interesting material for this 

program. The fact ttat the mask is sculptural, and I would believe or state 

that the TV image is also sculptural: in the sense that it demands from us 

certain fill-ins (a tactile quality), certain fill-ins for all of our senses, 

just as the mask came from a world in which all the senses were simultaneous. 

P: The ear-man lived in a world of all the senses, information from all 

quarters and through all senses at once ••• 

S: All of this is really packaged into the television set today. 

M: But the eye-man of the West would seem to have lived in a very abstract 

dimension of sight rather than of all the other senses, the way the ear-man 

lived. How did we make the transition frCIIl this echoing auditory world that 

the igloo shaped and the bulbous dCIIle 1 how did we ever get frCIIl that ear 

world to the eye world that we so much take for granted? 

P: It vas an ear world certainly to the Eskimo who lived in it. He 

wouldn't live very mu-y minutes \Dlless he were tuned in in such a way with all 

his senses so tt.at he lmev what vas going around him all the time, simultan-

eously. 

M: Is this Egyptian scribe one of the key figures in creating the transitim 

from the ear world to the eye world? 

P: Absolutely 1 because he is dealing in hieroglyphics 1 pictorial messages. 

M: The medieval scribe a:Wply carried on his world of the visual, the 

phonetic structure, the Egyptian and Greek culture. Translation of sound 

into sight, im't it, because the stylus on the clay tablet and the quill on 
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the scroll are ways of getting sound into aight? 

P: That is the really crucial point, really the point. The man lllakes a 

squiggle and it is a sound.. 

••= This is a tremendous technology 'Which enables them to translate all the 

other ear cultu:-es into their own visual culture ••• and to control it. The 

same thing is going on at the preser.t time in China; we're still translating 

Chinese tactile-auditory culture into our phonetic alphabet. 

P: I .. know a Japanese editor who told me the story of production on a 

Japalaese newspaper, in which they deal with 41 phonetic symbols and 20,000 

Chinese ideograms. 1 asked him how they could possibly produce a newspaper 

under such conditions, and he told,me that they did it with a staff perhaps 

35 times as big aa our ovn newspaper staff. One man for instance will have 

maybe 500 to 1000 of these little wooden blocks in which the ideogram is 

engraved, and if somebody wants 11wOI!'.an washing pot," the appropriate man comes 

up with the little ideogram for that particular thing. 

S: They are undergoing a transition frCllft the older ear world to the eye 

world by this meana ••• 

P: Right. 

S: And they have not yet mastered this Gutenberg technology which we now 

see before ua. 

P: Here we have a thing that is very 1 very different indeed from the Japane:;~ 

or the Chinese 20,000 ideograms. Here we t.ave replaceable units, unifona 

parts put together to make vord.s--tDillions of words-in a variety of 
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languages. lie put them together in a W6Y that ~as parallels to our assembly-

line systems, and it's really a long, long line of words. 

S: It ended the han~icraft world, set up the mechanical world ••• 

M: Absolutely, just as the alphabet ••• created a totally new world of 

producer-consumer relationships ••• and it gave us a kind of assembly-line 

which we see unfolding before us here with the alphabets. (AD rVTIING ON A 

DISP1.AY OF MOVEABlE TYPES.) We move at that point into the world of numbers, 

which are also moveable in the same ••• (The world and language of number is 

parallel to the world and language of letters. The latter created the visual, 

Euclidean world of uniform space. Number provided us with the means of 

translating the visual Eu~idean world back into the space of touch and sound, 

of tactile measurability, exactly as Noman McLaren's drama of Rhytmetic 

here reveals to us.) The u:echanization of writing took place by means of 

the segmenting of the old handicraft motions and actims into static types, 

which has its parallel in Number. The sace sort of thing extended to numbers. 

'I hat is, letters revolutioni:ed math. The ~IJ!Ie sort of thing-the assembly

line, the uniformity and repeatability-idea in terms of nwnber... How did 

the Gutenberg thing bring about that strange Renaissance fact of individuali~ 

and nationalism? You can see t.ow prints would create an individual peraoa, 

inner-directed, a kind of person tighly self-centered and very mucb self-

analytical. 

F: One of the most fascinating sides of the Renaissance was the way in 

' \ : 

[: 
which it took its print culture as a system of esthetics. On yes, Leonardo 1! 

I" 
da Vinci as a matter of fact was the type of IliaD who could move frem a work of ~ 1 

'3rt tb a siege gun. f!e was capable of seeing the esthetics of all mechanical 



productioos, and workin& with them. 

S: How did that really work? I'm not really clear. We talked about the 

esthetic! of mechanics. What did da Vinci do? 

P; Well, he DlOV.ed through a variety of fields: as I suggested, seige guns; · 

wave theory analysis was a very important one. 

M: What about self-expression! That whole effort itself-portraiture and 

self-analysis, and the whole drive toward self~~ression and self-investi-

gation ••• this is characteristic of the Renaissance. W~ll, portraiture of 

a uni~e individual is typically Renaissance. There were very few portraits 

before ••• self-portraits ••• 

P: fortraits of any kind-individualized portraits are scarcely seea 

before the Renaissance. 

K: It is strange that print technology should have fostered this habit of 

self-expression and self-analysis. 

P: Here in this Rembrandt we have a picture which is Rembrandt looking into 

a .mirror, and painting himself in the mirror. You get the visual echo effect, 

as it were. 

K: Ferhaps the same kind of echo effect that we could see in the infinity 

sign? And perhaps the same sort of thing that we associate with the old 

Aunt Jemima type advertisement? The picture within a picture, within a 

picture, and so on into ••• converging on zero? 

P: I don't know whether you know this old ad •• This-.was one in which Aunt 

Jemima held a package, showing a ricture of Aunt Jemima holding a package, 
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and so on. 

M: This is the perfect expressicn, isn't it, of uniform repeatable type 

converging upon zero. Infinity? We are saying here that the infinity sign 

as '~e know it ~a3 really iltpossible before print, really didn't happen before 

Gutenberg. T~e st~nneteers were very 1 very much concerned with that same fonn 

of repetitic.n. Shakespeare's: 

Like as the waves make toward the pebbled shore, 
So do our minutes hasten to their end, 
Each changing place with that which goes tefcre: 
In sequent toil all forward do contend. 

This concern with time as segmented is seemingly an exact repeat of the patter 

of the Gutenberg types. 

P: The exact antithesis to the earlier world of fill-in, lack of line. 

M: Yes, that tie-in between self-expression, self-analysis, point of view, 

perspective, an amazing complex there of formal overlay. This SCIIlllet: 

Against death 
And all oblivious erur.ity shall you pace forth: 
Your praise shall find rcmn even in the eyes 
Of all posterity ~"tat wear the world 
Out to the ending to. 

This idea is related, is it not? The idea of achieving a sort of earthly 

eternity by repetition an:l extensioa of the self? 

P: I think that this ia Clllly possible with print, and you find its parall<!l 

in the Rembrandt portrait. 

M: There is another use of the same form in Mac'l-eth: 

Tomorrow and tCGlnYT.w and tomorrow 
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day. 

Shakespeare seems to have been obsessed with the esthetics of print in a wa:r 
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quite different from Leonardo, but "'re more familiar with this repeatable 

uniformity, receiving fo~ into infinity in the case of telephone poles, 

aren't ve? In space rather than in time? 

f: This looks like the trans-siberian ra.'.J.road, as we used to see in our 

geography books, which carries on the idea of a recession into infinity. 

M: This is the exact visual e'luivalent of "tamorrcw and tomorrow and 

tomorrow." Idea of' the segmenting and space and time. 'tith the Gutenberg 

achievement of' mechanization of' handicraft, we seem to have moved almost in 

the same way into a kind of' world such as the Egyptians thought of' 1 in 

connecticm with the god of Thotb. 

P: I remember the story of' Thoth who is the god of' writing; wh~ was believed 

by the Egyptb.ns to 1 ave been tne instigator of' all the sciences, and all 

the other arts. 

M: Aren't we saying merely 1 that the Gutenberg effect was to pattern in new 

fo~ all the arts and sciences, Dathematics, physics 'lS well as paintiDg, 

poetry, changing the concepts of time, the concepts of space, with an entire 

age and an entire culture. 

S: The idea of' a repeatable experiment is important here. Isn't it that 

you can have a scientific experiment which you can repeat over and over and 

over? It is scientific if you can repeat it:. 

r: Like Aunt Jemima. 

M: Tl-.ese infinity signe are preeent in our culture in a variety of ways. 

One tremendous consequence of' course in Gutenberg, &I compared with the 



manuscript, was the speed-up of the infol"'ll&ticn movement, wasn't it? With 

exactly uniform 111aterials that could be distributed from the central source, 

you could move by roads--and roads we_re soon built to carry this Wliform 

material---you c~uld move an~~ere, you could org~ize whole c~ities at 

a distance. \t.bat we might call homogeneity of citizenship. By ai.D&ilar 

training and uniform educational patterns you could create a k!nd of manpotfer 

pool of almost uniform replaceable products. 

S: If you could mass-produce print in t}'le vernacular of a particular 

country, you can give everyone the SaJ!\e thing to read in that country at 

the same time. You can do this very quickly. 

M: You create the boun:iaries of ttat nation at the same time you do this. 

As soon as they could see their own language in print form, they had begun to 

develop a sense of national unity, and also of nati:mal markets. This is a 

tremendous leap isn't it, from that Egyptian scribe world of merely trans-

lating ear into eye, here you have eye taking over totally the organiutiOD 

of all knowledge. 

S: Well, publication is possible, l.ere fo!' tl"Je first ti.Jre rerhaps in a 

r.tass way, quite a different thing. By repetiti()n you could publish yourself 

anywhere. 

M: In the scribe world, publlcatim would be to read his manuscript aloud 

to probably no more than thil-ty reople at a time. 

S: This vas publication for Chaucer. It wouldn't have given him a very 

grandiose view of himself, would it, if publication only consisted of reacbing 

a few dozen :people? The print man must have felt an enol'll\Ous extension and 
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growth of Us ego by means of print. He must have felt an access of power, 

when his image could be multiplied so many times exactly in mitorm pattem 

for so many unseen people. This must have created a vast dimension ot 

Renaissance megalomania. The whole idea at that point, of his fame lasting 

forever of course, as we mentioned, is so much a part of that. This was true 

of the Renaissa:1ce man in many ways, in his exploration acd his colonization, 

his conquest of space. 

M: No accident that Columbus and print c~incide. And these things were 

thought to be pennanent. So the idea of the etJtablishlr.ent of an empire as a 

permanent structure. 

S: But it also offered tremendous incentives tc self-expre:;sioa and 

publication, whereas formerly people had relatively little incentive to 

become egotistically projected onto a whole civilizatiOD. 

M: What lie've been saying here really is that print in the advent of the 

Gutenberg era had a rather trell\endous effect em I-uman sensibility and 

perception in some of the ways that we t.ave seen. I suppose that today with 

the speed-up of inf('rmation by the electric means we're in an even greater 

revolution than the Gutenberg thir.g produced in the Renaissance? 

P: Only today we're going in the opposite direction perhaps, aren't we? 

H: You think that, perhaps we're driving back towards the ear world tram 

whic!t Egyptian scribe translated us. This is, I think, the message of our 

television set and our primitive mask. This is arparent in our contemporary 

art. J.fany people would regard this as a pessimistic view of developnent, 

w·)U].dn' t they, of just retrocrade metamorphoaia? 
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S: Well, we don't mean here that print is going to vanish at all, do we? 

P: No, we certainly don't mean that. 

M: 1 mean tl-·at there occura a different ratio of' the senees. After all, 

man lives by extending his sensibilities into the world and understanding 

it in that way. During the Gut:enber& period you had almost complete eye 

orientation. Now we are moving back to perhaps what: 1 would like to think a 

better orientation. 

S: Let's consider for a moment a little more clcsely the effects on 

organizing a society of' the Gutenberg thing. That is, for example, if you 

have these uniform repeatable 1r.ea4s of delive:-ing messages, you also lave 

the uniform repeatable method of training citizens. You can then begin to 

develop a homogeneity, a saz:teness in the society, which gives you access to 

tremendous power. Teaching of reading becomes a standardized thicg, what the 

reader reads is standardized. the print mechanism, the whole print mechani!l:ll_. 

is standardized so that this means that the perceptions that an individual 

reader has ••• 

J.I: As Shakespeare stressed, it creates the idea not only "all forwards do 

contend." It is a cme-way flow of upward and UJ:Ward and onward, and arrivil1e 

toward self'-expressicn, self'-reali:atian, inner-direction, self-initiative, 

all these forms of' competitive life based on uniformity 1 and repeatability in 

life and line. That's a point we haven't made much of-the Gutenberg lli't• 

The idea of lineality. The sequential, the rigorous precision line. w~u., 

this is the way we leam to read. It recalls Joyce's pun on de opera, the 

Rose of' Castille: the railroad line, the r-o-w-s of' cast st~el. The oper·a 

and the railroad line and the line of type. 
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M: To get the logic of a paragraph, '.to read for the znain line idea of a 

paragraph. We say, "I'm to get the man's point of view," fixed point of 

view. This is implicit J-ere. This pattern has obviously given the Western 

world tremendous power of organization;. 

S: Yes, in the sense of an army for example. The tmiform parts of an army 

as we see here in our soldiers. 

H: I've been told that in the case of Napoleon, in order to train his men 

in sufficient precision and accurac.y he used to ~ie th~ir feet together 

eighteen inches apart, so that he could have unifc;rm marching lines, firing 

lines, C'--mplete pcwer over his SC'ld:f.ers. 

S: Actually 1 let's take a look at these soldiers. They are very much 

uniform entities iD themselves. Each is uniformly dressed, each carries a 

weapon which is uniform and certainly replaceable, snd quite subject to cha=.~ .. 

and standardization, and the uniformity extends ••• 

M: The marching men in front of us now. The men are breaking their step 

because they are marching over a pontoon bridge. 3ut without these forms of 

organization we would hardly recognize our world today. 

P: It struck me as exactly the swe thing works with soldiers as I said 

about the type font. Repeatable uniform parts tl-.at can be placed in a varie~.r 

of ways to make a variety of meanings. 

~1: And mobile types like mobile \Dlits: squads ••• 

S: And this uniformity exists in many, many places {in a variety of ways} 

in our society as we walk about. Aren't we trying to make the point really 
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that these methods, techniques of communication, do formulate our modes of 

thinking, our ways of thinking. So that it beccmes pervasive. ~o that 

everything we attack, we attack in a certain way which is a result of this 

technology? So that seeing these Wliform modes in a variety of places in a 

variety of ways is so much a part of our ccmnon everyday world that we think 

little about it, or h~ it got that ~· 

?-1: We ass.3ciate the Sallie structure with the classroom, with the seating 

plan, the grid system ••• 

S: Yes, the grid system. A teacher and a class with seats bolted to the 

fioor is a very good example of this idea of unifonn parts, intercha."lgeable 

P: Children all studying the same subject at the same time. 

M: Visually it is the exact counterpart of the book pages, with the teacher 

like the page heading, and the lines Wlderneat.'t... the moveable types beinc 

the student•~ 

S: Well, they're not particularly moveable; the students are sli&htly 

moveable. 

M: I wonder whether the rebellion an children today in classroaas and 

against the book l'as 111ything to do with the new electronic age we live ill? 

S: I think very definitely. I think the patterns that we have seen de-..clo; .. .t..; 

in schools ••• 

M: Or the brealdllg down of patterns ••• 
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S: Into more organic forms ••• children working in small groups, working an 

different projects, doing different things at different times ••• 

M: More dialogue, more discussion, instead of a one-way flow of infl'nnation? 

S: I would think that this break-up of the grid system in the classroom may 

be leading to the break-up of uniformity in o~~er aspects of our 8ociety as 

we mov~ along to different kinds of patterns. 

M: We used to ask, "What's your line?" or "\~'hat line of work are you in?'' 

"Do you follow me?" or "I don't follow you," mear.L~g I tion't get anything at 

all freD vbat you're saying. The brcken line of your discourse provides me 

with nothing. 

S: The whole pl"()greasive education movement we might say was a kind of 

rebellion against lineality ancl grid structure. 

M: But that's been going on for a long time-the Romantic poets were 

violently opposed to it too, just as much as Rousseau; but this •~ lineal 

structure has appeared in our novels, our movies, it's in almost every organ

ized experience we are accustcmed to deal wit}l. 

S: The interesting thing is tl.at chanse never takes place completely a.td 

arbitrarily. We have several modes present simultaneously. We sti 11 hav'! 

classrooms with desks bolted to the door ••• uh, to the floor, gnd we have 

classl"()oms where they are not; and we have uniformity present in a '·ariety of 

ways in our society, and we have l:18!1Y places where uniformity is breaking up. 

M: But there is no danger of uniformity breaking dow for awhile in these 

areas of assembly-line production we associate with the motor industry. 
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S: Well, the parking lot I am sure will be with us for a lon& time. 

M: The uniform products. 

S: There is a type case: cans of soup. 

M: Fixed prices, uniform prices, unifo~ commodities, replaceable parts. 

The whole idea of the Sl&permarket ~s perhaps in itself a temple of uniformity 

in many ways, as is the assembly-line. But the assembly-line is the classic 

type of it. 

S: Into infinity<» Production. 

M: Tanks a million. 

S: Tanks a million. One can imagine an assembly-line going into infinity 

perhaps ••• 

M: But look what is about to happen---autCDation, tapes, synchronised 

information coming fran numerous directims all at once, very IIlLich like our 

global village :in which the single line or structure s~ems to yield to a 

non-lineal complex. 

S: Back to our Esld..moa. 

M: Back to the primitive world, back to the ear world of many directims 

at once. 

S: And we still t.ave a transitimal feature: the electric typewriter. 

M: Those keys are so strikingly reminiscent of the HcLaren Rhythmetic, and 

yet here is a handicraft world. Here is the Gutenberg tting carried all the 
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way to the POint v!lere it retums to the old handicraft pattem of do-it

yourself. The McLaren ttanslatim of the Gutenberg thin& into number te1'11l8 

reminds us perhaps that modem math, higher math and physics have beea engaged 

in translatinc the old visual space, eye space, back :.nto the space of touch 

and movement and of hearin&• 

S: Is this why it is aaid that the Chinese and Japanese make better 

physicists and mathematicians thaD we do? 

H: Even the Russians-they play it by ear. they dcn't ny to visualize 

these relationships in the world of nuclear physics. 

S: They are n~t looking for a single line to pursue. 

k: They are not looking for a line because it iSD't there. 

P: I think, Marshall, we aissed possibly the idea, that as tN: McLaren 

fUm reminded us, that the fila too is sequential in exactly the same way as 

the Gutenberc line. lou make a fila bJ making still shots oa a piece of 

celluloid. Put them -cogether and you have the whole actioa reconstructed. 

M: When you put the film together, you recoastruct the world of free movemw;: 

of the old 1-.andicraft world. You doa't break it up. By breaking it up intC" 

static and film, you merely move into the world of free wheeling motioa 

again. This is the kiDcl of return like the typewriter, do-it-yout"selfness t.t 

the end of an assembly-line of con&l.Der goods. 

S: We have these llodes present at the same time in society, don't we? We 

have the nev electr.mic modes which are perhaps like the television set pushing 

us into the tactile lrt\rld? Back to the prilllitive Ask, so that we have 

. ! 
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perhaps made some indication why these strangely sorted objects here-the 

mask and the television set have some congruity after all. We bave a great 

deal of trouble sometimes living in a world Where these antithetic modes are 

present sinrul taneously. Apparently, education is now facing a tremendous 

problem of transition between the two worlds. In fact, they beth co-exist. 

wbat are some of ti-e things we can do, I wonder, to perhaps live in a world 

where Gutenberg is received? The problems of liYing in a global village. 

\oJhile making a transition !rom one vast embracing technology to another would 

seem to call for the utmost attention, offering the utmost challenge to hum:.n 

understanding. This entire global village that we see before us r..agges-:s 

that we are moving ~ucationally into a set of challenges and OpJ"'rtunities 

which are quite fantastic. W"nether people are prepared to meet these thl.ngs 

or not, I don't know, but I think that w are doing somethin& about it right 

here. I think that our global village is a theme wlich might well sign off 

this prograDl, and after our little voyage through five centuries of pr:ln"': 

culture. Thank you. 
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